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BRUCE PETTY

Western Australia Sesquicentenary Literary Competition
In this issue we publish a selection of stories and poems from the entries for the
sesquicentenary competition publicised in previous issues of Wester/y. There were
some nine hundred entries, and entries were read under their pseudonyms by at
least four readers. The final selection of entries for pUblication involved extensive
re-reading and discussion. Quite early one factor emerged, and that was the difficulty of deciding on a single entry in each class as being in some absolute sense
better than others. The variety of form and topic in the short story was clear,
though even more experiment here would have been welcomed by the editorial
committee, and variety of style, form, and subject was also evident in the poetry.
The editorial committee felt that a more realistic, and fairer, approach to the
final selection (from much valuable writing) was to divide the awards so that
as far as possible acknowledgement was paid to the kind of variety offered. From
this point of view we have made the awards that are published here. We have
included, in this issue, the work of all those involved in this final consideration,
and would like to congratulate all these writers.
Westerly is grateful to the Arts and Entertainment Committee of the Western
Australia 150th Anniversary Celebrations 1979, who have made possible these
awards, and this issue of the magazine.
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AWARDS FOR SHORT STORIES BY WESTERN
AUSTRALIAN WRITERS:
to
Wendy Jenkins for her story 'Uneasy Rider'
and
Terry Tredrea for 'True Grist'
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WENDY JENKINS

Uneasy Rider

I only took the controls of a motorbike once, and slammed my easy riding foot
into a post. The bruise turned yellow slowly, then faded out. So did I in a way.
It depends how you look at it.
That's the start of this essay I'm writing for mature age english. It's a lot
different from the usual we get set but there was a real stir in the last discussion period. We'd been talking about The Loneliness of the Long Distance
Runner, which is about how a kid gets his own back on corrupt authority. It
was pretty boring until someone started on about whether the kid should have
run through the finishing line or not. That wasn't really the point but it got
everyone going. I found myself sided with this old guy saying that the kid just
standing there didn't prove much. A couple of girls got really stirred and then
one of them said:
"Oh. What are you doing here anyway. You're just a reactionary tool of
authority." Really. Just like that. "You're a reactionary tool of authority", like
that was all she needed to say. End of argument. That really got me. I mean,
it's not just that easy. It's really not. The way some of these radical types lay
it on you really shits me. The teacher didn't say too much at the time but we
got set the essay I was telling you about: "Write a first person narrative account
of the maturational process in an adolescent."
I'm really getting onto this essay. I keep going over the start and making
up other bits in my head. It's going to be sort of built around the Easy Rider
film and what it seemed to mean to people when it first came out. That's why
I've got the bike in the first bit. I'm going to try and keep referring back to
that as a kind of connecting thing-that and the film. And I'm going to put
in what happened with me and Barry but with different names.
I was just 17 when I first started going out with Barry. I think I'd just left
school then. I chucked it about half way through fifth year and got this job
working behind the counter at Hungry Jacks. You know, the one that changes
your order from chips to french fries and says into the mike in a P.R. voice,
"Two whoppers, two french fries, two strawberries please." I didn't like it much.
You had to stand all the time and put up with all of the idiots. There was
always someone who decided they didn't want mayonnaise after their order
had been made up, or reckon they'd ordered a chocolate shake when you know
they said strawberry. And there was always some creep that had to sing the
advert at you as if it would make your day.
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Anyway, after all the morons Barry looked pretty good. He used to come in
Saturday with some of his friends, and he'd order a whopper with double cheese,
hold the mayonnaise, like he'd been doing it all his life. I didn't have to change
a thing or ask a question. And I liked the way he looked-long dark hair, tight
jeans and a black leather jacket with red wings on it. Sort of classic Grease
without the Brylcream.
The whole thing sounds stupid now. It was like that Kentucky Fried ad that
used to be on. You know the one where this super cool slicked down bikie comes
into the Colonel's for a snackpack or something, and leaves with this really good
looking bird on the back of his bike. But I never said more than, "What would
you like?" and he never left with anything except a whopper. We probably never
would have got past hold the mayonnaise, if I didn't meet him at Leo's.
I was there with my friend Dianne and saw him across the room. He was
talking to a girl with his face about three inches from hers because they were
sitting really close to the band. I thought about walking past like I was really
going somewhere, and if he saw me, smile and say casually, "Oh hi. Want to
put in your order early for the weekend?" Dianne said that wasn't very cool.
She knew more about that sort of thing than me, so I just sat around hoping
he'd see me. Dianne was starting to get annoyed because I was being a bit of
a drag, when he saw us and started over. 1 tried to think of what he was going
to say so that what I said back wouldn't be too stupid. He said, (I can remember
this as clear as anything),
"You look good without your uniform. 1 never could handle red." Real cool.
Then 1 said,
"Do you want to put in your order early for the weekend?" Dianne gave
me one of her watch-it-stupid looks but I'd already said it. Barry grinned and
said,
"You mean you don't know it already?" He said it high pitched and silly like
he didn't really mean me to. 1 mean really, the last thing you'd expect would
be for someone to know your order. But I rattled it straight off, dead serious,
"Whopper with double cheese, hold the mayonnaise, large fries, large vanilla
shake to go." I realised what I was doing by the time I got to the mayonnaise
and trailed off into vanilla feeling really dumb. Dianne looked at me as if I
was hopeless. She was always saying it, "You're really hopeless, you know that?"
But Barry just laughed and said,
"Wow! a photographic memory. Do you remember everyone's order like that?"
I said "No", keeping it simple. Then he said something like,
"Well, 1 won't have to say anything next time 1 come in will I? Just give you
the nod." Then I said,
"Okay, that's cool."
I get embarrassed even thinking about that now. The whole thing was like the
corny dialogue in those really bad beach movies they used to put on first at the
drives. I can just see Annette Funicello lolling back on her towel and saying to
Frankie Avalon, "That's cool" or "That's hip" or whatever they said in those
things. That was a long time ago and they were old when we saw them. I started
to watch one on T.V. a few weeks back with Paul, my husband, and we turned
over before the first lot of ads. I told Paul then about My Big Scene in Leo's
and he nearly killed himself laughing. He was never into the Leo's-drive-in
thing. He went straight from School to W.A.I.T. Those guys never had any
money and wouldn't be caught dead in Leo's anyway. They did their dumb
things somewhere else.
I'm going to put in the Leo's thing. What the place was like with all the orange
plastic chairs and orange tables squashed together and the conning up and the
8
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noise and everything-and a version of My Big Scene if it doesn't come out
too dumb.
Then I'm going to phase into the film. We saw it four times when it first hit
Perth. Twice at the Walk· ins and twice at the drives. Barry was mad about it.
And if I'm honest I guess I was really into it too. Barry'd get so rapt watching
it I might as well not have been there. He'd tense up at the bit where those guys
beat Jack Nicholson to death. It was like he was taking the punches himself.
You could feel him go tight right through his leather jacket. And in the road
scenes where the country seemed to spin out from the wheels, he'd get this fixed
grin on his face and his eyes would sort of glaze over. You could have tipped
his coke on his head and he wouldn't have noticed. I used to like the bit with
the hippies in the commune. You know the bit where they grow their own stuff
and make their own things and don't have real jobs. No hassles, no-one telling
them what to do.
When we came out of the pictures Barry would be really stirred. Not jumpingup-and-down stirred but keyed up inside, you know. We'd start walking, not
really talking to each other. Sometimes he'd say, "What about when he", or
"How about the bit where", and I'd say "Yair", and we'd keep walking fast
like we were really going somewhere.
I'm going to put in a bit about Barry's job to show that things weren't that
easy for him. He had a job in a panel beaters-final year apprentice. The other
guys used to give him a bad time about his hair and clothes. They called him
Ringo Star and Star Quality and used to put their rollers in his lunch box and
things like that. On at him all the time. Barry usually didn't talk about it much
but he'd joke about it sometimes when he'd had a few drinks. He'd put on one
of his noonger voices and chant the rhymes they made up about him. Sort of
nursery rhymes-you know the kind of things. See if I can remember ...
Ringo ringo ringo star
how I wonder what you are
underneath that greasy hair
Ringo is that you in there.
That's a mild version. It'd be funny when Barry said it but you could tell it
really got him down. He couldn't do too much about it because he had to work
with them to finish his time. There was trouble with the boss too. He'd get
funny because Barry had to have time off to go to apprentice school at tech.
He'd ask him to miss it sometimes, when they had a lot of work on. Barry
couldn't afford to miss the time and was getting behind. But he never seemed
to handle it very well. Couldn't I suppose, looking back on it. The only way he
could keep it together was to walk off and say nothing. That's something that
really surprised me about Barry. He used to come on really cool at first but
it was a bit of a front. He'd be really uptight after work sometimes-you
couldn't talk to him.
All that's going to lead into the weekend bike trips. They were really something. I think we really thought we were doing a Captain America. We started
off just going to Ravenswood for the session with Barry's friends, or to Bunbury
or somewhere like that. But after Easy Rider we got a bit more ambitious. We
had it all worked out like a film script. On my weekends off I'd tell mum I was
going to stay at Dianne's. That was pretty safe because they'd shifted north of
the river and weren't on the phone. Then Saturday morning at exactly nine
o'clock, real precision timing, I'd start off for the bus stop with my gear. Soon
as I was clear of the first corner Barry would cruise up, spring off the bike,
load on my stuff and we'd roar off into the sunset.
WESTERLY, No. 2, JULY, 1979
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I told mum about it all last year, she had no idea what was going on and I
think it shocked her a bit that I'd lied to her like that. But I didn't connect up
with it that way then. It just seemed the thing to do and no-one else's business.
We used to follow the coast road down south usually and set up camp on
Smith beach, the other side of Yallingup. This was seven or eight years ago and
there weren't as many people there then. We tried to stay clear of the surfs
because they razzed us all the time. Barry knew some of them from school. They
kept asking where his board was and telling him he should trade in his twowheeler on a panel van. Barry would just draw back on his cigarette, real
Marlboro Country, and smile like they were all children and he was into something they didn't understand. And I'd smile too and try and look real cool. We
must have been really painful.
It seems stupid now, looking back on it, but it didn't seem so dumb then.
Those weekends really meant something to us. Barry would be really loose and
happy and I'd feel really close to him then-no doubts. And there'd be just us
on the beach and everyone we knew and the city and everything would be miles
away. We'd do crazy things and talk about things we never did at home. Or at
least, not like we did when we were on the beach. Things like chucking our
jobs and taking off east-like in the movie. You know, the full bit-a real rage
across the Nullarbor-Captain Australia and Super Girl.
I had this fantasy of taking the lid off a whopper and shoving cheese first into
the face of the next person that sang the advert at me. The plot would get better
all the time-double cheese, more mayonnaise, a quiet half turn of the wrist.
And Barry would go into his What I Will Say to My Boss routine. He'd put on
some of his stupid voices. It was really good. He'd usually give it a big german
finish-run up the top of a sandhill, hold out his arm in a Heil Hitler salute and
start yelling bits of Krout he picked up from Combat and war comics.
"Yahvoh mine commandant! Schnell! Schnell! Voss is duss? Himmel! duss
Englanders! Uut annutta tink fuckvitt. You can takk your ratschit chobb unt
schove it vair it fitzen!" Something like that-I can't do it properly. Then he'd
scream like he was shot and throw himself off the sandhill, and we'd both end
up in the sand, laughing like idiots.
The first day would be really good. We'd swim and generally muck aroundtake the bike down the beach and roar along the edge of the water, scaring hell
out of the seagUlls. Or just lie on the warm sand and soak up the sun. And at
night we'd talk for hours, and could do what we liked, taking our time, not
having to worry about when I was supposed to be home, or someone arriving
back before they were supposed to.
Sunday was something else again. Barry would usually be in one of his moods.
He really hated having to go back. We'd go for a swim and then have something
to eat, not really talking to each other. You couldn't have got more than a word
out of Barry anyway. It was best to leave him alone when he was like that. After
a while we'd get our stuff together. Barry'd start shoving it around and swearing
because it never fitted on the bike like it did on the way down. When we got
back to my stop he'd usually be okay again and we'd talk for a while before
he took off.
I find it hard now to remember what I really thought about taking off east.
Whether I was ever a hundred percent serious. I know I used to think about it
a lot. At night I'd let it all run through my head-The Big Trip East. Me and
Barry riding this big white cliff high above the surf. Me and Barry roaring across
the red desert with the sand rolling out from the wheels forever, and Barry
looking back and smiling. Me and Barry alone on a long white beach, a thousand
10
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miles from anywhere. Real Coke ad isn't it. "The Real Thing." Only it wasn't.
It was more like one of those fantasy things you kid yourself about. You know,
tell yourself that one day they're going to happen but never really do anything
about.
But Barry did do something about it and changed the whole thing. He had
a stir with his boss about starting on the wrong car or something, and told him
what to do with his job. He did it really well too. We'd practised it enough. But
when he told me about it I felt really funny. It was strange hearing it straight
out like that-what they'd actually said to each other. He said this and then I
said that. I suppose I never thought what it would be like if he really did it.
His folks were pretty upset about it all of course. He only had half a year
to go to get his papers. They kept on at him to go and see his boss and try and
smooth it over. His father even said he'd do it, which was a big thing for him,
but Barry wouldn't let him. He said he wouldn't work for that bastard again if
he only had two weeks to go. It was really awful for a while. Barry's folks were
funny with me as if they thought I'd put him up to it. Barry was really stoked
just after it happened but then he went quiet. He got mad if anyone tried to
bring it up, or ask him what he was going to do. Looking back now, I can see
he was in a real corner. I suppose no-one in a garage was likely to take him on
and getting a labouring job would've been a real come-down. I don't think he
really looked for anything. He just spent hours fiddling around with his bike
and was stirring with his father all the time.
We didn't talk about going away any more. The whole thing had changed.
It wasn't something you could have fun with anymore. And it was too close
somehow to talk about straight. Barry was really toying with the idea of taking
off. But I don't think he'd made up his mind until the final stir with his father.
I've got that bit written already.
I was helping Barry work on his bike when his father came home from the
Saturday morning shift at the Egg Board, and nearly fell over some bike parts.
"Why do you always have to be taking that thing apart?" he said angrily.
"Someone's gunna break their bloody neck before long. If you need something
to do so badly, why don't you try and get your job back?"
Barry ignored him but you could see his knuckles go white where they gripped
the spanner.
"Listen to me'" His father hated it when you ignored him. "Are you gunna
spend the rest of your life doing bugger all?"
"This isn't bugger all," said Barry, standing up. "What would you know
about it anyway?"
"A damn sight more than you. And if you think you're gunna bludge off me
for much longer, you've got another think coming. You can get a job or get
out. There's -no star boarders in this place."
Then Barry said, real cool, like it meant nothing to him,
"Don't give yourself a heart attack. I'm leaving for Melbourne as soon as
I've got the bike right."
"Oh, so you're gunna take off. Just like that. What are you going to use
for money. You haven't even finished paying for the bike."
"That's not your problem. We'll manage."
"We? This gets better all the time." Barry's father looked right at me.
"What have your family got to say about it?" I was trying to think of something when Barry's mother came out.
"What are you arguing about now?" she asked.
"Batman and Robin here are taking off east."
WESTERLY, No.2, JULY, 1979
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"Oh, Barry no, you're not are you love? You don't have to go. You'll find
something else here. It would be silly to go now."
"Yes Barry," I said, surprised the voice was mine. "We don't have to go
right now. There's plenty of time later isn't there?" Barry looked at me as if
I'd thrown him to the wolves. I had in a way. His father moved in for the kill.
That's a bit heavy isn't it? It really wasn't that bad. Forget about the wolf bit.
"Even your girlfriend can see how stupid it is," he said. "Why don't you pull
your big head out of the clouds for once and take a good look at how things
really are?"
"And why don't you get stuffed!" said Barry. Since his bike was in bits, he
stormed into the house and we heard the back and then the front door slam.
"Now look what you've done," said Barry's mother to Barry's father. I didn't
hang around.
I didn't either. It was really awful. I can still remember it as clear as anything
-what we all said and then standing there like an idiot wondering what the hell
to do. So, I just said, I better go, and took off. I always seemed to be doing that
when I was a kid-saying, well I better go, and taking off around the side. It
was a lot easier than trying to think of something to say. Sometimes I wish I
could still do that. Take off around the corner and leave everyone else to handle
the mess.
But I wouldn't have known what to say if I'd stayed then anyway-to Barry's
folks, or to Barry. I mean, I felt pretty bad saying what I did in front of his
folks, but what was I supposed to do. He didn't want to talk about any of it
before and just hit me with it like it was a fact. And left me standing there like
an idiot. I felt sort of bad about it all but angry at the same time, you know.
I didn't know what I was supposed to do. Or what I wanted to happen. I think
I probably wanted it all to go back to how it was before. Maybe not exactly
Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon, but good, you know. But it was all
messed up. It wouldn't be like that again. If it ever had been.
I'm tossing up whether to leave the essay there, with the girl thinking all
these things. You know, going through it all in her head and starting to catch
on to a few things. I could do it through the film-have her starting to separate
out the Captain America fantasy rage across the desert, from the real thing. But
I think that might be a bit sudden. It really only happens clear cut like that on
T.V. It took another big stir and a lot more time for that to really happen.
I probably will put in the final bustup if I can write it so it sounds all right.
I don't want the girl to sound too much like some conservative gutless wonderwhat those girls in the tute would call, "a reactionary tool of authority". Boy, I'd
really love to read their essays.
What happened was, Barry came around my place the night of the big stir
with his father. I could see he was still pretty worked up so I went outside so
my family wouldn't have a free show. I'd hardly shut the door when it started.
"Look, whose side are you on anyway. You made me look like a real shithead
in front of my father."
"Well what was I supposed to do? You really put me on the spot. We hadn't
arranged anything definite."
"Oh, cut the crap! You never wanted to go in the first place did you. You
were bullshitting on from the start."
Then I started to get mad.
"Look, you weren't sure yourself until you said it. Don't shove it all on to
me."
12
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"What do you think we've been talking about all this time? You want to get
yourself seen to. You're bloody schitzo."
"And what are you? You're the one that thinks he's Captain America. U's not
even original."
Barry looked at me for five seconds solid. Then he said-"Right"-slammed
on his helmet, and nearly kicked the pedal off his bike before he got it going.
I can still see his foot kicking at the pedal. I've got this clear visual picture still
in my head, really strong. It was like he was kicking me in the stomach.
I saw Easy Rider again, a few weeks ago. That's what got me started on all
this again. Even before the essay got me in. I couldn't believe it was the same
film. It's six or seven years since I saw it but it seemed so different. I mean, I
could see the irony as clear as anything. It was actually sending itself up in
parts. And the Big Trip East-it was really pretty pathetic. And we took it all
so seriously. And the rain dance. I forgot all about that. The Hippies were going
to do a rain dance. I bet even the indians don't do that anymore, except for
tourists.
When I first started thinking about this essay, I had the ending all worked
out. The girl was going to stay on at Hungry's and say something cool like,
"Anyway, I just got a raise and next week we're getting new uniforms." But
I can see now that that's wrong. The feeling's off-it's too flip and easy sort of,
and smart, you know. It's not really how I felt at all.
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TERRY TREDREA

True Grist

The girl in the Indian skirt floated into the health shop, her eyes aglow with
organic wheatgerm. A fragrance of mould followed her along the immaculate
shelves. At the ginseng shelf I was reaching for the last tin.
'Ob.'
'I'm sorry. Ladies first.'
'Please.' She breathed a radiance of expensive teeth, 'No sexism,' and swiped
the tin.
My eyes roamed her svelte outline. An Indian sage grinned at me from her
breast. I pointed. 'Isn't that ... er ..?'
'Yes. Excuse me.' She paid for a bag of mixed vitamins. I loitered outside
as she was mounting her bicycle.
'Urn, weren't we in the same tutorial last year?'
She glanced serenely in my general direction. 'I really don't know.'
'Hey, yeah, I'm sure.'
In the sunlight, her face was slightly translucent. A spot of yellow paint
adorned her forehead, like a bird's dropping.
'Maybe.' She leant on the pedal.
I put my foot under the front tyre. 'Er. My name's Ern.'
She smiled sweetly, 'How do you do, Ern?' and wheeled over my foot and
away.
I followed her to the corner, yapping like a puppy at her conversational heel.
Finally she turned.
'Please go away! I find you very bourgeois.'
'Ah, you speak French.'
'Eh?'
I pointed to a handy restaurant. 'Look. It's lunchtime. Let me shout you
lunch in there.'
She appeared hot, and strands of hair hung down like streamers from a ceiling.
'Is this a con?'
'I hope not. It isn't working.'
A distant smile twitched over her muscular face. 'OK. But I'll pay for my
own.'
The vegetarian restaurant had an air of studied poverty. Carefully torn
curtains and antique laminex tables. It was the kind of place that, had a thief
broken in, he would have left a donation. We sat.
I scanned the menu hoping to find a hamburger. 'Are you a carnivore?' I
asked.
14
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Her nostrils winced. 'No. Animals have evil vibrations.'
'It's bad luck to be superstitious, you know.'
Her lips crumpled like a rubber band.
I glanced about. Some of the diners looked as if they only fed on the table
flowers. Below the gargle· gargle of conversation, piped blues chugged along.
The waitress arrived in an old T-shirt.
'Ahh. I think I'll have bean shoots and rice, thanks.'
'The usual for me, Devina.' The two women smiled secretively.
'Do you come here often?'
'It's important who touches your food.' She pointed to her head. 'Their
energies have to be right.'
'Ahh.' I nodded. She was into food. 'Did you know it was possible to live
entirely on lentils?'
'I know,' she said, reaching into her bag of vitamins. She swallowed a pill.
'You shouldn't be on pills.'
She drew her finger on me. 'Look man, don't play the chauvinist with me!
It's men who've screwed up the ecosystem so incredibly that we need to supplement our food. The whole organic flow has been blocked by men. So don't lay
that trip on me!'
I apologized for men, and we lapsed into silence. At the next table, two men
with long hair bullied back into pony-tails talked earnestly. Words like 'consciousness', 'amazing' and 'energy level' were being flashed about like credentials. The two women with them sat quietly. The one facing me wore a blouse
like a sackful of mammary flab. A child of uncertain sex played at her feet.
'The trouble with modern food is that it has no vibration.' The idea seemed
to have lodged in her brain. I dug myself into the far edge of my chair. 'You
call it food?' She laughed, making a sound like water glubbing down a drain.
'Don't make me laugh.'
'I've no intention.'
She glared. 'Is that a put-down?'
Our beans and rice arrived, quivering with the speed at which they had been
rushed to us. 'Ahh! '" er .,. food.'
She prodded some air at me. 'And why do you have to act the male role all
the time?' Her eyebrows arched like two church rooves.
'Why do you?'
A neat 0 appeared in her face. 'You know, I feel really stupid talking to you.
You're like a cardboard cutout propped in a chair.'
We chewed in silence, our mouths making the sound of footsteps running
away. The food tasted like wood shavings mixed with crab grass.
'Do you like books?' I said at last.
'Yes,' she told the plate.
'Which ones?'
She chewed vigorously on the question for a moment. 'Oh, books on brown
paper that feel sort of grainy, you know.'
'Mmm.' I watched her eat, her lips opening and closing like a kind of sea
creature. Her skin was pale and well-scrubbed. The red lips like an embarrassing
wound.
'Are you married?' I asked.
She dropped the fork onto the plate. 'Ms.'
'Never mind; not everyone gets married.'
'That's not very mature, don't you think?'
'Sorry,' I simpered. 'I find you strangely attractive.'
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She stared for a moment like a bleached fish. Her face gradually pinked over.
'Yeah? Why don't you cut the crap and say what you REALLY mean?!'
I cut it. 'Well, I suppose deep down I'd like to sleep with you.'
'Wow!' Her eyes flicked upwards. 'You really gross me out, man. Always sex!'
'Not always.'
She stood up, scraping her chair. People looked over; maybe they were
expecting lunchtime theatre. 'I'm sorry man, that's not my path!' A fine shower
of food particles descended on me. She nodded pityingly. 'You're incredible.'
I watched her stamp away, until sunlight consumed her through the doorway.
The open door let in a growl of traffic. I stared at the next table until they
looked away. She'd left her vitamins. I took some out of the bag and began
arranging them in the sugar bowl. They resembled the Japanese sand garden at
Ryoanji. Each rock perfect and untouchable. And not a blade of grass to disturb
the pattern.
' ... an amazing lifestyle,' someone was saying.
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PETER MURPHY

Cane Toads

I came here at 11.30 precisely. The grass, which had not been cut since the last
tenants had left three weeks ago, was littered in auburn and plum-red maple
leaves: the borders would need special attention if they were ever to achieve
the degree of definition which is essential for a proper lawn.
'That's three cents short', the driver said, as it was announced in the halfhourly news that the expected high had been reached and passed: twenty degrees
Celsius had been predicted, light showers, and the possibility of a storm-there
had also been a warning to small craft. As I paid, I noticed he was wearing a
toupee.
The front door opened into a musty smell and tatters of evacuation not yet
yellowed or pock-marked by silverfish. I bring a pound of tea to a new house:
that makes it home. Like a ghost, I come after families, and my prediction that
they will leave behind a damaged saucepan, one to three cups, a knife but no
fork, and something which will serve as a plate has never proved incorrect. Anything after that may be considered a bonus.
Improvised brewing presents no problems.: the black liquid in a foreign cup
acts as a focus for the pervasive mystery of the place. This one was mauve, with
three darkened chips on the rim. The handle had been broken for years: it was
surprising they had not taken it with them, being of frugal habits. Enjoying two
cups with the malt biscuits I bring with me on such occasions, I examined the
contents of an overnight bag with the same care with which I would soon wander
around this unremarkable house. I travel light for obvious reasons-in a sense,
I am light, not absorbing anything of what I pass through. Quite the opposite of
house-hunting, I'm spotlighting the shades of homelessness-deepening blacks in
a reverse negative.

*

*

*

Before commencing my researches in an area, I check out the emptiness in
the living-room. The deserted carpet, lacking the discretion of furniture, gapes
at stains, cracks, slashings of peeling paint in the ceiling. Through grimy windows,
sunlight is a natural intrusion. Deprived of embellishment, the frame of this
place seems fragile-splinters poked into the eye of sky. Sitting on a packingcase for-how long?-I watch shadows cross the floor, slither up the wall, disappearing ultimately into late afternoon. Visible through a doorway, light through
leadlight windows in the diningroom has been projecting bright squares-prisons,
honeycombs-across distances. A mouse has disappeared three times. It has only
one ear. There is just one mouse in this house.
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When I go out, things are still visible. A rich yolk penetrates everything. My
movements are informed by a warm anticipation. At a sudden rustling, I look
up at a brown eye looking down at me. It has a luminous quality like the orange
on the fringe of the horizon positioned against descending night. It is a rodent,
of course, a member of the pig family, and the face is definitely rat-like, yet
lacking in the vicious domesticity of its cousin. The snout suggests a Teddy
bear's, as with a sudden tossing of leaves, it bounces up to a higher branch,
misjudging its strength so that it swings down clumsily towards me, bobbing up
and down gracelessly, nonchalantly. The eyes are watching a point beyond where
I am: it might be waking up at this time. The slender branch, strung with thinlipped leaves, is at the end of its reverberations, jolting spasmodically as its
occupant moves about, alerted by or mildly absorbed in objects within its
undefined field of vision-this possum, my neighbour.

*

*

*

Although much has been learnt, much remains as yet unknown. If I am not
known to the people, I am at least recognizable. Like a soldier in guerrilla warfare, I am invisible to hostile forces, and move among the locals inside their
shadows, another register of their voices-yet all my studies serve purely to
define dimensions of mystery; don't explain anything.
It's late morning: nothing happens at this time. I'm not awake when the work
brigade slips through the early light to the various places of confinement, so
that aspect of the day in this area wilI remain forever hidden from me. Now,
as I look out through mature sunlight, there is a silence like that after the
rustling of a veil. Nothing is seen to happen, though, presumably, people are
doing things behind closed doors. This is a fine hour of the day. I go out onto
the back lawn to enjoy privacy, resting on a rug, through which damp insinuates
its still voice. Sunlight rests across my back-a father's hand.
I smoke three cigarettes and, forgetting to break the ash, watch grey heads,
decapitated by their own weight, decomposing as they hit blades of grass,
absorbing moisture and becoming stone black. Butts stubbed into earth take on
an acrid smell. One, bent by too much pressure on the point of impact, has been
disembowelled, shreds of tobacco protruding through ripped tissue.

*

*

*

On arriving at a new place, I make a point of checking out the letter box each
day. No one knows where I am, but someone always knows where the late tenant
was. The mail is frequently interesting, sometimes intensely personal. Once,
deeply moved, I returned a letter to the sender with comments in the margin,
terminating a relationship on a late tenant's behalf, advising further consideration.
One afternoon, heading for the letter box, I paused to pick a sprig of rosemary,
upon which a ladybird, or spider, was resting. Partially dislodged by the violence
of my tug, it struggled on the stem, then, having established itself, decided to
take the plunge, leapt. I tried to follow its flight and subsequent career, but the
colour of the soil made vision difficult. Reaching the letter box, I was surprised
to see a small boy going through its contents. Fixing the shoulder-straps of a
smaller child she was leading on a leash, while a baby bawled in a pram, his
mother had clearly over-extended her resources. Curiously, though, she did not
seem to mind what the boy was doing. My surprise at this must have registered.
"I thought they'd left some weeks ago," she explained. "You're not him-I
can see that. There was no trouble of any kind. They just left."
Just then the boy was tearing up some advertising matter. Sensing her anger,
I tried to pacify her.
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"It's nothing, really! He can have some of the others too," I remarked,
glancing at the box.
At this point, her behaviour seemed unusually strange. She grabbed him by
the neck and pulled him away from me, even though I wasn't near him. Instinctively drawn to reciprocate, I drew back. She grabbed the shreds of envelopes
and leaflets from his hands, picked up what remained on the ground, and
advanced, not towards me as I'd expected, but towards the box. Stuffing these
scraps into it with exaggerated care, she glared at me with restrained frenzy.
"He knows what doesn't belong to him," she muttered between false teeth
that seemed as close to gnashing as I could imagine them. There was a tremolo
in her voice, not exactly a trembling, as if a small dysfunction were debilitating
a sophisticated machine, marginally. A spasm of terror crossing his face as he
met my gaze for the first time, the boy turned and ran away down the street.
"Good day," the mother said, a welcoming smile moulding her lips unexpectedly, gratuitously. "We should have met before. I hope you'll be .,. happy
... here."
So saying, she rushed through tightening the strap which held the toddler
prisoner, and, pushing the pram as if in a track event, raced after the retreating
boy. She may have remembered a pressing engagement.

*

*

*

Tea improves if made from the same pot over a period of weeks, particularly
if it is someone else's. My meal has been frugal-a bread roll and salami,
followed by four large plums from a tree planted by the first tenant, if not the
first landlord. Crumbs are the only remains of a wafer filled with a mild paste,
the surfaces criss-crossed in raised lines. Above branches in the backyard, a
blow-up of a Christmas-tree, a quarter moon is shining. There is no dew, but
because of the glossy finish on the grey-green clusters of splinters, the yellow
light glows as if in water or snow.
It is better to take tea alone. This afternoon I was invited to share a cup
with a neighbour. I refused, being at a loss how to take her remarks. She had
been checking her letterbox at the same time as I. In her late thirties, the wife
of a non-denominational clergyman, she was dressed predominantly in scarlet.
Her black Labrador was alternately running about her legs and tossing himself
over on the grass; kicking, whining, demanding tickles.
"It's too hot."
"Yes."
"It was boiling at the tuck-shop. The usual line of pushy children were
crowding in but, with the heat, there was so much squabbling and shoving that
an urn of boiling water was knocked over. Surprisingly, no one was scalded."
"Lucky!"
"That had nothing to do with it. It was Mrs Nigel's fault-no grip on things;
no grit! We managed to settle those who were hysterical or in a state of shock,
then went on serving hot dogs."
"You can't blame anyone in such a situation."
"That's an odd remark for someone who wasn't there. There were more
doughnuts and custard tarts left over than usual. Can't you see! Nothing works
out when Mrs Nigel is around."
I couldn't see, even later when I was to see the woman frequently pass by,
and to observe that the locals would only refer to her as Mrs Nigel and never
spoke to her because of motives they could not explain. There was definitely
something out of joint in the assumptions behind the remarks of the nondenominational minister's wife; something in the sequence which did not tally.
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It is hard to communicate the nuances of meaninglessness here. In documenting

her reflections, I'm conscious of introducing, by default, a logic and pattern
which gives them an appearance of sense. This is my problem in reminiscence
generally: my desire to understand merely distorts the chaotic nature of experience.
I've observed the same warps in sequence in the eerie conversations I've
overheard. I sometimes sit on the grass of an evening and listen to my neighbours: it's a primitive form of television. They have their friends over to
barbecues of an evening. In attempting to follow the train of thought on such
occasions, I've been surprised to find that they share the same lack of comprehension in dealing with each other as I do with them. Listening to a recent
performance, I had no trouble in feeling the yearning for sense which distinguished it.
An odour of grease and fat had impregnated the air and partially accounted
for the whining mosquitoes and buzzing flies. From the muffled speech tones I
surmised that the first steaks had been served. They were having difficulty in
speaking-perhaps the meat had been burnt, or they may have been inexperienced
barbecue eaters, stuffing themselves because they lacked a sure sense of the
quantities they could cope with gracefully.
It seemed that the one whose mouth was nearest to full was doing most of
the talking. She had lived in another state, and was trying to evoke, exhaustively
yet incidentally it seemed, her horror of an aspect of life there, the cane toad.
This was a minor theme, however: the incidents she was recounting seemed
meant to develop a veiled yet all-engrossing concern which became ever more
subtly elusive as she proceeded.
They had, of course, been warned about the toad long before they arrived,
and particularly of the danger of getting down to ground level with it. As often
happens, apparently, the first confrontation was indirect. On that bright day
when they came to the property, saw it roosting among the trees in the still
light, the dog shot up into the air, gave three short barks for joy, raced down
the drive, leaping and prancing like a horse-to stop and eat what looked like
a cat. Certainly it was black, and, from a distance, seemed to be assuming a
crouching feline posture. A closer inspection would have revealed not only the
thing's true form, but also the orange speckles on its back. Such reflection could
be of no interest to Rover, a fat terrier who, in less than an hour, was reduced
to spasms and groans which seemed to herald the onslaught of an untimely end.
Having scarcely examined the house, they were forced to cram the pathetic
animal once more into the cabin of the truck-between the antique vase and
the telephone table they would not trust with the luggage in the back-and
drive outside the speed limit in search of a vet. It was a near thing for Rover,
and it was some months before he was his old self again.
Ironically, his mistress fared little better than he. One day, going outside to
get some eggs, she reached over to the nest in a corner of the coop-and
screeched. What had seemed a shadow in the straw pit had quivered, then
jerked sideways backwards. She froze for an instant: it seemed to be watching
but didn't stir. Thinking quickly but uncertainly, she grabbed an old stake and,
crouching on all fours, lunged at it for dear life. For all its girth, weight and
apparent lethargy, it was surprisingly agile. With the gentlest angle, hardly
seeming to care, it had no trouble in dodging her first thrust; it seemed almost
to be parrying. Two, three, four ... then, at the fifth blow, having got her eye
in, she struck right through the tissue of the skull and must have wiped out
brain, pain and consciousness at a thrust.
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She was later to learn that she had been extraordinarily lucky in having killed
the beast in silence-she was used to their continual honking, but had thought
that their only sound. Moreover, she was to learn much sooner just how inappropriate her manner of attacking had been. It would have been safer if she had
done nothing at all. In attacking on toad's-eye-Ievel, she had played right into
its defensive tactics, and might have been permanently blinded by a poison the
creature spits into the eyes of dogs and other enemies of that height. Why it
did not strike is a mystery. It may have thought she was playing-or been
intellectually paralysed.
Two weeks after this her intercourse with the toad was to assume a more
overtly metaphysical dimension. It was evening and she was making herself a
cup of coffee after a late meal. Her husband had left about ten minutes earlier
to collect some visitors from interstate at a nearby station. She heard footsteps
and, looking up, saw the stranger who had recently moved in next door. She
did not offer him coffee as they were not on speaking terms. but she did take
the opportunity to get a good look at his face.
She could tell he was foreign by his black hair and swarthy skin. Shiny and
plump, he shuffled discreetly, almost silently, along. Considering that his clothes
were frayed, his appearance was rather dapper-grotesquely vain, in fact, she
thought. His hair seemed dyed and set. He might even use a face cream to hide
the marks of age in his cheeks.
She watched his back diminish as he headed towards the limits of his property.
Then he paused, took what appeared to be a hatchet from his belt, aimed andshe shuddered as a most piercing, heart-rending shriek tore through the air. She
dropped a new cream-jar without noticing. Looking up, she saw him strike again
-the same hideous scream! Looking down-she saw a blanket of glittering
splinters; crystal, too!
Without reflecting that her behaviour might seem extravagant, she raced out
into the kitchen garden, the fly-wire door banging behind her, tottered for a
second, then ran towards where he was. About him lay seven black splotche~,
each one neatly bashed into non-existence. There was so much red that the
orange speckles had become invisible.
"Vermin! Why must they congregate around my fence? What does it all
mean?" he snarled, not really at her, nor at the sky either, presumably, though
that was where his glance was directed. There was a savage undertone in his
voice, irony in his lips: she watched him circumspectly.
His remark was merely a pause between the last blow and the next. The
timed, modulated screeching left her permanently in goose-pimples. Returning to
the kitchen, she retched so discreetly-into the compost heap-that one kick of
rotted grass was enough to disguise the remains. From then on, the sound of
those screams haunted her as a physical presence, one which kept recurring at
the memory of that coldness in the pit of the nest which she had crushed into
silence. As if the local ecology was symbiotically reciprocating to her mode of
engaging with it, toads began to appear in plague proportions.
The first few minutes of the morning became abhorrent, for then she was
bound to confront the beast in the most detestable way imaginable. Curiously,
the first time, when she was caught totally unawares, was not, in itself, the
worst. Staggering downstairs to her first coffee, she saw something gleam beneath
her and, side-stepping as if inside her mind, stood on a stair which screamed.
Half off-balance, physically-mentally, too-she tottered down a soft stairway
which cried out its agony with every step she took. That moment was bad
enough, but in retrospect, grew progressively more disturbing as it seemed to
feed spiritually upon the dimensions of her consciousness. She would find herself
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trembling at the top of the stairs.
"If you had light, you'd feel safe," her husband said, and soon she found
herself, even on the brightest summer day, stalking up or down stairs with a
torch, a spook nourished by a flashlight beam, forever arming herself with
artificial light against forms in darkness that honked morosely.
Fiction has always seemed absurd to me, creating a model of something
which resembles life, is parallel to it, just as the praying mantis has many of
the attributes of a leaf, but is not really like it, being a distortion of a mirroryet that is precisely the curse that is dogging this journal of my researche~.
Whether attempting to take extracts from such a conversation as this, or to
make a summary, I am hounded by the same problem. A distorting force-a
warp in the fabric of my mind, or of everything-metamorphoses reminiscence
into something foreign, unknown, which only comes into being as a biro moves
across paper. In this account of the woman and the toads, I had intended to
suggest the impregnable nature of the attempted interchange between her and
the listener-who continually interrupted her with cryptic reflections, often
developed at some length, about the small green toads she consantly encountered
hopping about her feet, and about their sprightly personalities-and the eerie
distance between them, as each woman's remarks were informed by an overriding sense of urgency which led her to ignore the other's in order to make
her own utterly unreachable guiding point comprehensible, each angered and in
anguish as one phrase after another lapsed into obscurity, falling from despairing lips.

*

*

*

I think such phenomena elude me, not only because of some quality in the
nature of things which seems to prevent them from retaining reality on being
transposed into words, but also because, in this case, the toads seem to have
taken on a sympathetic magic which ties them, rather in the style of witches'
familiars, to the people at that barbecue and in the area. This insight came to
me one evening when, hearing the band play at a nearby restaurant, I looked
out onto the road and considered the habits of toads.
Although only about eight o'clock, the night was already pitch black, the
fragments of light in my vicinity being cast by a streetlamp. Far down the road,
the restaurant's name glowed in red. Looking out of the front window at fluorescent light lodged in the grey of garden, footpath and roadside trees, I was
startled to behold a ghostlike procession making its way into the frame of my
vision. There were about twenty of them, of different ages, though most were
in their forties. They were dressed for an occasion. The men wore suits, one pinstriped, one double-breasted and baggy and topped with a shapeless felt hat.
Among the women, there was a wide variation in colour, the most popular
being salmon pink and sky blue, often in combination. A number of them wore
large, flouncy hats. Three carried metal-tipped umbrellas, and one had a cigarettehotder.
They seemed to have come from nowhere and to light up beneath my streetlamp; when I looked up again they were gone. There were no cars about, and
they did not seem to have left a house nearby. The locals go to restaurants in
other areas. I see them boarding lighted cars in their finery, and I imagine those
from other areas likewise prefer to promenade in foreign parts. Their elegance
seemed then to be like the toads'; I could sense those bloated shadows moving
sideways prudishly. I felt there was nothing to relate me to the strangers of that
night, or to the incomprehensible indigenes I had been observing, any more than
to toads. Not that I detested toads, or these people-it was simply that they
were strange, no more or less so than is a star in this galaxy compared with a
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star galaxies away: the unearthly is just unearthly, lacking nuances. In the early
hours of morning, one could visualise them as monstrous toads, large as cars,
flopping up and down the street, not acknowledging each other if their paths
crossed ... plop, plop; plop, plop; plop, plop ... plop. Perhaps in their last
moments on earth, they reached a perception of life comparable to the toads'
shriek.
It is far easier to specify a reaction to toads than to these people! Somehow,
everything eludes me! The thoughts inside my brain escape definition just as
adeptly as do the creatures outside this house. I try to make people beyond
language real, and as I write such images as the toads' bewitch me and take me
somewhere else, a place where people don't exist, where perhaps there is nothing.

*

*

*

My luggage is light-inside my skull; at the end of my hands. I don't take
much as I board this taxi, just as I didn't carry much in alighting from the last.
I can't say I'm going anywhere, or that there is anywhere to go. I haven't found
anything to take with me, and the next house will certainly have a chipped cup.
I haven't seen anything, heard anything, thought anything that makes enough
sense to take on the stability of a memory that won't keep altering. Everything
is in flux; changing places. My investigations are not pointless, but seem, rather,
to elucidate pointlessness.
This driver is stouter than the last. The pips for the ten o'clock time signal
are coming over the radio. I like things to be on time. The cab's interior, though
regularly cleaned, is shabby-there are tan covers on the front seats ... As we
drive away, a passer·by seems to wave.
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PETER GOLDSWORTHY

Memoirs of a small "m" marxist

I met her walking the streets, so to speak. Or marching them, anyway.
It was one of the last protest marches of the War, maybe the very last. The
Last Riot in Adelaide. One of those spring days when protest was so tremendously enjoyable. The sky clear, the sun blaring like a megaphone, the righteousness thick on the ground. A festival, the War itself almost forgotten in the revelry.
Almost, but not quite.
'America, go fuck yourself with your atom bomb!' we quoted. Linking arms,
shouting slogans, marching up to the top of King William Street, and back
down to the bottom again.
Past Parliament House, arms erect in fascist salute. Past innumerable pubs,
where Returned Men, on their way to or from the trots, shouted abuse. Their
faces hard and beery under soft felt hats.
'Get back to Russia, you gutless bastards!' they heckled from their hotel
balconies.
'Get back to Nazi Germany!' came the jeers from the street.
End of debate.

*
I recognised her just before the arrests started. When we had both gravitated
to the rear of the column, more out of survival instinct than deliberate cowardice.
We had never spoken before, but recognition was immediate. Eyes meeting across
a crowded riot. The only two dental students there.
'The rest of them couldn't give a stuff!' one of us proclaimed. We were smug
in those days.
We found ourselves in a nearby Deli when the truncheons came out. Sharing
an orange juice, and watching the paddy wagons take the last few diehards away.
'Pigs!' one of us said, between mouthfuls.
Afterwards, we bought hot coffee and joined an all-night vigil on the steps of
the City Watchhouse. Roaring our solidarity as the arrested martyrs appeared,
one by one.
How clearly things were revealed to us then. Like a vision of good and evil, as
absolute as a stone tablet found on a mountaintop. The pigs in their uniforms,
the fascists in government, the villains in ITT and Kentucky Fried Chicken. A
world as easy to comprehend as a comic book, blacker and whiter than a chessboard.

*
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Later, it got too cold at the vigil, and we walked back to her flat. Our earnest
conversation smoking out and vanishing in the frosty night.
'I'm hungry!' she announced at her door. 'Come in and have a bite to eat.'
'Supper or breakfast?' I surprised myself by asking, but she chose not to hear
such a blunt approach.
We spooned down two bowls of yoghurt, then I rolled a joint and passed it
over. She tried to act as if she smoked dope every day, but I could see she was
impressed. Actually, it was the first ounce I'd ever bought, but I inhaled smoothly,
even tweezered the last few millimetres between two matches as I'd seen initiates
do. Trembling only slightly.
It was all very cool. Inhaling dope, exhaling poetry-by these signs she knew
me. By my uniform of blue jeans, beret, and anti-war badges. Cosmetics I still
needed to hide a certain behavioural acne. A lingering adolescent awkwardness, a
social inadequacy, even a lack of anything to say.
But coolness was just what she was looking for. A kindred spirit. Someone
who cared, in a leather jacket.

*
Our first touches were gauche. Clumsily accidental. For two progressive
thinkers the whole thing was really a bit of a shambles. She kept talking as I
peeled her jeans off, fumbled with her breasts and between her legs. About Laing,
and Lukacs, and Lenin. Then suddenly stopped in mid-sentence, and grabbed me
frenziedly. We worked hard that first night. Worked through every purple passage
of Mailer, Jong and Baldwin that we'd read. Going down, giving head, trying a
dozen uncomfortable positions. Bloody impossible positions. Possibly at some
time during the night we both came. Or maybe not. It was a bit too athletic.
Too much radical chic at stake. And afterwards we were too exhausted to discuss
Laing, or Lukacs, or Lenin.
We slept till late in the morning, then screwed again. A little less gymnastic,
a little more enjoyable.
'That was great!' I said uncertainly, and she picked up the cue in my voice,
reassuring me.
The best.'

*
I moved into her flat a week later, and it was the best, for a while. Mutual
narcissism, like playing snap with a mirror. Playing snap with books, music,
ideas. With Laing, Lukacs, and Lenin.
Perhaps that's why the months that followed remain vague in my memory.
We broke no new ground. We read each other's books and listened to each other's
records, which were the same. There were no traumas, no arguments. At least for
the first few months.
I do remember giving her Das Kapital for her 21st. The Key to the Universe'
inscribed on the flyleaf. I'd never read it myself, but had acquired enough
secondhand opinions to pass as a reasonable Marxist. Or I thought I had. Maybe
that was when she first began to see through me. Walking about with Sartre in
one pocket of my jacket, Camus in the other. Reading neither.
'Have I read Marx?' I used to say, incredulously. 'Christ! I practically wrote it!'
But eventually, jokes were not enough. I guess she was just more honest than
me. She wanted to reach below the surface of things. Below the glossy covers of
books, the smell of new binding, the magical invocation of names. Laing, Lukacs,
and Lenin. She actually wanted to open their books, to try to understand them.
It took her many months to admit my failings to herself. The selective amnesia
of love. She must have recognised the bullshit quite early, but pushed it back
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below consciousness. Filed it away for use in emergencies. Ammunition for the
verbal punchups which got to be so common.

*
Towards the end, she began skipping lectures, coming home later and later,
even staying out all night. Not that I took much notice, with the final dental
exams looming I had time for nothing but study. While her books were growing
cobwebs.
She was getting into meditation, into yoga and macrobiotic food, into anything
but Dentistry. Sometimes I saw her from the Library window, lotus positioned
on the lawns, levitating out of my life. In the end, she didn't even bother sitting
for the exams.

*
I passed, and she failed, although she put it the other way around.
'I've moved beyond those definitions of success.' She smiled when I told her.
Her mask of spiritual contentment just faintly smudged by a sneer.
Our paths seldom crossed. I had exiled myself to the spare-room, planning to
move out altogether as soon as 1 had enough deposit for a house. 1 was moving
into another world, where Gucci and Porsche meant far more than Laing and
Lukacs. A world that was more real, or maybe less, 1 didn't care. 1 had a new
car, a junior partnership, and a dental nurse who had never read Norman Mailer,
but performed in bed like a passionate seal.
On the rare occasions when we did meet, she seldom spoke. Just smiled with
inner light, as if she had long ago transcended my grubby little world of finance
and ambition.

*
1 was packing my things the last time 1 saw her. When she floated into the
spare-room to tell me she was pregnant.
'I meant to tell you before,' she said. 'I knew you'd be interested.'
I was unprepared for the news, but even that was no excuse.
'Whose is it?' was all 1 could manage to stammer, and her answer closed
around me like a coffin.
'Whose is it?' she repeated, giving me a look of divine pity, of amused forgiveness.
'Why it's mine, of course. I'm having it. Who else's could it possibly be.'

*
I moved out the same day. Into a renovated cottage in North Adelaide. Bluestone on the outside, white walls and Picasso prints inside.
We never met again, and I made no inquiries about the child. If there was
one. I wasn't interested in custody. In dirty nappies, sleepless nights, messy fingers
on the furniture.
It probably wasn't mine, anyway.
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JEAN KENT

A Happy Childhood

I suppose it was a happy childhood. No one died, there were no wars, and I
don't remember hatred.
From time to time my father disappeared: he was being eaten alive by T.B.
He showed me his pills in yellow and black football jerseys: "In goes another
team," he would say, and toss a handful down his throat.
Year after year he stood in a window at the hospital. We children, too young
for germs, sat in the car below. And waved.
If ever there was blood or pain there was always a door conveniently closing
on the sight. Or a curtain would blow up and through the window the pepperina
trees waited, perfect launching pads. A pelican landed and flew off again, skating
through waterlilies on the stagnant lagoon. The yabbies were always biting.
I learned to run fast to escape the strap, and there was nothing more dreadful
than the behind-knees rap of the wooden spoon. No one was ever drunk with
fear or anger or alcohol. The man next door staggered in the moonlight and
muttered unknown words-from my sleepout window it was just a puppetshow,
and in the morning his blackeyed wife was still boasting of her new knitting
machine.
A veil flutters down where the eye should peel back. My father died with
half a lung, but twenty years back there is no image of him disappearing. I
remember instead how he sent home bags his fingers in occupational therapy
knotted, letters baked to kill the germs, bunny rabbit tapestries ... I suppose
it was a happy childhood.
(ii)

THE SCENE: In a small country town, on the corner of a street not much
different from any other, a small grey house.
To enter the town, you must leave the highway. Suddenly the dazed whirr
of bitumen mesmerised by a sea of flat land, chaffed grass and that bitter blue
enamel sky, will give way to a shock of old houses, tumbled without thought
across the plain. For a minute as you drive along the one main street where
split plastic curtains hang in wait in the doorway of the cafe, where the
draper's window urges Lay By Now for Xmas in May, and dogs sleep outside
the Stock and Station Agent's office, you might almost believe there is life
here. One of the dogs snaps in his sleep at a fly, the cafe curtains kick, a woman
pauses with a stroller outside the draper's. But then as you turn toward the
houses, the stillness of the wide, flat landscape swoops. Square between the
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shoulderblades it hits. Not even these crude huddled boxes have escaped being
winded by so much silence and space.
There is very little difference between one house and the next. Only in certain
pockets are the oddities tucked. Behind the lagoon, three generations of wealth.
Lawns cushion the sun. There is almost a slope where a convoy of shrubs has
been stalled in its dash to the water. What was fashionable for the first house
is no longer chic for the last, nevertheless side by side in flagrant disharmony
they sit.
Again, in the part of the town to which we are heading, nothing is quite
predictable. By the creek in which there is no water, a huddle of shanties. Upturned carbodies rust in the backyards. A decent roadspace away, the timber
and fibro retreat, and pink and white oleanders soften the view. At the end of
that concrete path with one ragged yellow rose on either side, the house of the
music teacher basks in silence. Across the road-but we will not speak of
them ...
And now there are only two houses left. One which is too well cared for to
belong in this town. Cosy as a postcard, surrounded by flowers. Nowhere else
is there anything but pigweed and portulaca, but here sweet peas and stocks,
daisies and delphiniums rise above the neat rows of cabbages and silver beet.
When there is a wind, perfume floats dizzy as bees into the yard of the last
house.
The last house: the corner house, so grey and squat and fibro, chalky in the
dry air, protected from the white dust of the road by a curtain of grey, feathery
trees.
From this distance, the house and its occupants are hidden by those soft,
talcumy trees. By the front gate, something moves. And in the back, between
the fibro wall and the wire fence against which shapes like butterflies are caught,
a shadow stains the earth. A boy on a bicycle charges the gate. He stops; the
back wheel spins. Dust rises up like foam.
Now there is the sound of conflict. Boys' voices, vicious as wasps. The little
shuttle of movement through the leaves becomes in sunlight a small boy, pushing
a pram. Laughter from the boy on the bike. "When you going to grow up,
sissy?" The small boy looks helplessly towards the shadow beside the butterflies. "She doesn't look after it properly," he almost says, but he is still too
young and too loyal. He picks up the doll and carries it into the shade by the
rockery, where he offers it a meal of sliced pigweed.
The butterfly shapes are sweetpeas, transparent, almost tearing in the bright
sun. The shadow on the ground shifts; a black cat with white socks leaps onto
a fencepost, and there is a sigh of exasperation as the girl who has been stroking
him lets her hand drop. She is perhaps eight years old. She wears a Brownie
uniform (or is that later? today many years mingle, and all people are a kaleidoscope of images of themselves). The face is curiously self-assured, the only
irritation for now the sudden jump of the cat. The girl takes no notice of the
two boys in the front.
(iii)
FROM THE ALBUM:
1) Photograph of a Brownie uniform, rather bulky in black and white, a hard
sun etching folds in the fabric, cutting out the figure from the background
of dizzy, flattened dust. Below the uniform, two legs, pale and vulnerable as
china, and then a pair of shoes, glinting where the thin dust has not settled.
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Between the fat tie and the jaunty felt hat, a face emerges. A dinted saucer
which reflects back the sun; where the eyes should be, two tiny lamps, the
mouth a wave, a beckoning arm of light.
2) In a park, a boy and a girl. The girl smiling, intent upon the camera, the
boy sulky, slouched to one edge of the frame, snarling at some point in
the grass, just beyond the edge of the photograph.
3) The Family. Mother wears an agate brooch, the children surround her.
Somehow the photographer's finger was synchronised with their smiles. All
the smiles are the same. You could take away the bodies, bleach out the
subtle tones of the faces and you would have four cupid-bows, reduce it
further and there are four faint birds, hovering in a kindergarten sky.
But the eyes are different. The little boy's are too big, they are about to
topple out of the photo. The girl's are paler and more secretive, not as
confident (or as vulnerable) as those of the elder boy. Then there is the
mother, and again what you see may be only an illusion of what is there_
There are tired lines not quite hidden by the waves of hair at each side.
And as well as the wariness, the guarded glance that seems to say "this is
only a photo so I am putting on the right face", somehow in the way the
corners wrinkle and the forehead above tilts back, the eyes seem to be
savouring a joke.
(iv)
THE COURT: Inside an old building with sandstone pillars by the front door,
a man is tugging with both hands at the gown which falls in two long black
streams down his chest. Like a restless turkey he is lifting his head and tucking
his chin, in and out. A pile of papers lies on a table before him. At last, far
away in the back of his throat, the turkey begins to gobble. He tugs harder on
his gown, and clears his throat. The room is silent.
"In reviewing the evidence," begins the man, "I shall refer not only to those
aspects which specifically involve the accused, but also to what may appear on
initial consideration to be of peripheral interest. For is it not the case that in
acquiring an understanding of this person, Janette Aurelia Martin (unfortunately, though I would say not surprisingly, known from an early age as Jam),
is it not the case that we will know her not only through her presentation of
self, but also, as she is not the cat that walks by itself, living in some jungle
cave, no matter how one might imagine that she or any number of the rest of
us might wish to live like that, but also because, as ~ychologists and anthropologists have assured us, man is a gregarious creature, by her interactions from
an early age with what we might term 'significant others'?"
Pleased with his progress, the man surveys the court. He checks that the glass
of water he ordered has been brought to the table. (At this rate he is going
to need it soon.) Yes, they look impressed. Only one clod up the back is dozing
off, but otherwise he can see his sentences falling looped and perplexing as
innocent lassoos over those receptive faces.
"To be brief," (of course he does not mean it), "let me take an illustration.
Photograph two, the picture in the park. What more, you might ask, than any
ordinary family snap?" He waves the photograph briefly, then signals for the
lights to be dimmed. The projector beams a copy of the photograph onto a
large, white screen. Aah, the people settle back. Some of them reach instinctively
for a chocolate to suck or a Mintie to chew, as in his caramel voice, the man
meanders on.
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"The lunch has been laid on the table, the cold chicken and buttered bread
swallowed in the sunshine. While a gentle joie de vivre still lingers in the
stomach, the camera appears. But wait-let us consider the other details that
surround this day. They have driven en famille to this park, not to be at this
park, but rather to break the urgency with which they will proceed, within perhaps
some fifteen minutes of the picture taking, to deposit the elder boy at a boarding
school. This is, therefore, an historically significant day for the family. The focus
of attention must be son number one, the eldest child. He is photographed alone,
fingering his tie and smiling from somewhere beyond himself. One can imagine
how, in order to dilute the apprehension aroused by the impending separation,
the parents now turned to the two children who would be left behind. 'Jam and
Michael! Over here by the rosebush! Oh come on, Michael, it will only take a
minute!'
"So now we have their photograph. Let us imagine for a space that we know
nothing of the events surrounding this frozen moment. What circumstances are
suggested by these two children standing in the sun by the rosebush? The young
girl, dynamic and alive-she seems almost to be bending like a twig in the wind
nearer and nearer to the eye. She stands there supple and sure as nothing that
really exists in life, and says 'Look at me! Here I am! I am, I am, I am!' And
then, only a few paces away, as if he had been caught in the photograph by
mistake, her brother. 'Why? I don't want to be here. Just let me go off somewhere else, can't you?' For all the world he would sidle off the edge, but whatever pain or distress he may be feeling has no impact upon the girl. They stand
as if between them there is no connection. It may be that she is the cause of
his fit of sulks. It may be that his frown and hooded eyes say 'Why is it always
her? She's too bright, too sparkling, I can't keep up. Why must you always be
comparing? I can't do anything without thinking "She's already done this. And
she did it better".'''
The ligh::; blaze on. Like bandicoots and kangaroos, blinded on roadsides,
the cosy audience sit bewildered in the glare. Now he has them where he wants
them. Still melted, and a little afraid, all they need now is one swift wrap of
hard, glossy foil, and they will sit, secure as sweets, in the palm of his hand.
"I put it to you that here we have a child oblivious of her bonds with
significant others. Or more precisely, oblivious even of the need for such bonds,
those relationships which the experts tell us are the basis for development into
whole, humane adulthood. How, when the illusive security of childhood is outgrown, does such a person survive? Now, while we are not here to judge what
the defendant has become, but rather, if I may quote my brief, to consider the
significance of the defendant's childhood, and in particular her inability to
remember significant events during those years, I would suggest that because
of the interconnectedness of the issues, investigation of both might lead to a
fruitful cross-fertilization (so to speak) of the original germs of our thought."
For added emphasis, he picks up his water glass, and drinks. Then he sits at
his table, smiling, as the people begin to murmur reverently amongst themselves.
(v)

FROM THE CROSS-EXAMINATION OF THE DEFENDANT:
Q: When did you last see your father?
A: a) It was after his death. Returning to that house for his funeral, I forgot
that he was dead. As always he was standing at the back door, leaning on his
stick and waiting behind the long sprays of weeping broom. I had left the car
and was walking across the grass to greet him, before I realised he was no
longer there.
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b) He was sitting at a table playing cards. I didn't know what to say to
him. When he collected the cards and tried to shuffle them, his fingers slipped
and because he did not know that I was watching, he winced, and briefly sighed,
staring down at the rough skin and swollen knuckles which were daily growing
mote painful. I walked in from another room. He smiled, and began briskly
laying out the cards in rows.
c) In the middle of the night I heard him coughing. Then my mother on the
telephone and not long afterwards when I looked through my window to the
patches of light thrown in cold pools between the dark shrubs, he was being
taken to an ambulance.
When I woke, I heard him say in a sharp, almost angry voice, "Ring the
doctor. I'm coughing blood." I was terrified. Suddenly behind my eyes there
was a hot bar, and my head when I tried to move it felt stiff and hacked out
of rock. He was still lying in the bed then, and I did not dare leave my room
to speak to him. But I saw him, bent over the basin with the red blood coming
out, and then his swollen face, distinct and assertive as a mask.
d) I was eight. It was a flooded Saturday of brilliant sun. I had crept into
my parents' bedroom while they were making breakfast, and doing my Brownie
Good Deed for the day, I made the bed. Later he came out to where I was
squatting by the floppy purple faces of pigweed and said, "A little fairy's been
to visit today." He looked at me and winked. My heart was a butterfly about
to take off.
e) On the hospital verandah, he talked of the parrots which flew down in
gusts of green to pick at the poinsettias. The wards were choked with old men
coughing. "One dies almost every night," he said, and pointed to the bed next
to his which was newly empty. "But there's nothing wrong with me that six
months' holiday on the Barrier Reef wouldn't cure. I'll be home again in a
couple of weeks."
Q: When did you last see your father?
A: I don't remember. Perhaps I never saw him. I saw someone who might
have been my father in the hospital, after his death, playing cards, coughing
in his room-each time he looked different. When I saw him with other people,
he was someone else again. He would laugh and tell stories of his life before
I was born. All of that was unknown to me, it was like some other lifetime of
his to which I would never be admitted. Every occasion that I remember now
seems like the only time, the last time, I ever saw him. There was no whole,
no composite man that appeared to me in a flash on a particular date-the last
day I don't remember, although no doubt he walked out of breath to his spot
beside the native frangipani to wave me good-bye. He would have been standing
there, sniffing secretively at the scent of the first flowers, only to pretend to my
mother later that he'd not even noticed them, and because by then he needed
to economise on his walking, he might have been holding in one hand the eggs
he had just scooped warm from the chook-yard-but I don't remember. That
is the way it might have been, and that becomes now more real, more like him
than anything that has been captured, like a flash photograph in the dead of
night, in my mind.
Q: For the purpose of clarification, since we must deal with observable facts,
I shall ask you again. When did you last see your father?
A: I believe I last saw .him on each one of the stated occasions. But more
probably, it was at none of those times.

JUDGE TO RECORDER: She says she never saw her father.
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(vi)
FRIENDS, ENEMIES AND UNKNOWNS:
He said he was a friend of mine and that he would present the case for
my defence. I didn't remember him. One face bobbed up like an undistinguished
cork from my past, and when I looked closely at this man I thought I saw a
similarity. Occasionally he would break out of his skin as if he wanted to give
the world a push-I remembered someone like that. But that was someone I
worshipped blindly for a year and never trusted again (at least that is the way
I remember it now), and so it perplexed me that this man should be so sure
that he could act on my behalf. But he was so forceful that before I could
decide, he had begun to speak. In fact he said something funny so that the
people in court laughed, but I didn't hear that part.
"In assembling the evidence for this case," he said, suddenly serious, his
audience intent, "it occurred to me that what was needed was not a series of
statements from the present endeavouring to resurrect the past, but a fullscale
transportation back into the past. What we need, in fact, is a timeship to take
us back. As H. G. Wells was not available, the next best thing that could be
devised was a representation of a particular period, take for example, that span
of years previously referred to in the corner house in that dusty, arid town of
Goongarbie. Into that setting place the accomplices of the time. The schoolfriends, teachers, dogs, cats, storekeepers, etcetera, etcetera. There is no one
person to whom I could refer, for such was the peripatetic nature of the father's
worklife (that is, when he was not hospitalized), that the only people who
remained within even geographic proximity were the mother and one brother.
With this in mind, I have gathered together a random sample of those accomplices, not just from a particular town, but from all the years that cover the
defendant's childhood.
"To begin, I shall now call upon the first of those: Ms Elizabeth Freeman!"
The Counsel for the Defence gestured grandly for the entrance of his first
accomplice. She came in wearing salmon overalls, a small woman with a sprig
of lilac tucked behind one ear and a china brooch of a duck in flight pinned
over one breast.
"Look," she said, and flung her hands about, "I don't really go for all this
formality bit. I thought like when I agreed to come that we were going to
y'know help Jam. What I think is well if we just cut all this and get down to
the real grass roots stuff like y'know we all sit around and talk about Jam and
us and what she was like, then maybe we'll get somewhere.
"That's just my opinion," she said, digging her hands into her deep side
pockets and hunching her shoulders. "And by the way, I'm not called Liz
Freeman now. My name's Starling."
There was a flurry of papers and old powdered wigs. Starling explained that
she thought the accomplices should all sit around in a circle on the floor, and
maybe say who they were and why they were here, and then see what happened.
"It was a social interaction you were interested in, wasn't it?" she asked.
Curiously, the judge agreed. When there was a circle of some twelve people
seated on the floor, he began to have doubts. But what struck him most pro·
foundly was how like the numbers on a clock they looked to him, from where
he was perched, looking down. He began to wonder whether if he wound them
up they would sound the right number of hours, or whether they would be quite
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out of sequence, haphazard and governed by rules either too simple or too
complex for him to follow, and while he was still puzzling over this, Starling
had them all organized and set in motion.
"I'm Starling," she said. "I was in my first year of Mathematics at University when I met Jam. Now I belong to a women's collective."
The man next to her began to fidget and pull at the coarse threads of his
Heuga tile. "Come on," said Starling, "tell us who you are."
He took a deep breath and said very quickly, "I'm Nick. I started school at
the same time as her. I haven't seen her since. Now I'm an accountant."
"I'm a teacher. Janette and I were old rivals at school. That was from fourith
grade to sixth grade."
"Well, I'm just a housewife. I wrote Jam a lot of letters after she left Goon~
garbie. She wrote too, for a while, but then I thought maybe she's got too many
new friends now and hasn't got time to write to me. Anyway, afer that she
didn't reply."
Around the circle they went, each presenting an image of a person which
sometimes connected with what had already been said, and other times bore
no apparent likeness. They had all known me at some time during my school
years, and as they spoke they became again the children they had once been.
That little girl with the big grin and the straw hat, why was she saying that two
years ago she had had a nervous breakdown? Or that cheeky boy with the two
front teeth missing, how could he sit there and say he was a geologist, married,
with two children? April, the little girl who lived in the house across the road
(to whom Jam was not supposed to talk, because she was cheap and at nine years
of age wiggled her hips), was saying she was President of the P & C at Goongarbie now, and dear little Cathy, meek as milk as always, was' whispering that
she was into assertive training because no men ever asked her out so she'd
decided maybe she ought to ask them.
But what did all this have to do with that mythical childhood? They kept
holding up kaleidoscopes; no sooner could I focus and say ah! that's it! than
they moved a fraction and no, it was not like that at all.
"The thing that always got me about Jam," said Starling, "was that she was
so together. I mean she'd dropped out and all, but she was so self-sufficient. I
never even knew she had a family. God, if I could just annihilate my mother ..."
"She could always run faster than I could. I was the best runner in the school
till she came. I used to pray before Sports Day, God give her measles, make her
catch pneumonia, anything. Just let me win again."
"One day I was feeling miserable because I wasn't allowed to play in the
softball team. They'd left me out because I always got puffed and never hit the
ball. She came along and talked as if she didn't know she wasn't supposed to
like me. I thought she's only nice to me because she's new, but she just kept on
being friendly. I couldn't understand it, but I followed her around like a dog
after that."
"She was bossy ... "
"No, she wasn't. She was too gentle."
"A bit squeamish about sex."
"Are you sure? I remember playing pull down your panties games. I think
she was there."
"Her parents were so strict."
"I never saw her father."
"My mother said: 'You ought to get to know that girl. They'll be an influential family in the town'."
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"She bawled the first day of school."
"I didn't think she could cry."
"When I was in analysis, I came to the realisation that all my life I'd been
competing with this image of her, as she always kept growing up one step ahead
of me. Now I'm a teacher (subject mistress too), and I don't even know what she
is, but it doesn't seem to be anything very special. And she doesn't look at all
the way I imagined she would ..."
"Y'know Eve, when you walked in, God, I thought, here comes something
awful! You had resentment streaming out of every pore-talk about bad vibes!
But now I think maybe I was projecting. I'm beginning to like you. I'm getting
this nice warm glow. Are you a Gemini?"
The more they talked, the more it seemed they were a separate force, unrelated to anything that might matter to Janette Martin. On their arrival, each
one had walked in like a child carrying a candle, and trooping off to some old
treasure trove they had joined hands to lift up the lid of a rusted, forgotten
trunk. As each candle picked out a speck from inside, it seemed pure, invaluable. But now they had all joined together, their lights had fused into a giant
blowtorch. What they were illuminating now had nothing to do with Janette
Martin. They were only turning over shadows of themselves.
Just when they were getting cosy in their group and someone had suggested
bringing in some beanbags and coffee because it looked as if they could go on
for several hours yet, Starling murmured, "Something beautiful has happened
here today. And it's all because of Jam. I'd just like to say, Jam, whoever you
are, thank you for bringing us all together." She did not notice that Jam was
no longer there,
(vii)

THE VIEW FROM WITHIN:
To enter the town, you must leave the highway. There are no roads marked
upon the map, and even those that you find may leave you bogged. Sometimes
after days of weeping or soggy despair, you will be up to your eyeballs in
mud, but more often rolling backwards and forwards through thin veils that
you are quite sure you know as well as your own skin and will therefore be
able to see through with great clarity and conviction, you will find yourself
lost in years of dust.
It is a slow town, an empty town. In which at any moment nothing can be
seen to occur. But every second marks another breath, another sigh or suppressed giggle. Behind the thin walls whole lives are tucked.

So the court adjourns. "Guilty," says the judge, "guilty, always guilty." Yes,
we are human, and life malingers on.
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HELEN HUNT

The Fields Are All White

It used to happen every Saturday. At lunch time, straight after the dessert my

father would lean forward, raise one of his loose hands (would it fall off?) in
benediction and we would all be silent. My father would drop his head loosely,
like a puppet's when you take your finger out, and rapidly, in an undertone as
though saying something profane, he would repeat the Lords Prayer. When
Lorraine had been with us, she and I had spent those minutes kicking each other
under the table, but after she was taken I always closed my eyes and in my heart
fervently repeated every word with my father. He knew that I did. Once, at the
end of the Lords Prayer he had looked at Mother, but after Lorraine was taken,
he looked at me instead. Once, Mother had nodded slightly at him; now, I
nodded. I didn't know why he looked at me instead of Mother but I supposed it
was because Mother never looked at anyone any more, she kept her eyes on
floors, tables and walls, and Marion was too small. It always gave me an excited
feeling, as though we were partners together in something important when my
father looked at me like that. The next words were always the same, "May the
Lord's will be done."
It happened like that on the hot Saturday a year after Lorraine had been
taken; then my father pushed back his chair and stood up loosely.
"Carol and Marion do the washing up. I will clean the shoes. Then we will
go into the field. May the Lord bless our work." Once it had been, "Lorraine
and I will clean the shoes." Several times he had almost said it since she had
been taken. I had seen Mother cringe.
Fervently I collected dishes and took them to the kitchen. As I worked I
hummed one of my favourite songs. "The fields are all white, but the reapers
are few." It symbolized perfectly the numbers of lost souls living in our city,
all waiting to be gathered in by the small band of 'reapers' available. My father
had explained it often and impressed on us the great privilege of being a chosen
'reaper'.
In the porch of our meeting house a large map of the city was pegged up. The
city was divided into fields (street blocks really). People selected a field anywhere
they liked and stuck a pin into it on the map. When they had finished doing a
door-to-door there they coloured in that field and selected another one. Only
recently my father had held up Marion so that she could stick a blue pin into
the biggest field on the map. My mother had turned away straight lipped.
As I washed up I sang, "The fields are all white," and Marion joined in the
chorus. As soon as we had finished we changed into clean dresses and put on
our cleaned shoes. Marion, my father and I then gathered in the living room.
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Not once since Lorraine had been taken from us had Mother joined us either
in the living room or in the field. She always had a headache or did not feel very
well. My father had come to accept it but not without angry words. I could not
understand my mother either. Why wasn't she like me, why didn't she feel closer
to Lorraine when she was out doing the Lord's work?
In the living room my father gave out the pamphlets. Marion always had the
most. A pamphlet offered by Marion was hardly ever refused. I have seen doors
shut in my father's face when he has offered a pamphlet but never if my little
sister offered one. She was like Lorraine to look at, small, long haired, dark and
solemn yet with blue eyes that could suddenly sparkle and make her face gay.
I was more like my father, tall and loose limbed with untidy light brown hair.
My father never suggested that I offer people pamphlets, he had always reserved
that for Lorraine and Marion, mine were to put in letter boxes.
After giving out the pamphlets my father then restated that we were to conduct
ourselves with quiet decorum as befitted people on the Lord's work. We were never
to argue. Our main task was to quote from the book (here my father always lifted
his Bible above his head as though we might have been in doubt about which
book he meant.) If anyone opposed what we said then we were to repeat our
quotation and add others quietly and implacably. We were to ignore what the
other person was saying and concentrate instead on our next quotation. It was
better to carry in our heads the words of the Living Book rather than the words
of other people. The Book was held on high again then, puppet· like, my father's
head dropped and he muttered, "May the Lord bless our work." He led us out
the front door to the car.
Our recently-chosen field was in towards the centre of the city. As we drove
the houses changed from ones like ours, with small gardens in front, to terrace
houses with spiked fences in front, then to houses that opened straight onto the
footpath.
It was swelteringly hot in the street where we stopped. There were no trees,
there was no shade of any kind. All the heat of the sun was trapped in the house
fronts and the bare street. Heat rose like a disease when we stepped out of the
car. The footpath was soft. Our feet left imprints in the bitumen as we walked.
My father knocked on the first door.
"It's too hot," I explained to my father after a fruitless half block. "The people
don't want to stand in the sun and talk." Most of the doors had opened only an
inch and had shut again before Marion could even offer a pamphlet.
"Sons of Satan," my father muttered. "If only they knew the heat in store for
them! The heat of the Eternal Fire! If they knew about that, they would come
gladly to the door and bear the heat of the sun in order to hear God's word."
"I'm thirsty," Marion said.
My father pushed her towards the next house.
"You'll be all right," he said. "Go and knock!" A man opened the door. His
black singlet and shorts blended into the darkness of the room behind him,
showing up his legs, arms and head so that he appeared almost unearthly.
"What do you want?" he said putting emphasis on the ·you'. Then he glanced
over Marion's head and saw my father. "My Gawd!" he said. "If it isn't Lionel!
Come on in mate! These two, your little girls are they? Come on in and have a
beer! Got to have a beer on a hot day like this!"
My father moved his feet uneasily on the molten footpath.
"Just passing," he said and his laugh hung lifelessly in front of him in the
quivering heat. "We won't come in Andy. Just passing. Thought we'd say hello,
that's all."
"Come on in!" said Andy. "It's too hot."
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"I'm thirsty," Marion said.
"There y'are Lionel! Come on in! The kids'd like a drink."
My father lifted his feet heavily from the footpath and followed us inside.
We walked straight into the living room. It was full of furniture and there was a
strange smell. A cigarette lay on an ash tray on the table in the middle of the
room, grey smoke rising from it. In one corner the TV flickered. A transistor lay
on a chair loudly belching out a horse race.
"I'll get youse all a drink," Andy said. "Sit down now, I won't be long. The
wife's having a lay down."
He went through a door towards the back of the house. Marion and I moved
towards the chairs closest to the TV. She got the best one. A corner of the table
obstructed the view from my chair. My father sat next to me. He was clearly
disapproving, his body leaned forward, his hands wedged between his knees and
his loose lips pursed.
"No need to speak to Mr. Pascoe about spiritual matters," he said to us. "I've
spoken to him before at work."
Marion and I stared at the TV. The one great sin in my life was the wish to
look at TV. Every shop, every public place where TV shimmered I had to stop
and look. The fascination was cruel. "The wiles of the Devil," my father called
it but when Andy came back I saw that my father's eyes were fastened to the
screen.
"I'll have lemonade," my father said suddenly and quickly not looking at his
workmate.
"Lemonade for the girls," Andy said as though he had not heard. "Here you
are now! You're a cute one," he said as he passed Marion a glass. He gave me
mine without comment, then he pushed a beer towards my father. I kept my
eyes from the screen long enough to see what would happen. My father picked
up the glass and drank a mouthful. My eyes swivelled back to the TV. I was
absorbed into the screen until my father plucked at my arm.
"We must be going," he said and stood up. "Thanks for the drinks Andy."
"Ah sit down!" Andy said. "It's not every day you call."
But my father said, "Come on girls!" He leaned over me and plucked at
Marion. "Come on!" he said. She hesitated a minute then she stood up, walked
around the table and put a pamphlet in Andy's hand.
"It's about the beauty of the Lord," she said.
"The what?" Andy chuckled. Then he looked at the pamphlet in his hand. He
seemed to shed the good humoured wrinkles from his face. When he looked up
his eyes were like hot metal. My father moved hurriedly towards the door.
"Thanks for the drinks Andy," he said again. "Good of you. See you at work."
Andy stood up. "You're doing a door to door aren't you Lionel? Using these
kids of yours!" His voice was metallic like his eyes.
"It gives them something to do at weekends," my father said. "They enjoy it.
They meet people."
"At work they told me you were one of those maniacs. I told them to shut
up! But it's true. It's true isn't it? It's all written here in this bloody pamphlet."
My father drew us both towards the door.
"It's true what they were saying at work isn't it?" Andy said.
"I don't know what they were saying Andy," my father said.
Slowly and deliberately Andy walked towards my father. When he was within
striking distance he stopped.
"They were saying that when your other kid was sick you withheld your consent
for the treatment until it was too late. They were saying that you killed your own
kid. They were saying that you believed you had the power to save her by prayer
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or some such crap. I said that you were a decent bloke and you wouldn't do a
thing like that, but you did, didn't you?"
I thought he would hit my father. I could not move. My heart beats were
suffocating me. Hot sparks were cascading past my eyes. Then my father pulled
at me and I looked at him, it was as though I was seeing him for the very
first time.
"You bloody murderer!" Andy said. "Get out! Get out of my house!" I saw
his fists clench.
My father moved rapidly, he clutched me by the arm, snatched up Marion's
hand and almost ran from the room into the hot street. The door slammed shut
behind us. My father pulled us roughly along the footpath towards the car. Once
he stopped and mopped the sweat from his face, glanced behind him and
muttered, "The Devil and all his works, preserve us from the Devil!" Then he
hurried us on again.
When we got to the car he let go of my arm. He unlocked the car and opened
the back door, then suddenly he turned and beat at Marion, flailing at her with
his huge loose hands. Then he threw her onto the back seat.
"I told you to shut up and say nothing you little fool! You little fool!" He
slammed the car door shut and walked around the other side to get in. I opened
the door and got in beside Marion putting my arm around her.
"It's not her fault!" I shouted through the ~mothering heat of the car. "It's
your fault! Everything is your fault! You mCiOe her die."
He did not answer. He did not seem to hear but the car swayed wildly as
it took off from the kerb.
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GREGORY ANGUS

A Hot Night

I always come home the back way. Past the silos and around the racecourse.
Mostly I go under the fences, but sometimes over. The backgate clicks much
louder in the night. I am a bit drunk, maybe.
It is hot. No wind. In the huge backyard there are only three trees. Three
slender gum trees. The house is made of wood, and the fence, and even the
trees. I step onto the old stump, my favourite object in the yard. I breathe
in, crane my neck, looking upwards to the sky.
There are no lights on in the house. The other tenants are all old; at their
best their lives only flicker.
They say, can't sit around all night just because it's hot. Still got to get up
same time in the morning.
It occurs to me that this is laughable. Their pride in being able to sleep in
the heat. A relic perhaps-order in the face of the elements. And yet it is more
than that. Proud even if they couldn't sleep; they are committed.
The only access to my room is by the outside staircase, a wooden ruin that
climbs the edge of the house as uncertainly as 1. I let the wirescreen door bang.
People are always interested in what time you get home.
With the light on, the moths come. The landlord will not fix the wire screen
on the door. He says that he doesn't need reasons because he owns the door.
I begin to nod, standing in the yellow haze, in my shorts and singlet. I ask
myself, what is this man doing? Just what is he doing, nodding, in his shorts
and singlet?
The metaphysics of a man not sober.
I step outside; there is no air. And boot the banister off the staircase, just
the new part at the top. That squid, last week he came and put in the new
banister. I said the old one had been stolen.
I look in the refrigerator. I do not know exactly what it is, but I know it's
never in the refrigerator. Yet some days I will look many times.
I hate the damn refrigerator. It just sits there and chugs and whines; offers
nothing.
A previous tenant, a female I suppose, had stuck a photograph of a very
obese woman on the inside of the refrigerator door. I ripped it off when I
first moved in; but I've never really got over it. The association has remained.
I really do not think that I can live with this refrigerator anymore.
I begin to walk it towards the door. Water leaks out, which only further
justifies the violence. I reach the door, but it doesn't seem to fit through. How
can it not fit?
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I don't want an explanation. I just want this fucking thing out of here. I
begin to rock it back and forth, hitting it against whatever obstructs.
Suddenly I remember the things inside the refrigerator, as if I had forgotten
to take them out. Absurd, I know. I listen to the things rolling about. Sheer
chaos, almost a delicacy.
As the woodwork begins to split, I take care so as not to lose control of
the refrigerator when it breaks through. I do though, lose control of it when
it breaks through. It thumps on the landing of the staircase, where it stays on
its back. I step outside, tum it through ninety degrees and push it off the landing
for it to slide down the stairs.
Well, it didn't go down quite as smoothly as imagined. It crashed through
the handrail halfway down. The door opened, and it vomited.
But it was good. It gleams in the moonlight down there in the bushes.
The room looks different now without that thing in the comer. For the first
time I see the unpainted floorboards that were hidden beneath it.
I sit on the bed smoking a cigarette. I hear movements in another room.
A train in the distance.
I wonder why they didn't paint under the refrigerator. Could it be the obese
woman again, brightening up her room?
One miserable square of unpainted wood. Why does it have to exist even
when I look away?
I'm not too sure how I feel about this square. Moving about the room, I
observe it from various positions. It seems to me that it does not enhance the
appearance of the room.
I don't like the square one bit.
Oh this is dreadful. I suppose I could move the cupboard over it. Maybe
there's a rectangle under the cupboard.
I stand in the middle of my room.
Slowly I put a few things in my suitcase. I tum off the light, go down the
stairs, across the yard and through the clicking gate.
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BARBARA YORK MAIN

King Wave

Sea-fret smudged limestone cliff into granite headland, forest into swamp. Mist
streamed over thicket-grown bogs, over peppermint-clothed dunes. It slid around
the rocky knobs and blurred sheoaks with pillars of karri. It filmed the marshy
hollows and shrouded the higher ground, blotted out farmhouses and sheds. Fumbling for a guide, the girl grasped the hurtful, weather-roughened wire. The way ran
through the dripping forest around the rocky hillslope, over the moor-like sandy
heath and across grassy paddocks down into the swamps. The chains of swamps
strung around the stony hills and debouched at last through creeks and reedy seeps
into the sea or waited, sometimes months, behind a sand bar.
The abandoned fence ran through the forest. Mist tangled in knuckled boughs of
marri, made monsters out of warty trunks. The girl's feet sank into the sodden
forest floor. She bent to loosen grit from a sneaker, touched a leaf and lost the
guiding wire. Wrapped in nets of mist she walked in an ancient, earlier forestits floor was littered with hard, waxy leaves, chips of apricot, russet, grey. The hill
became an island, one of many. The southern ocean, its movements muffled in fog,
grumbled against black granite slopes and boulder-beaches. Huge waves fell against
the blunt-faced islands which stood before the decorations of limestone cliffs were
blown into shape ..... .
Again the girl found the fence line. Unseen frogs, relics of another era, creaked
in the undergrowth. Out of the forest, across the rocky slopes into the prickly
thickets. Still the guiding wire. There were other creatures, their presence faintly
perceived as she passed, the mounds of bush-rats' nests red in the forest undergrowth, a bandicoot which paused momentarily in the heath, the shying away of a
kangaroo, the grunts of sheep. On a sandy ridge above the swamp, ranks of yellow
candles glowed on the banksias. In the swamp she found the clumps of pitcher
plants, the lidded, slipper leaves arranged in rosetted piles on hummocks fringing
the rivulets of the moving, pUlsing swamp. Spikes of flowers ornamented the
clumps, the phoenix gift of last summer's fire. Nothing could destroy the hidden
plants which sprouted amongst the reeds and stringy plants, Agonis sticks and
bottlebrush shrubs; more wondrous than the perfumed mignonette which crouched
under hawthorn, bramble-rose and coprosma against the grey house on the hill.
The fog began to lift. Cliff, beach and headland, forest, heath and marsh,
paddocks, fences, pumpkin patch and potato swamp, pine-guarded houses slipped
from the nets of mist and stood assertively, discrete and separate.
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2.

The weatherboard house was of the same pattern as those hundreds of others
built at the time. Adequate shelters, they withstood seasonal extremes and mellowed
to a characteristic grey amongst the ring-barked trees. Some, more latterly, affected
red rooves and white walls, others showed patterns of corrosion and repair, as did
this one. But from one angle a wall of pines screened it from the road. It crouched
in its own self-generated (or so it appeared) garden. Mulberry, fig, cotoneaster,
boobialla, nectarine and loquat trees pressed close about the bleached walls.
Rhubarb, beans and brussel's sprouts struggled with agapanthus, cannas, pinks and
elephants' tongues. Anemones, bulbs and spring and early summer annuals coloured
the unkempt beds in their season.
The loquats were full and yellow, freckled brown. As the children pulled at the
fruit the boughs flipped back and the huge, crinkle-edged leaves rapped the grey,
weathered wall.
"Why don't we paint our house. White, like other people's?"
The boy kicked the lower boards.
"We will, someday. Maybe when you children are educated. Or by that time you,
my boy, will be able to have a new house. Brick. For yourself. Your father and I'll
be gone."
The girl ran her hands over the splintery boards.
"I like it as it is-like old bark. I won't paint it or build a brick house."
"You won't be here, stupid. You'll marry some other farmer. And live in his
house."
The future had not yet impressed itself upon her. A grey wooden house with
a loquat tree heavy against its southern wall, the scrambling roses, blue agapanthus,
the wall of guarding pines, was forever. At night, intermittently, summer and
winter, the enclosing fog hung like a blind outside the windows.
They scrambled down the crumbling limestone crags and crept like goats around
the terraced path through the heath. Shouts of fishermen floated upward.
"Can't youse kids read," pointing to the warning notice brushed by shrubs on the
cliff-top. Unperturbed they scrambled farther down and slunk into a crevice of
the granite drop and watched the men intent now with lines and bait. Wave on
wave slapped the granite slopes, the cliffs, the piles of boulders glistening like
doused seals. The men, and the errant two, crouched and clung to jutting rock.
"Youse better be going. It's getting rough," admonished a fisherman.
They scrambled up again. Sand slipped down the path behind their scurrying
feet. They struggled through scented shrubs-Olearia bushes, the pig-face, seageranium, trails of Kennedya and snow-bush to the higher heath. Spume filmed
the cliff top and made fuzzy shapes of black boys and banksias.
Farther along they dropped down into a sandy bay, a safer place with no
admonishing fishermen. No footprints marred the hard white sand. Rivulets seeped
through the reed-grown sand banks and clumps of Gahnia, cut creeks across the
beach and trickled through the heaps of sea weed and left brown stains across the
sand. They gathered water-polished pebbles from the trickling streams, found white,
sea-sculpted shells and fragile, purple Janthina tossed up by last night's tide. They
tripped on heaps of weed, salmon heads and fishing lines, broken bottles, light
globes and plastic bags, stumbled against a buttressed log from South America.
High tides and fierce winter storms had flung indiscriminately seeds and fragments
from other continents, rejects from the sea and waste from boats and ships,
rubbish from the camps and towns in distant bays. They saw through sea-mist a
vista reaching to Antarctica.
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They left the beach and found a path under the leaning moonaars. From cliff
to granite cleft to crumbled limestone slope to sandy beach to dune to heath.
Through spume and sea-fog they came to the lagoon sunk in its hollow behind
the dunes. Dark-canopied cedars with branches bent in submission to hundreds
of winter storms, rubbed and creaked against one another. Toadstools swelled from
rotting logs, frogs moaned softly. "It's eerie. Let's go home." They ran out of the
grove of cedar and through the rain sweeping its long strokes across the heath.
Drizzle turned to fog and they came to the forest. Again, the toadstools. A
plethora of yellow, white or purple-capped, orange and creamy-gilled toadstools
burst out of the wet, soggy litter. It was the toadstools they remembered in the
night when the fog wrapped around the grey house, the toadstools and the rubbing
of bough on bough in the cedar grove.
Through clear or fog·wrapped days, cold brittle nights, mild or droughty
summers, through months and years, they grew alongside but apart. On winter
mornings when opaque white fog lapped the lower hillslopes, one would find, in
heath and swamp and forest, a broken chain of islands stretching across a southern
ocean; the other's vision was of hills and swamps scraped clean for a plenteous
growth of pasture.
"I could raise fowls, geese or turkeys--or grow strawberries," and stay with the
pitcher plants, the swamps, the bottle brush, the granite knobs, the tors on the
limestone hills, the forest where misty skeins tied stag-crowned karri, cork-barked
sheoak, hazel groves, gnarled and knotty marri, bullich and black boys, to that
other ancient forest ..... .
"What nonsense! Whoever heard of a girl, a woman running a farm," remembering
her own upbringing and the codes of what was right for her, for girls, for women
and the phrases spoken. "It is the boys, the men who do the work. Girls do
nothing to support a farm. Girls have no right to a share of a family property."
Of course there was that odd case in someone or other's family where the girls
had been left a share of a farm-but it had been unfair, not right. She recalled
wide paddocks sweeping against the tree-fringed salt lakes, the birds, the bushy
slopes, the sandplains and timber newly scrub-rolled for wheat. And a stone
house hung about with creepers and pepper trees. But to this she had had no
right. In the pattern of others she married and of course came to share, if only
subserviently, this other land of forest, heath and swamp. Her garden, yes,
completely her own, but confined, constricted. The forest, heath and swamp was
not hers to fashion, nor even leave untampered. She had never presumed to expand
into that wider territory. Yet she remembered sometimes, even now, that other
landscape of open paddocks and tea tree thickets, the salt lakes filling, flooding,
running like a river and birds nesting in the backwaters. But ... "It is the men who
work the land .... " And now to her daughter she too echoed the refrain.
The girl went back to school, studied maths and history, art and English and
whatever else, learnt her craft or art and finally shaped in pencil, crayon, charcoal,
ink-the pitcher plant, bottle brush, banksia trees on the wind-swept heath, the
gnarled and warty trunks of marri, the sea slipping on granite slopes. The brother
stayed, pushed sheep across the grassy hills and gathered pumpkins from the
swampy flats. The ground, subdued, was rich for him to use.
3.

There was a drowning. A wave swept away a lone fisherman. From a slippery
granite slope on a bleak and lonely headland. Days later, in a cove near the rocky
promontory, at low tide the lip of the sea curled against the hard coarse sand
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amongst the boulders and smaller stones and left dribbles of shell fragments sparkling in the morning sun. Crabs, curious, crept from crevices in the rocks, sidled
over the sand and scuttled amongst the weed-strewn stones. Disturbed by the press
of feet on sand and weed, shadows dropped on rocks and voices falling-aghaston the gentle sea, the crabs withdrew and glided unseen through cracks which
vanished into dark caverns.
The family gathered at the burial in the graveyard on a sandy slope back from
the sea. Shrubberies of bottle brush, she oak and hibbertia, tufts of reeds and
tussocks, hid it from the road and protected it from wandering cows and sheep.
Mist and rain wetted bottle brush and banksia, sandy path, and glistened on the
shire's gaping gravel-pit nearby. Wind blew gently in the tussocks, shook the sheoaks, pressed weeds against orchids. The coffin was sunk into the grave and the
little troupe of people trailed back along the sandy path between the shrubberies
of wild, unfrequented bushland, to the cars to drive back to their lives on farms
or city streets. The silent relatives, the hushed words of respectful neighbours,
"Wasn't a bad short of chap. Friendly enough in his way. But kept himself to
himself. Never really got to know him much. The family will do alright. That
place is worth a lot, although he's never done much with it. Just needs developing
more."
The council men discreetly shovelled earth into the grave and heaped the sandy
mound with flowers. They too drove away and the melancholy notes of a cuckoo
fell about the shrubberies, the rotting crosses and unvisited marble slabs. Loose
sand trickled down the new mound, petals fell and shrank. A mist drifted over
and blotted out the footprints on the path through the bushes.
There was no unseemly talk of wills or inheritances. It was all known and
foreseen, the outcome of custom and what had always been expected and proper.
The brother, now a man, and soon to be married, would carryon the property,
work the land, make more use of it, develop it maybe. The mother would live
comfortably in their cottage in the town or perhaps sell it for a unit in the city.
They had planned to retire-she would fulfill the plan or the half of it without
her husband. And for the sister, now a woman, it was assumed, as always, that
fulfillment through her craft, or art, would be elsewhere. But for the sister, once
a daughter, there had lingered until now the right to tread on all that landfallow, forest, heath-to see and smell, to touch a rock, a leaf, a curl of bark,
a clump of slippered leaves sprouting in a swamp.
The woman went back to the city and to that postured part of her life which
other people knew.
"Come down any time you like. We would love to see you." Over the years, the
sister-in-law had been most pressing.
The woman, the sister, arrived at last.
"You'll be wanting to go walking, along the beaches, in the bush. You'll find some
changes I expect ...... " the sister-in-law hesitated.
The woman searched out the remembered beaches, sandy crescents guarded by
black forbidding granite and descents of crumbling limestone. She walked on hard
white sand, stooped and fingered sea-smoothed fragments, slipped the rims of
eroded Patella on her fingers, marvelled again at the rainbows captured in tiny
cones of shells and the spiralled mystery of a bone-white columella. Her feet
tangled in strands of weed and heaps of waxy, bean-shaped Poseidon fruits. She
dropped over the boulders onto the pebble-bed, gathered handfuls of sea-tumbled
stones and gave them back to hear the clatter, softened by the suck of water.
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The sea was deep and summer-blue. Wave on wave smacked against the bluntfaced cliffs, slid up long slopes and fell away. It was here where the swollen wave
had risen, burst and drowned her ancient forest, sunk her archipelago and left
on hills a drape of pasture, in swamps a cloth of green potatoes. She hurried over
heath which scratched and above which leaned lone-standing, gnarled and knotty
banksias; pushed through Agonis thickets and came to the hollow where the pitcher
plants had been. Row on row mocked the memory of pitcher plants. White, tissuepetalled, fragile flowers, light as butterflies, flecked the green-rilled hectares.
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MARION CAMPBELL

Celeste

The paint is blistered along the wood-grain; monticules, curling flakes of it like
a security under the finger-tips, alive and vivid under the palm. I will not go
back there with the intercom open-sesame to the electro-magnetic doors, the
glossy acreage of vinyl tiles, the plants, oh the plants casting their studied
shadows on the walls, quietly textured and all discreetly beige. I can give the
practised shoulder-thrust to the great bulk of this door. It does not give way.
He completes my efforts with an extra lunge. Careful Pascal. He also makes an
accurate stab at the push-in button of the light. Something, there, in the gloom.
Slumped shape shifting there, under the stairs. Circling, slowly, enslaved to its
axis. As if ... That face emerging from the blur. Waxen. That little woman from
our floor. The grey light streaming from the eyes. The precision of the nose. The
strange clarity of the brow, of the slightly cleft chin. Her hair has an independent
life tonight; is it chestnut, is it grey? Alone and palely ...
MEOWWWWW
plaintive, prolonged ... it must have issued from her. She
seems to have forgotten what she was searching for. Pascal is stooping too, as if
to interrogate the tiles for clues to the lost object. But no: his hand encounters
her arched back. He gives it a cursory pat.
"Monsieur, I am NOT a cat."
The musical protest frustrates his gesture at hip level. His hand is stupidly suspended there. Ah, but Pascal is in form tonight. He flourishes a metaphorical hat
to that.
"Can we help you at all, Madame? You seem to have lost something?"
"Madame. You are amusing, Monsieur. Mademoiselle. Celeste de Filou-le-Pin.
And anyhow ... it is too late: we have all forgotten what we are looking for.
What is the sense in my maintaining this vigil?" The grey eyes set on me and well
with tears: "And you are so young ..." She is traversed again by that strange
meow. Like the weak siren wail recalled when news of the calamity is out.
"But ... err ... Celeste, you are HARDLY old yourself ..." Back to cultivating courtoisie again. Unfold your choreographed routine, Pascal. You have
misjudged the moment. "Good, Celeste, let's sort this out ..." Go on, do an
Anatole on her ... launch her on a therapeutic monologue. Be careful to structure
it with your questions. And questions only. Or else there will be a shift of
power ...
"I do not know you, Monsieur. I know your friend. I have seen her."
"Look, we are in a bit of a rush at the moment. A friend waiting to take us
off to dinner ... "
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"Ah, les enfants, allez. Allez manger. Eat, eat arid forget me."
"Look, look Pascal, I really would rather not come anyhow. Come to think of
it, I don't feel up to it at all ...Pate, cheese, Chivas '" and repartee ..."
"Ah, non. Non, rna cherie. It is quite unthinkable that you do not come.
Nuncle Totole has arranged the whole thing for us."
"Yes ... for ... "
"Well, if you don't find it worth celebrating. Perhaps ..." His eyes widen, the
lids flicker. He flashes a beggar's smile. He grips my shoulder: "If it upsets
you '" I mean, if it worries you leaving her here like this ... we can bring
her along ... Why not. Come to thnk of it ... give Anatole something to distract
him."
"Nn-no. That would seem like pure chari ..."
It is too late. He is already over there, crouching next to the sob-shaken body
on the first step. Lord, dispense your bounty. Invite her to bring her picturesque
sorrows along to titillate the bored company you keep. Be Anatole's apprentice.
Trophy her: your first find. Why not? In fact: a mini-psychotherapy session,
Boulevard Prado, tonight. Anatole will be biting his nails by now.
The street is blocked with the rush-hour crawl. The logic of Marseille. The
immobile procession is unanimously leaning on its horns. In protest at the nailbiter who is, in fact, blocking the traffic. With the Citroen D.S .... Alone in his
slinky Goddess, the diminutive, balding nail-biter. Anatole, my strange brother.
I will be eating your pate de canard aux truffes once again, tonight.
Pascal is gesturing for me to come over. It seems he wants ot get celeste up
the ten flights of stairs to the fifth landing. It is an operation that will take a lot
of skill. The dosage of light from the metre-controlled switch is calculated to
give out before even the most conscientious climber can reach the maids' rooms
at the final landing. Celeste takes my elbow. Her hand is as crushable as a little
bird dropped from the nest. And yet, he is literally hauling her up. His savage
bursts of adrenalin.
"Celeste wants to collect a few things ... and give herself a cat-wash," he
laughs. "You stay with her, will you? I'll go and grab a change of clothes."
"So much for my wash-and-brush-up, then."
He laughs as he closes the apartment door behind him: "You look perfect as
it is."
"C'est la chambre celeste," she chuckles as she reveals it. The door bumps
against a stretcher bed piled high with linen, folded with astonishing precision.
The shelves at the foot of the bed are stacked with canned food, arranged in
truncated columns, equidistant from each other. "One must have one's stores .. .
here ..." She pats the small clearing beside her on the bed. I am intruding .. .
so little space. But the hand is insistently patting the bed next to her tiny lap.
She is laughing gaily now. I accept. She reaches to the basin, at arm's length
from the bed (a cripple could manage in such a cupboard) and opens the powder
compact. She dabs her cheeks where the rivulets of a moment ago have eroded
the mask, unhooks the basket from the back of the door. "Just a few artefacts."
She chants the inventory as each object falls into the little Red Riding Hood
basket:

*

Two candles, Mademoiselle, in case of power-failure; one never knows
these days.

*

A collective portrait of my mother and my seven sisters, two of whomles pauvres-were left out by that careless photographer.
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*
*
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Some sachets of linden tea.
Some fennel, some rosemary, sage and garlic, because these are ALWAYS
appreciated, n'est-ce pas?
My rosary beads .,. ah my dear little seeds that germinate under my
fingers ...

She tries on a beige shawl, a burgundy shawl, four silk scarves, a little beaded
cardigan, abandons them all ... "I'll come JUST as I am, don't you think?" She
pats the stomach into place (does she imagine it bulges?) and recites in the same
liturgical chant:
Classical black jersey,
Optionally belted and
Correct or un-belted and free;
So suitable for all those occasions
When in doubt,
Do NOT dry-clean,
Hand-wash only and do not wring
Dry out of direct sunlight ...
"I will come just as I am, because that is how I was invited, n'est-ce pas?
As I am. Footwear? .." She crouches at the bed-side, out slides a little shoerack and she selects:
Jiffies shot with silver thread,
And each is crowned with a pleated flower,
In the same, in the very same jiffie weave ...

"Ce sont mes chaussures de fee," she whispers and we both laugh at the fairy
tripping of the slippered feet on the floor tiles. But now she is unpacking the
artefacts, the candles are lit to the family portrait and she is plying her way
tearfully through a rosary. The little door quakes: "You ready, you too?"
Pascal is resplendent. Hair gleaming blue-black, brushed in a perfectly sculpted
swoop away from the jaw. He has squandered Eau Sauvage all over himself.
"Well, are you two coming or ..." He extinguishes the scene with two exact puffs
at the candles. "All the same, enough is enough," muttered between his teeth at
me. "But ... Pascal, as if it were my idea anyway ..." but he is chaperoning her
down the stairs without waiting to hear it. Close the door on the miniature altar
with the smoking candles, the basket still rocking on the floor. There is one tiny
square window perched high in the wall facing the stair-well as sole source of
light.
The profile of the Citroen is quite isolated now. He must have yielded to the
pressure of the horns. It has been reparked astride the footpath. "Anatole ...
(Pascal breaks away from Celeste and me) allow me to introduce you to Mademoiselle de ... Filou-Ie-Pin '" or is it Minou-Ie-Fin? (he is trying to elicit a
laugh from me) ... er ... Celeste, whom I have taken the liberty of inviting
along to our little celebration tonight." There is a quick exchange of what seem
to be irritable whispers. It culminated in an "Enchante, Madame" which Anatole
begins over his shoulder, completes with a swivel of the heels and punctuates with
a military click bringing him face-to-face with her. Not exactly civil either, the
mechanical bisou administered to my cheeks. He rotates once more on his heels
to open the back door to her. His exaggerated panache when he is annoyed. A
flurried gesture that I should climb in beside Celeste and the car lunges, nudges
its way over the curb, around the corner of the Rue Jean Roque, takes off up
the Cours Lieutlaud.
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Celeste is laughing: "But Monsieur, we are afloat, this is no car." We can
glimpse the amber eyes with their very slight spaniel droop every two or three
seconds in the rear-vision mirror. She grips the head-rest of his seat to secure
the audience: "You buoy us all along in the palm of your hand, ha ha ha ha ...
n'est-ce pas, Monsieur? No no ... it's no use denying it, you are a leader, un
chef, Monsieur, and, attention, I have an instinct for these things, the nose for
it, as they say. You give me a crowd, I can smell the leader out." She ignores
his silence. Perhaps she can detect a glint in his eye that acquiesces to the
definition; she resumes. The tone is heightened now: "Monsieur Ie Colonel ...
you are of the pedigree, that goes without saying, vous etes de la race des chefs."
He clears his throat, raises an eyebrow, sends ripples from its apex up his forehead, deftly negotiates a lane-change in top-speed, breaks at the lights and we
rock gently on the fluid suspension. "Non non, Monsieur, you are too modest,
you must not protest, take it from the daughter of a resistance fighter," she
executes a summary cross on her chest; the eyes well with tears, "who was,
believe me, a leader of men, gunned down by enemy brutality. But ... I am alert
to the presence of the invader, don't you worry, I note the signs ..." Perhaps
. .. then it was Celeste, that night on the stairs, in bikinis, underneath the
umbrella, singing along to the strains of the Marseillaise from the pocket
transistor, and yes, of course, the jiffies with their pleated rosettes. Moon streaming in from the sky-light above. Daughter of a resistance fighter ... and still
fighting, in all weathers ...
"Monsieur Ie Colonel, I do not know why you should show such kindness as
to invite a poor old woman like me along ..." Anatole throws a fierce glance in
Pascal's direction. "Come on, Anatole, cool it ... stop being so bloody rigid."
Pascal leans back, gives us a reassuring grin: "Anatole doesn't like being kept
waiting, that's all."
"Like all leaders, like all leaders," she adds.
"And what, my dear Celeste, tells you that I am a leader?" Aha. So Anatole
d'Aubran is being drawn in all the same.
"Ahhh, little things ... How should I say? ... You do not waste ... yourself.
You move ... sharp, precise. Your silence too, Monsieur, I have seen it before,
don't you worry, that kind of silence ... Tell me, can I give you a song, perhaps,
while we are still in transit ha ha ha ha?"
"Well, why not ... why not a song to ease the sorrows of the Warrior-King?"
The voice is frayed, throaty, she is filling the car with:
J'ai danse avec l'amour
J'ai fait des tours et des tours
Lui et moi contre lui
Pendant toute la nuit
La . .. la dada da ... da
How long has she been singing for? Glitter and flash of cars fusing in their
circuit around the Place Castellane. Anatole, thoroughbred driver slips us into the
luxury sheath of night, glibly, as a tapered hand into a glove: he is taking the
contre-allee now. For residents. We are siphoned towards the inevitable address.
A pipeuse. A siphoness. The pose breaks from the niche of that wall, the variegated
shadows lift, the face is nude, quivers in the headlights. The heavy jowls are
negotiating from the Renault 16. "La pipe use te fera chanter," quips Pascal. She
services the family man with discreet dispatch; he will tuck into his entree in five
minutes' time with the most fluent ease, take his napkin from the habitual place
and between napkin dabs and mouthfuls, benignly elicit a list of the day's doings
from Jacques and Marie-Laure across the table.
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The concrete catacombs where they park their ca:rs. This lift bearing us silently
upwards. "But, of course, you are a resident de grand standing... C'est un
monsieur tres distingue ..." she sings as we are brought to the level. Pascal is
indeed Anatole's true disciple: the master unfurls another display of virtuoso
gestures. The supermarket, charcuterie and fromagerie bags nestle under the
armpit, closely moulded by the silk, the door unlocks, the anti-intruder chain
unhooks, the aluminium tubes, flush within the wall, cross their cones of light,
catch the surface incidents of the glamour black, the matt black and the gloss
black panelling. "Mais ... c'est tapisse de tenebres chez vous, Monsieur, hung
with night ..." The tone is coquettish now, cajoling: "You ARE an o-rrri-gi-nal
Monsieur, I know, you are keeping us in the dark! What crystal kingdom will
he lead us to?" Her warm breath lifts the hair from my ear. Retrenched from the
first plane are the sliding doors, only marked out by the shadows cast from the
architraves. The one on the right glides in obedience to the index finger he inserts
there. A blast of light, a wave of electronic organ breaking over us. Pascal takes
refuge under the noise, says half to me, half to her: "Don't let it worry you too
much, celeste, it's just a stage effect, pinched from an American actually, err ...
Ad Reinhardt by name. You see, if he keeps you waiting long enough, you will
find your just reward. Gradually, there will be light: the colours will begin to
emerge from the black ... It's his fantasy waiting-room. N'est-ce pas, Totole?"
"Ah bon? Monsieur has aspirations then?"
Aspirations. Gravitate the strays into your circuit, Anatole, and tremble at the
nucleus.
"Nah," says Anatole, "leave aspirations for the neurotics; I am happy to exert
the occasional influence ... horizontally." (The Master and the Disciple share
a laugh.)
Aspirations. That downward pull on the mouth, the folds below the eyes; and
that lip, in repose, is pendant. That sag, that droop, that odd lack of muscle tone,
yes, that general sag: even the habitual clenching doesn't quite uplift the buttocks,
simply hollows and lengthens them under the cream linen pants.
"But that is wrong, anyhow. I have seen waiting-rooms, Monsieur Ie Colonel.
This is no waiting-room. I have sat in their waiting-rooms under their neon
strips. I know their waiting-rooms and their ante-chambers .. _ and their two-way
mirrors. I have seen myself double in their two-way mirrors. Ha. I can tell you,
this is no waiting-room."
"But my DEAR Celeste, you are NOT with 'THEM' now. You are with
friends ..."
"Machine-gunned me they did. With their questions. Just as they did with my
father. Sixteen. I was sixteen and they dragged me in just to watch them line
him up. Ratatatata. Because he hid a family from them. And that's what he got
for it: RATATATATA ..." Anatole wipes a spray of saliva from his face. Not
in the mood for the anecdotes. "You must forget them. Come." The words
whistle. She dodges sharply away. As if averting a bullet. But he is calm: he
ushers us into the loungeroom, transferring his armful of packages to Pascal:
"You will ge good enough, my dear boy, to set out the hors d'oeuvres for us?"
"On the crystal platter? Oui, certainement, mon Colonel." Determined to
establish frivolity as the mood for the evening. It is a celebration, therefore we
must celebrate.
"Ah, mais COMME c'est beau chez vous, Monsieur ..." Her hand makes a
swooping gesture taking in the sliding glass doors opening onto the balcony; she
chops out the planes parallel to the glass table on the stainless steel stem, the
wall-to-wall bookcases with their glass doors: "But we are NOT misled, it IS a
palace of light," she chuckles to me. Torso tilted forward, Anatole steers Celeste
arovnd the massive bulk of the armchairs. He keeps her at arm's length ahead of
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him as if she were some kind of precious, perhaps highly contaminated convoy.
But of course, he always adopts the same posture, opening a letter or a can of
asparagus. Defending the pelvis from contents whose nature he is wary of. I am
to take the place next to Celeste in the nest of cushions on the sofa.
So he has company already, then. They are set in the shafts of light from the
aluminium spheres in here. They have the mock permanence of polychrome
polyvinyl resin sculptures, draped, as if for a joke, just to introduce a little
kitsch in the flawlessly tasteful decor. Simply draped there, for want of some·
thing better, in their identical beige velvet bean-bags. Yet Anatole sketches a
severing gesture that the polyvinyl figures should break their poses and recognize
our presence. There is a barely percepible movement of the two torsos towards
us, a relaxation of the grip of the two right hands on the Orrefors glasses.
Anatole glances eloquently from the glasses to the Chivas bottle nestling in the
spaghetti loops of the wool-shag carpet: "Hrrrhmmmm. Dany, since you are
proving such an enthusiastic barman, perhaps you might care to fix a drink for
mesdames."
"But they drink to his amber eyes," celeste hums, reabsorbs her words.
Anatole's polished skull sets in a solid pact with the jar. Bird of prey. The
light grazes the great curve of the nose-ridge. He fingers the volume knob of
the stereo. The electronic rale he reduced it to accompanies him. As he exits,
he adjusts the frame of the Esteve. Quiet tongues of colour, lapsed into harmony.
Clenched man, tread softly in the world you tame. Celeste is brimming with
mirth again: "The Colonel is a geometrician too!" But she is studying the
symmetrically arranged bodies in the bean-bags: one is the negative image of
the other. Dany and Silvio quake quietly. Silvio is liquid amber poured into
the mould the bean-bag has set. "One might say (he tosses back the drape of
chestnut hair) that Anatole does go in for a certain kind of err ... differential
topography." He gives Dany the cue to laugh again. Dany uses Silvio's thigh as
a grip, it is improbably lean, it will snap; he leaves his ghost shape lounging in
the bean-bag. "Then what is it to be, 'MA-dame'?" The bow is executed with
rococco flourish. Bad parody of Anatole. Dany is heavy. The cannon-ball
buttocks push at the shiny serge of the pants, throw them out of alignment at
the pockets. Silvio is giving me an angelic smile. Is the wistful gaze just an effect
acquired to illuminate the Botticelli moulding of the features, no, but it breaks
the repose of the perfect lines ... he would establish some kind of solidarity
with Celeste and me? Yet he is uneasy here, as usual. The lithe fingers pluck at
folds in the white jeans, comb and comb the hair.
"Ah, peu importe, Monsieur, you are too kind, a pernod, a pastis, an anisette."
Celeste is perched on the edge of the sofa. How she watches, watches, with those
shining eyes. "Un vermouth pour toi?" Silvio puts it to me, but now his eyes
follow Dany, stressing his neglect.
"Pas chez lui chez lui. The Chief is not at home in his own home, not at all
at home ..." Celeste does not seem aware of the volume of her voice. Silvio
winces over his shoulder as they make their exit to the kitchen.
It is already voluble with the noise of plates and cutlery, but as you focus
your attention, Anatole's voice rises above the percussion, it is becoming falsetto,
exasperated, no more clashing of cutlery now, just the blurred bass of sullen
protests from Pascal. "As if I don't have enough of dealing with cases like her
at the clinic all day ..." Anatole's voice breaks on the threshhold of another
octave " ... and you have to drag one in for dinner. And tonight of all nights.
Sometimes I really wonder about you, Pascal. Just when we were going to
celebrate your reunion intimately. And so you go and ruin everything ..."
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"Intimately. Ha. Ha. Hal You've got to be joking (Pascal's voice is also
raised now) with your household pets sprawled all over the place ..." Silence.
They must have become aware of Dany and Silvio. Just the concentrated aggression of the cutlery now.
" ... and don't forget the pate de grive ... yes, and the Greek olives can go
in a separate bowl, I suppose ... and then, the pasta, that goes on at the last
minute." Anatole has regained his cool.
"Yessir. With the veal. Al dente. A ton service."
It is as if Celeste has not heard a word. Her hand is on my knee. "And you,
Mademoiselle. Are YOU at home here? You too, you are so silent. You let them
talk. You lean back. Like a queen, like a queen. They tip-toe around you ... but,
hein? Mademoiselle, if you speak?"
"But no, Celeste. I do have my say ... when I want to. And anyhow, these
are Pascal's friends, really."
"But you and Monsieur Anatole ... there is ... Is it Monsieur Anatole who
wants you to be with that young man, no?"
"B-but. Oh, I assure you, we are together because '" we want to be. Really,
I . .. "

"Ah bon." There is no conviction in the phrase. She doesn't want to hear.
She has made up her mind.
It is Anatole again. A simple Eau Perrier for himself. He is not smiling but
the flesh gropes its retreat away from the teeth and pink gums, the eyelids meet
and the ripples radiate: "Ah. Celeste. Feeling more relaxed now, are we? Daniel
is attending to you, I hope? Hmmm. I don't know if they told you, but tonight
is rather special. Pascal and Rachel have settled their differences and are together
again."
"And you bring them together, Monsieur?" Celeste's words bubble through
the pernod she frankly knocks back as Dany tends it to her. Anatole is sipping,
but too industriously.
"But not at all, Celeste. These children are MADE for one another."
"Oui, oui, if you say so, Monsieur. Amen ... excusez-moi ha ha hahaha ... "
We laugh and one little burst induces another. Anatole leaps to his feet. Here
come more props. He is glad to break the moment: The hors d'oeuvre arriving
with a flourish on Pascal's arm.
"But ... my dear boy, you must be feeling more exuberant than I gave you
credit for ... a very organic rosace!"
"Orgiastic, I would say," says Silvio.
"C'est la partouze a la parterre," says Anatole.
"C'est la vie en rose ... la la la la lalala ... " Celeste gives her hand to Dany
and sweeps him off for a foxtrot. He blushes darkly, searching out Silvio's eyes
to join him in mockery of Celeste. She gives up anyhow. He has trodden all over
her fairy slippers.

The scrolled corollas of Corsican ham are the armature of the composition,
radiating from the centre-piece, each tending, not quite discreetly, its pistil slither
of gherkin; laced through these is the spiral of overlapping salami slices, looping
around the bulbous decapitated capsicum with its dark gleaming load of Greek
olives, at whose base is the circle of fetching, innocent, fluted scrolls of butter.
One gherkin-pistil slithers from its sheath. Celeste holds it pinched between the
finger-tips. The nails are clear and pearly. Not bitten. It is poised before her
mouth: "Vous permettez?" It slides away without her waiting for a reply.
Anatole frowns irritably at the hilarity Celeste has provoked from the bean-bags.
His jaw muscles are twitching. She is right. They will get you. They will get
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you, they will shatter your quivering victim face in the crystal kingdom you
make for them. She plucks another gleaming olive from the capsicum chalice:
"Tell me, what IS your kingdom ... is it animal vegetable or mineral, Monsieur
Ie Colonel ha ha ha?"
"Well, Pascal, it seems to me that you have found yourself a worthy colleague
in semiological analysis ... And what would you say to a slice of Corsican ham,
my dear Celeste?"
"Ab, Monsieur, les Corses ... you should have seen him, my Corsican. It was
a picnic on the banks of the Marne when I met him. The lads and the other
girls from the office. And always those eyes on me. Oh, I fooled around with the
rest of them. I ignored him. But those eyes bored into my back. Pierced me,
they did. Never left me. He was a strangely sad man. As if he knew already
that they would win out in the end ... that they would drive us apart ... "
"Why always 'they', Celeste? 'They' are not all against you."
"Oh but they were. His cousins span stories about me ... until ... ah, but
he will come back one day, I am still in his heart. Love, love ... you speak of
reunions, yes, let us drink to the duo. Mais, heIas, les couples ... they do not
happen so easily, Monsieur."
"I would be the first to agree with you, my dear Celeste. But let us drink to
the future ... if we all lingered in the past, there would be no hope for any
of us." The voice is fatigued, drags on the last words. His eyes are averted. The
drapes of sad flesh around the collar ... Anatole is watching Dany, and Dany's
hand is draped around Silvio's bean-bag.
"Did I say something wrong, Monsieur? I am very sorry if that is so ..."
"Don't let it worry you, Celeste ... he would censure us all." Silvio's voice
has a narcotic quality. He ignores the errant hand on his bean-bag. He, too, is
elsewhere.
"No, you must be joking," she laughs. "On the contrary, he talks so little
but ... he makes the others talk. It is the job of leaders. They fiddle witb their
fingers, they prod and they poke. But ah ... they use their silence. Take it from
me, I have seen some things."
"Ah, but Pascal ... you have forgotten the pate de grive. Rachel, I INSIST
that you taste them at least. From a little charcutier, hidden away in the back
streets ... quite a discovery really. And while you are at it, could you put on
some decent music and spare us from your electronic cacophany."
"A little Vivaldi to revive your nerves? Mais, certainement, mon CHER
Colonel."
"Eh, barman, you would be kind enough?" Celeste tends her glass.
It is Anatole this time who serves her. Mutters something to Silvio. But Celeste
is humming, swaying, rocking on her heels. Over at the bookshelves now. "Tell
me, Monsieur, how can you think with that waH of wisdom behind you?"
"Ah, we all have our literary pretensions, we all have our maitres a penser,"
says Pascal.
Celeste plucks a volume: "Algeria, Algeria ... So many books on Algeria.
Algeria interests you, Monsieur?"
"To the extent, my dear Celeste, that I grew up there, that it once was a part
of France ... and its loss ... is our loss. It was a tragedy for France."
"Ah, you surprise me," Silvio puts in dreamily. "I thought France congratulated herself on having lost a colony and found ... a very convenient ... slavemarket." Anatole studiously ignores the comment.
"Tell me, Monsieur, why was it a tragedy for you?"
"celeste, I might have certain vanities but, hrrrhmmm ... I do not consider
myself quite synonymous with France."
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"And yet, Monsieur, perhaps that young man is right. There are Arabs in my
building. I share a landing with them, Rachel will tell you. Oh ... very polite.
But that look in their eyes... Like spiders, those eyes. The oblique look, not
direct. There is something brewing, and it makes me afraid, Monsieur. Marseille
is teeming with these men. And their eyes are ... full of resentment. Slaves,
perhaps ... they are building scaffolds, tunnels ... Monsieur, they will undermine us one day."
"It's quite true that they are slaves. They come here, oh yes yes, on fat
promises ... and all they do is feed our machines: 'Over the sea, there's bread
to be had for honest work ... or couscous if you like ... Tie up your cardboard
suitcase, Mohammed, your brothers are aboard. We've got rhythms for you
there: ride a jack-hammer for a while, you'll find it's quite a buzz .. _ get drilled
to the pit of those Arab guts, you won't have to worry about your women then
ha ha ha .. .'''
"Really, RRRAA-chel ..."
"Oh yes yes, we tell them: 'eat your mutton if you must, hmmm, spice it up,
spice it up. We know about la joie de vivre .. .'''
"Really. Rachel. You are being over emotional. Of COURSE they benefit.
YOU are presuming they are stupid."
"You are wrong, I think, Anatole, to dismiss it like that." Silvio, the diplomat, to my rescue. "Of course it's disguised as a mutual benefit pact. That's
what neo-colonialism is all about."
"Ha 'neo-colonialism! You NEO-marxists with your slick formulae. _."
I can speak now. I can speak. This need to see the pate de grive explode its
placid surface, to see it hang from the bobbly texture of the ceiling. "They
produce the young men, we use their bodies, kick them out when they break
down. Ah no, no servicing is necessary when you import men without papers.
Shackle them to their boss. So that they have to hide, yeah. They shift their
skinny flanks in the shadows and cringe with the cops and then everyone agrees
that they are dogs."
"Excuse me, Rachel. You do surprise me ... I accredited you with more intelligence ... ah, more penetration of economics than that. In any case, rather
than getting uptight championing the Arab cause, perhaps you might care to
serve us with the pasta and this sumptuous little veal dish Pascal has prepared ...
This is no ordinary pasta, n'est-ce pas, Giovanni made it especially for us. This
IS pasta ..."
"Ah ... excusez-moi, Monsieur ..." Celeste's elbow has sent her glass flying
as the spaghetti piles onto her plate ... but yes, of course, from the crystal
platter onto the glass plate. Her tongue is caught between the glistening teeth
as she concentrates. All eyes focused on her as she coils the spaghetti around the
fork, draws out a continuous conveyor belt from plate to mouth, and through
the glass plate, the glass table-top, refracting, grotesquely enlarging them: the
beige loops of the deeply piled carpet ... "I feel quite dizzy," she laughs. "I
am unwinding the carpet. Ah hahahaha I am unravelling your world, Monsieur!"
Anatole has turned his back resolutely on us now. Watching. Silvio has left
the table. He has opened the sliding door. He is on the balcony. Dany has a
space to talk in. "But it's true, Madame. I've got a mate who works on a site
with Arabs. Things he tells me ... about certain errr ... toilet habits ... that
it wouldn't be nice to relate in the presence of MESDAMES ..." Anatole swings
around, cuts him with a censorial glance. "But it's true, it's true, I'll swear to
it. And there's not one part of the sheep's body that they won't eat... Give
them a decent apartment, they'll transform it for you all right. Keep a goat on
the balcony, they will grow their herbs in the bathtub ..."
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"Myths, bloody myths." Silvio's voice from the balcony. "Didn't know you
could be conned in so easily by that hysterical concierge's talk, Dany."
"For GOD'S SAKE, children, really! Can't we even eat in a civilized fashion,
without you all quibbling ..."
"Ab, but you have arranged the plates in diamond formation ... It IS the
kingdom of light you have brought us to!" celeste is radiant.
"Come on celeste, if it is a diamond you see, it is quite by chance."
"No, you of all people, Monsieur Ie Colonel, you must be a strategist, n'est-ce
pas, you would leave nothing to chance. Of course, Monsieur, of course it is not
by chance ..."
Adamantine. Adam far from the original fires, suspended in a world of mirror
facettes. Adamantine Adam. " ... and if I have ended up in a chambre obscure,
it is not by chance either. And here there is glass all around: reflections, reflections ... It is nice the play of light, n'est-ce pas, Monsieur, bouncing, bouncing,
from all the surfaces ..."
"No fuel costs, hein, celeste? '" if you run on borrowed light?" It is Silvio
from the balcony.
"So. I understand. It's 'get uncle Totole' you are playing tonight. 1 think, les
enfants, if you have to resort to this kind of past-time, that you must be sadly
lacking in resources yourselves." Pascal's face is congested, dark. Celeste is
watching him. Her fork is improbably loaded, if it completes its rotation, the
whole pile of spaghetti will be unravelled. The tears are rolling ... "Ah, mon
pauvre Corse, he watched me. His eyes were dark too, and as he moved towards
me, everything else fell away. Diamonds, diamonds, ha. We had our fian~ailles
without diamonds, we were happy, happy, you can't imagine ..." The sobs will
shake the little body asunder.
"LOOK. Celeste, if we live in the past, what chance have we? Ah? You are
not alone here. Now eat up ..." Dany's hand is casually there, on Silvio's
shoulder, as if alighted by chance, as a random bird on a twig. celeste is staring
at the hand now. She is about to question Anatole. He will begin to twitch.
There will be the slow collapse of the tired flesh. She must leave him alone.
"Celeste, I think you need some coffee, perhaps? And a good sleep. .. 1 will
drive you home. Or else young Daniel here, who is in such good form this
evening."
"But of course, Monsieur, it is too kind of you to have had me here ..."
"Come come ... but I do think a little sleep might do the job ..."
"I understand how you feel, Monsieur. You are a man ..."
"I should certainly hope so, Celeste."
" ... who is afraid."
"That is qu-quite preposterous... Celeste, I I think you are most definitely
out of sorts this evening." He is standing, rattling the car keys already. Smoothing, compulsively smoothing out the wrinkles in his trousers.
"Rachel, are you coming? Really, I am sorry ... but this is quite outrageous.
We have to get this woman home."
"I would have liked to have tried the veal, but still ..."
"Yes yes. Of course. But this is a case beyond any medical redemption. I
can't think what ever got into Pascal to bring this woman along." He clicks his
tongue. Draws my face to meet his. "I AM sorry. But I've had a hard enough
day at the clinic as it is. At least you two are happy, n'est-ce pas, you and
Pascal?" It is a request rather than a question. He wants no answer. "Allez, en
route alors, Madame." He gives Celeste his arm. He will finish with panache.
"Lui, et moi contre lui pendant toute la nuit la la lala la la"
"Oui oui, Celeste, the good old songs, n'est-ce pas?"
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We have somehow been organised into the back seat of the car again. Her
voice has altered. No longer the musical inflexion. Business·like. Precise delivery.
Low. "Of course, he is a psychiatrist. I have not been through it all for nothing.
They all usher you out ... oh so politely ... when the time is up."
One last display of galanterie up the steps. But the Faerie Queene keeps
sitting down: "But Monsieur, you are in a hurry to pack me away," she jokes.
"Not at all, my dear Celeste, not at all. I want to see you safely to the door."
"But sit down for a moment. You are out of breath, Monsieur. Let's talk
things over a little."
"Celeste, it is quite impossible ... " He turns to me. The whisper is a stream
of hissing sibillants. "Why on earth can't you and Pascal find another place ...
this is a ruddy rabbit warren ... My DEAR Celeste, corne on now. A little
courage. We must get you to your apartment."
"To my room, Monsieur, to my cell ... " She plucks the key from a niche
where the plaster has crumbled and the door gives way.
"My God." It escapes through his teeth as she turns on the light. "Good
night, Celeste." The door muffles a faint meow. He has put the cat back in the
bag. "And you, Rachel, are you corning back with me so that we can at least
salvage something from this evening ... this abortive 'celebration' ... 1"
"Anatole ... I am exhausted myself I I ... No, I would really rather not."
"But Pascal will feel so let down. But ... if you must ... Here ... for Christ's
sake buy her some decent bedding ... " It is a cheque. The perfect caligraphy
flows ... That's the way, cancel her out with a cheque. Write her off your mind.
"No no, Anatole. You can't do that. Besides, she is so proud."
"Proud! Really, Rachel. She is a self· pitying wretch. Schizophrenic into the
bargain. No notion of propriety whatsoever. Let alone pride."
The Colonel trips lightly down the stairs.
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MARGARET ELIOT

Sizing Things Up for Herself

She looked up at the flight schedules. Letters and numbers rolled in and out of
sight. Women's voices announced arrivals and departures. She found the flight
number she was looking for. Now due at 7.20. She looked at her watch.
This can't be true. It was set up to torment you. Two hours waiting time at
an airport! Why didn't you check first? You know it's always on the cards that
planes will be late. So why didn't you? Didn't you want to find out you had two
hours more to think about why you were doing it? Might you have changed your
mind? Well, you could go home now. Would you come back? And you don't
really want to drive all that way back now without an encounter to give it a
point. Two hours. Say half an hour in the bar, another at the bookstall, a spell
in th'e coffee shop and the rest eaten up in wandering around, eavesdropping,
going to the dunny, riding the escalators. That's not so bad. Good chance for a
surfeit of kitsch and tedium: seeping muzak, swirling movement, acrid air. And
voices from the ceiling, so careful and refined. (Funny how you mostly hear
women's voices at airports and men's at railway stations.) And then there's
matching up meeters and met. And hitting up on the corny excitement of being
where planes leave anytime for anywhere.
She stood under the board for a moment and counted her money then went
across the shiny tiled corridor and up the escalator to the bar. She bought a
gin and sat behind a table in the corner.
Better get your book out. Mr. Vinyl Coat is looking for company. Too late.
He's here now. And you don't feel like reading anyway. Just stare him out.
What does he mean, 'am I waiting for somebody?' What else would I be doing
here? Could be catching a plane, I suppose. Could be just hanging out here;
waiting for a bloke in a vinyl coat. He doesn't want an answer; he wants a sign.
Just tell him you hate vinyl coats. (And leather ones too, for that matter.) But
why let him off that lightly? Why don't you bound out of your chair, grab his
vinyl lapels, bare your teeth and bulge your eyes; then SHOUT it out: that you
just want to sit there, breathing your share of air, using your eyes and ears,
drinking your bit of gin; that you're not there to be put at the receiving end of
his needs or added to his list of possibilities. That's all. And tell him to pass the
word on to all his mates. But now he's asking why should he waste time on a
stuck-up bitch who won't even pass the time of day and moving away. Oh well,
get out your book and finish your drink.
She left the bar and went to the bookstall. She picked and poked her way
through racks of paperbacks, joke books, crossword books. Then to the flat
stands of magazines.
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Stay a while here. Linger and thumb through. Scrutinize the vaseline lens
photography, the peachy skin tones, powdered breasts and rouged nipples. Move
a bit closer and look over his shoulder. There, it's taking the edge off his pleasure
already. He just wanted to graze in peace. And look, he's taking it away to buy
it; and it's probably not the special spread-legs issue he'd been looking for.
She got her change, cigarettes and packet of mints from the print-blackened
hands of a tired woman wearing a seersucker smock. She went along the corridor
and down the escalator to the coffee shop. A cup of coffee, a soap cheese sandwich and a seat on a curved vinyl banquette.
More light in here than in the bar. No carpet. Women and kids here, waiting.
They must reckon orange juice with vodka is easier to clean off carpet than
orange juice without. The cold vinyl doesn't seem to worry that one too much.
Maybe she can't feel it through her nappies. She likes your boots. Good for
hauling herself upright with. But her mother says she's a naughty girl to dribble
on the lady's knee like that. Conventional apology. Conventional waiver. She
feels the injustice of this collaboration. She's bawling. Hope they don't have an
hour to wait. Not that you've got that long now. Look at the time. You shouldn't
have stayed. It's ridiculous. waiting here so long. Why did he ask you to meet
him. anyway? Out of the blue. after all this time. Surely six months is long
enough to have found new pastures; still only yellowing tufts in the old field; it
needs to lie fallow a while longer. But it was hard to say no, just like that. To
say no-but you wouldn't mind running into him sometimes. somewhere. Impossible. So here you are. Feeling crowded, coralled towards the point of encounter. Time to move.
She left the coffee lounge and went to look up at the rolling numbers again.
Same expected time of arrival. Due in 25 minutes. She went along the corridor.
up the ramp and pushed the wide door marked 'ladies'.
Have a piss first. Ignore the mirrors. But they'll still be there when you get
out. And they'll lure you into sideways glances. Trap you into full length looks.
But why does it look kind of dressy? Why does someone always say 'going
somewhere special?' when you put it on? It's just a shirt, a nice soft silky
flowered shirt, with gathers at tp,e shoulders and a zip down the front-secondhand and cheap even so because the collar was worn. But there is something
about it that makes you feel stiff and on show, that you've crossed some line.
Oh, this is so boring. Just forget it; you'll never understand. Run your hands
under cold water and go out there again. Sit behind a palm and stare into space
for ten minutes.
She went down the ramp and around the corner to the wide hall. She dawdled
from the sealed doors at one end to the glass doors at the other. She prowled
round the roundabout. She stood in front of the escalator to look at people
gliding up and down. She watched a woman standing still at the bottom of the
escalator. Her strong tanned arms, wrapped tightly around a large rope-tied
parcel, strained out of her black cotton dress. A flowered woollen scarf was tied
under her chin, a bun of shiny brown hair rested on her neck. Flushed, smiling
and shaking her head, she was looking up at a man standing at the top of the
escalator. He was stretching out one hand, jerking it at her, and pulling impatiently at his moustache with the other hand.
She's looking at you. Give her a hand. Take her parcel, for a start. Now, both
feet on the mat, like this. One hand under my arm, the other on this moving
black belt. That's right. Now, glide one foot, like this, onto the step that's
showing, and quickly, now the other. That's it. Now, we ride to the top. It's
easy, isn't it, once you've worked out what's involved. You make use of it, see,
to help move yourself along. You size it up for yourself: when to step on and
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when to step off. And now it's time to step off. Like this, quiet and easy, onto
firm ground. See, we didn't get caught in the steel teeth; they didn't drag us
under, did they? He's looking embarrassed. Ashamed of her? But she's pleased
with herself, pleased with me, so we shake hands and smile at each other before
she takes back her parcel.
She turned to the down escalator and, seeing the woman watching her, went
through the steps again: feet together on the mat, hand on the moving rail, one
foot then the other onto the unfolding step. Halfway down, she looked back; the
woman smiled and waved. She jumped off at the bottom, landing strongly and
neatly on both feet, like a gymnast punctuating an exercise on the beam.
She strolled past the roundabout and sat down facing the sealed doors. She
leaned back and stretched out her legs and tapped the toes of her boots together;
she folded back a drooping shirt cuff; she looked up at the wall clock and smiled
and slowly stroked the soft silkiness of the material under her fingers.
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ELIZABETH JOLLEY

Grasshoppers

The long hot afternoon was coming to an end, the only sound in the stillness
was from the endless energetic imagination of the grasshoppers. Their sound was
so monotonous it was possible not to notice it unless some persisting thought or
sorrow caused the noise to become an intrusion, a nuisance. The old woman,
surprised to hear a car turning slowly on the gravel, peered through the window
to see who was coming.
"Mother, this is Bettina," Peg said as she stepped into the neat kitchen.
"Pleased to meet you," the old woman said to Peg's friend, "I wasn't expecting
you for another week Peg," she said with the nervous little laugh which belongs
to people who live alone.
Outside there was a noise, the geese and the ducks had taken fright and the
hens were cackling and squawking, the strident voices of the children could be
heard as they ran, making the most of the chase, scattering the disturbed poultry.
·'Kerry! Kerry!" Peg shrilled from the porch, "Kerre~ome along and see
Grandma," she laughed, "they've been right down the paddock, here they come,
they're like grasshoppers in that long grass. Oh Mother! your grass is high this
year, and dry!"
As the two small girls came indoors, the old woman bent to kiss her grandchild but Kerry drew back staring at her with cold blue eyes,
"I don't like you," she said. She had never said that before.
The old woman tried again,
"Let me see," she said, "how old are you now dearie?"
"I'm not dearie," Kerry said, "I'm five," she said, "and Miranda's five and
her Billy's gone away like our Julian's gone." Both the children raced off through
the livingroom on to the verandah banging the door and the flyscreen door.
"Billy's my little girl's father," Bettina said, "he's an ex, he's left me."
"Oh, I'm sorry," the old woman said.
"There's no need to be sorry," Bettina said, "I'm better off without him eh,
Peg?" and it seemed to the old woman that the two young women smiled at
each other in an intimate way which was more than a little sly.
"It's very quiet and lonely here," the old woman said, "I hope you'll be
comfortable. 1 expect you both need a rest and it'll be a change for the children,"
she was wondering if she was saying the right things. She noticed her daughter's
friend was restlessly taking stock of the cottage; her hair was cut long over her
greedy eyes and the skirt she wore, instead of being tied round the waist, was
tied high under the armpits and looked as if it would slip down any minute.
She felt she must do her best but, straight away, she had not taken to Peg's
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friend, for one thing, why didn't the girl wear a blouse like other people. She
had been looking forward to having her daughter and little granddaughter come
to stay. Nothing had been said about this, what was her name, Betty, Bettina and
this Miranda coming too.
"I've never seen such a small house with so many beds in it," Bettina said
hitching up her garment. The old woman felt sure she had nothing on under it.
The old woman laughed her nervous laugh,
"Oh we were quite a big family once upon a time," she said. Peg brought in
a case from the car.
"We'll have tea directly," the old woman said, "and I'll make up the beds
when you've made up your minds where you want to sleep."
The children rushed through the cottage again banging the doors and shrieking. Peg said comfortably,
"They slept all the long way up here. They get on so very well together,
Mother, they react with each other perfectly."
As they drank their tea the old woman tried to make conversation with the
silent young women,
"Are you a teacher too?" she asked Bettina.
"Lord no!" Bettina said and she laughed with Peg as if over some private
joke. "I've just been overseas," she explained.
"Bettina is a faith healer," said Peg.
"Oh, 1 see," said her mother, "Kerry! Kerry!" she poked her head out of the
door, she had a little parcel all ready, "Kerry!" she called, "come and see what
Grandma's got for you! Come and see what 1 made for you!"
"Not now I'm busy," came the childish voice from the lean-to shed which was
the bathroom.
"Perhaps they're playing medicals," Bettina said.
"I think they're having a bath," Peg said and laughed, "I could do with one
myself."
"I might just get under the cold hose," Bettina said, "it's killingly hot!"
·Oh you can have a nice shower later," the old woman said, "I'm not all that
short of water."
"I'm afraid we shan't have time," Peg said. The old woman was surprised,
she hesitated, her thin arms hugging folded sheets.
"Not have time?" she said, "You going out then? tonight?" she asked, "you've
only just got here, won't you be too tired?"
"No, we'll be all right Mother," Peg said slowly and deliberately, "we were
wondering if you would watch the children for us."
"You are going out then," the old woman said, "of course I'll look after the
children if you want me to. But where can you go tonight from here?"
"Well mother," Peg said, "it's not just for tonight, it's for a week. Bettina
and 1 want to go away for a few days."
"Oh 1 see," the old woman tried to hide her disappointment, "it's a little
holiday you're having?" She thought Peg was looking very worn and tired, she
had a lot to do with her school work and housekeeping in the flat and looking
after Kerry with no one to help her. It was lonely being a woman on your own,
she had known that herself for a good many years.
The two young women stood smiling at each other.
"We'll have to leave at once, more or less, to get to the airport in time," Peg
said to her mother.
"And not have a meal?" the old woman cried out. She wanted to say, "Airport, so you're going somewhere far away," but she did not say it. She tried not
to show that she had had a shock.
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"I'm afraid so Mother," Peg said, "but we'll be sure to get something on the
way. I'm sure the children will be good," she added.
While Bettina went to get the children to come and say goodbye to their
mothers, Peg said in a low voice,
"You know Mother, Bettina's very brave, she had Miranda on purpose, all
on her own, because she felt she ought to experience motherhood to be a more
complete person."
"I'd say that was very foolish, not brave," her mother replied.
"There's some clothes and things in that case, Mother, and here's some
money."
"Dh there's no need -" the old woman started to say, But Peg pushed some
notes into her hand.
It was dusk and the large moon climbed quickly. The old woman, standing on
the gravel clutching a child on either side, watched her daughter's car turn
slowly and drive off. In the moonlight she saw that Bettina sat right up close
to Peg and that Peg was driving with one hand on the steering wheel and one
arm around the bare shoulders of her friend. For a moment she remembered
Julian and his handsome fair face and how he had come rather late into their
quiet lives with his poetry and his songs and with such tenderness. He had
turned the car and driven up the track with his arm just like that round Peg's
shoulders. Then, not all that long ago, they had driven off after a visit and the
next time Peg had come alone, paler and thinner but brave, even seeming not to
care. The old woman often wondered how much Peg cared. She would have
liked to ask her how she really was and she would have liked to help her.
She was not sure that having these two children for a week would be a help.
Back inside the cottage the little girls took off all their clothes and tickled
each other with feathers they had picked up in the yard.
"I'm Bettina," Miranda explained giggling and squirming, "she's Peg. In a
minute we're going to have a cuddle."
"I see," said the old woman. She finished making the beds and then could not
find the children. The cottage was so small it did not take long to look in the
corners and under the beds.
The old woman called to the little girls. She was suddenly frightened. She
never thought that they would go outside alone in the dark. She knew they could
not be far away, but when she went outside it was so quiet. The moonlight lay
in silent patches over her land and sheds. Her almond trees stood dark and
indifferent. There were shadows moving over the long dry grass in the paddock
and a sweet smell came up as the night air touched the grass. Softly she called
their names trying not to frighten them and trying not to be afraid herself; it
was hardly half an hour since Peg and Bettina had driven off and she had lost
their children. She thought of the dam, steep clay, slippery, down to the summer
lowered water and, in spite of the warm night, she shivered. A young rooster,
cheated by the moon, flapped his wings and crowed close by and the old woman,
in the shock, trembled as if she had never heard a cock crow before. And, as if
she had forgotten that they crow at odd times, she was sure it was unlucky.
Stumbling, she twisted and hurt her foot and it was painful. Not able to see
what it was that had caused her to fall she limped back into the house. Both the
children were there dressed up now in different clothes taken from the case.
They must have come in at the other door while she was across the yard
searching the sheds in the dark. Somehow, noiselessly, they had managed to pull
the flyscreen door off its hinges so that it would not open properly or close. It
was incredible that two such small girls could break something as strong as the
door. Later on in the evening they did the same thing to the other door swinging
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out across the porch on it chasing each other with pretend spiders and screaming
with a terrified joy.
They ate steadily from a supply of jelly babies and chewing gum.
The old woman felt they should not have taken fresh clothes without asking
and she said so but Miranda said that Bettina let her wear what she liked and
that Peg said Kerry could wear what she liked too. With tiny capable hands she
folded and unfolded clothes, she shared the clothes into two heaP8 and then put
them away again. The old woman was sure that all the clothes belonged to
Kerry really, she saw things she had sewn and knitted herself for her little
granddaughter.
Miranda shared the sweets in the same way, restlessly dividing them into
little portions and then, with hot sticky fingers, gathering them in again,
"These are for you Kerry to eat in the morning and these are for me and
these are for you Kerry not to eat now." She hopped from one foot to the other.
"If you need the toilet, Miranda, don't put off going," the old woman, in her
pain, was irritable. Something spoiled children. The spoiling seemed in some way
connected with cheap frilly nylon underclothes and the ugly colours of toffee
papers and the crunching of boiled sweets and the unnatural green and yellow
of the different lemonades. The children smelled of the things they were chewing,
she would have liked to say something about it.
The children were sucking their thumbs hardly able to keep their eyes open
and the old woman told them to go to bed. She wanted to lie down herself, her
foot was bleeding and painful. She needed to see to it.
"We don't go to bed yet," Miranda said, but she lay down and tucked her
little hand between her little thighs. Before the old woman had time to feel
relief, Miranda was up again.
"Mrs Mercer, I want something to eat and drink," she said, "Kerry wants
icing sugar, have you got icing sugar?" and, unable to open the cupboard, she
pulled at the knob till it broke. The children took turns dipping their fingers
in the sugar and licking them. The old woman hovered with a sponge and a
cloth trying to clear up the mess they made.
While the children coloured in each other's finger and toe nails with green and
purple crayons, the old woman took off her stocking and bathed the blood off
the hurt foot. She was afraid she had broken open a vein where there was a
discoloured patch on her ankle. Something had spiked into her when she fell.
It was very painful and she tied it up with clean rag.
The children had a new game. They were dancing on the beds with cushions
on their heads.
"We're widows," they told the old woman, "this is how you have to be a
widow," they said. The old woman told them she did not need to be told how
to be a widow. She thought how pale and tired they looked. She longed to put
them to bed. They had such dark rings round their eyes. She said she thought
children should not dance on beds.
"Oh we won't fall," Miranda said and, overbalancing, she broke the lamp in
the bedroom.
The old woman did her best to clear up the broken glass but she was hardly
able to put her foot to the floor. She thought a bit of rusty metal must have
gone in under the skin. Her eyesight was not good, in daylight it would be easier
to see.
"Mrs. Mercer, Kerry wants a paper hat, will you make paper hats for us.
Kerry wants a nurse's hat Mrs Mercer make us hats!"
The children said the paper hats were no good and they tore them up.
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"Let's dance," Miranda said, "let's have some music." So the old woman
sang for them. Perhaps they would sleep if she sang. She chose a hymn,
"All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful,
The Lord God made them all."
She liked the hymn she said, she told them to look out for the mountain and
the river,
"The purple headed mountain,
The river running by,
The sunset, and the morning
That brightens up the sky."
"Do you know any Disco Mrs Mercer?" Miranda called, "Kerry wants
Disco." The old woman said she did not know what Disco was. So the little
girls danced to the hymn. They danced across the room and back, they danced
with their mouths open, they rolled their eyes and their hips and they nodded
their heads and shook their shoulders, they swayed and kicked and wriggled.
The old woman could not understand the children. In spite of the long soak
in the bath, they seemed grimy as if they were soiled in some way which she
did not know about. Suddenly she knew she could not trust them at all. It was
dreadful, horrible to know this. She searched crazily along the mantelpiece.
"Miranda! Kerry! Where are the matches! Where's my purse and my keys!"
The children looked up at her with wide blue eyes.
"Mrs Mercer, perhaps they've fallen in the dam."
"Yes Grandma, we saw them fall in the dam."
The old woman would not believe them. Tomorrow she told them they would
find the things. She told them she would have to slap them both. It was a long
time she said since she had slapped anyone.
Sometime after midnight Miranda was sick and the old woman, badly in
pain, had to change all the bed covers and wash the child's long hair. As she
sat by the child she longed to go to sleep herself.The pain in her foot and leg
was worse. However would she manage the whole week. Peg should never have
done this. Her other daughters would never have done something like this.
"Oh Peg," she moaned softly, "what's happened."
There seemed to be someone in the kitchen, there was the noise of teaspoons
being put on cups and saucers. The old woman was pleased.
"Are you there Mary? If you're making tea I'd love some it's such a hot night
is that you Mary thank God you've come my good girl my foot's so painful it's
nothing really I just fell in the yard really silly of me it's just a nuisance that's
all I'll be better directly but oh Mary I'm so glad you're here silly of me to
cry," the old woman woke with tears on her cheeks. The child was asleep and
she lay down on her own bed. She was thirsty. Of Course Mary was not there,
how could she be, she'd gone to Canada years ago.
"Oh Mary I wish you were here," the old woman was surprised at her easy
tears, she must try to sleep.
"Mary it's lovely to see your kind face like this I remember when I was ill
after Peg was born and you stayed off from school and looked after me and then
later on when poor Dora died I was thinking Dora would be home for Christmas
but of course I was forgetting it's my silly leg and it was only a little fall out
there by the shed Mary I'm so glad -"
A plate broke in the kitchen. It was bright daylight. The old woman heard
the children, some more crockery was dropped and broken. She must have over66
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slept. She could not get up, her leg was swollen and stiff.
"Kerry! Come to Grandma, Grandma wants you, Kerry'"
It was Miranda who came, her hair was knotted and sour in spite of being
washed.
"Where's Kerry?" the old woman asked, "tell Kerry I want her to find my
keys and my money purse," it was hard to talk, her mouth was so dry.
"I've got a pain Mrs Mercer and I feel sick can I come in bed with you?"
The little girl scrambled up on to the bed beside the old woman.
"Why you naughty girl, there's clay all over your feet," the old woman tried
to move away from the clumsy child, "Mind my leg," she moaned. She struggled
off the bed.
In the kitchen there was a pool of milk on the table and the water jug was
broken. Kerry was not there.
"The matches!" the old woman suddenly remembered. She thought of her
paddock, neglected, and the children like grasshoppers hidden in the long grass,
they were like grasshoppers coming up through the dry grass.
"Mrs Mercer! Mrs Mercer! I'm going to be sick again!"
"Wait if you can, dearie, while I find the pail." The old woman could hardly
cross the small kitchen. It was strange that she minded the children so much,
she had always loved children. She supposed it was because she was old now,
and that made looking after the children such a burden.
"I'll find the matches and put them away," she muttered, "I'll get some water.
I need some water."
The children must have turned on the tap and left it on all night. She never
thought to look, she was unaccustomed now to children. Her own children, and
other children she had known, would never have let the water tank run out.
She knew she might faint and she struggled back to the bed and lay down
gratefully. If Kerry would come she could remind her about the other tank.
"Miranda," she said to the sleeping child beside her, "fetch Kerry, tell her
Grandma needs a drink of water. Please go and fetch Kerry."
The old woman and the child slept.
"Miranda!" the old woman tried to rouse the chlid, "tell Kerry not to go
down to the dam, it's dangerous down there, there's water by the fowls, Miranda,
please find Kerry and tell her, there's a good girl."
In spite of the severe pain it seemed to the old woman that she was having
refreshing little sleeps and that she would be better soon.
It was better to sleep as she had no real wish to wake up.

Peg was on her way home. She could hardly wait to be back with her mother
and her little girl. The tedious journey would have been impossible if she had
not raced ahead in her thoughts to the peaceful farm. She kept thinking, with
pleasure, how she would have time at last to play with Kerry. She longed to
feel the soft cool flesh of her little girl and she longed to hear her voice.
There was something about Bettina, during the short time that she had known
her, that made her not notice Kerry or find her a nuisance. Perhaps it was something in herself not just in Bettina. It was easier not to think about Bettina.
She wanted to be with her mother too. There was a reserve of companionship
between them. Her mother could comfort without appearing to be doing anything other than the work in hand. Looking forward to going home she was
even able to smile to herself during the long lonely journey back.
"I must get to a cold tub," Bettina burdened Peg suddenly with the mysterious
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pain, "I can't stick it any longer." Her pain intruded so that Peg, already tired,
was worn out for her friend. Bettina longed all the time for a cold bath to sit
in, even though it was cold in India.
Peg understood, on the return journey, that Bettina had not confided in her
to protect her but it was simply in desperation. She was unable to stand the
discomfort of her very unpleasant condition.
Though Bettina had borrowed five hundred dollars from Peg, it was Peg who
paid their fares, she was the one earning money. Peg paid the hotel bill and for
the taxi when they made that long fruitiess expedition to the place in the Nilgiri
Hills where the faith healer was said to give classes in his art.
"How can I set up as a faith healer when I'm scratching myself to ribbons,"
Bettina complained, her eyes red rimmed and sore with infection and lack of
sleep.
"Darling, you must not scratch!" Peg tried to comfort her. They went to
shops together in Madras and bought scented lotions and medicinal oils and
Bettina tried them all.
"I feel as if I could bring it off but I can't," Bettina said.
"Perhaps you should see a doctor," Peg suggested gently after their first
night which was entirely sleepless because of the disappointment of understanding that sensations from disease can easily be confused with other sensations but
do not respond.
"Me see one of the crummy doctors here!" Bettina was scornful, "I can
handle this myself," and she mixed herself another bath.
"Some Indian doctors are very good," Peg said.
"If they're so good why don't you go?"
"Me?" Peg said, "why should I go?"
"Because you're sure to need to soon."
The two hundred dollar taxi ride was frightening, partly because of the wild
country, but mainly because of Bettina's frantic need for another bath and her
inability to be comfortable sitting still. She was not comfortable walking either.
When they arrived, they found the house open and empty except for a few dirty
mats. In spite of the deserted appearance Bettina wanted to stay, the isolation
did not seem to worry her.
"He may come back at any moment," she said.
"But where could he come from," Peg said uneasily.
"Wonnerful ride back very cheap," the taxi driver had the solution.
"Let's go to a restaurant I'm starving," late that evening Bettina felt a little
better and was restless in their hotel room.

It was dark when Peg reached the little farm. There was no moon and there
were no lights on in the cottage. She had difficulty getting in to the house
because both doors were hanging broken and wedged.
"Mother!" she called in a frightened voice. It seemed as if she was returning
after being away for years instead of a few days. Perhaps the severe change from
excitement and anticipation, as well as the long journeys, helped to lengthen
the time.
"Mother! Mother! What's happened? Mother are you there?"
In the restaurant in Madras Peg started to think of her homecoming and was
comforted at once. She ate her meal alone, some sort of curry, she hardly
noticed. Bettina, as soon as they had ordered, thought she saw someone she
knew sitting at another table.
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"I must just go over," she said, "see you around Peg." She did not return
to the hotel that night nor the next day. Waiting anxiously for Bettina in the
cheap room Peg was afraid of being all alone in the strange city. With no reason
to be there she packed her few things, paid the bill and set off for the afrport
and home.
"Mother? Kerry? it's me Peg, I've come home," in the dark she was unable
to find any matches on the mantelpiece. She thought she heard a moaning from
the bedroom, and then a slight rustling.
"Here's matches," Miranda burrowed in the case. Peg lit the lamp. The
kitchen smelled of sour milk. The children must have been playing with the
dishes and saucepans, they were all over the table with spoons in them and bits
of bread and broken up biscuits. Some dishes were broken on the floor. Miranda,
very sleepy, rubbed her eyes.
"Where's Bettina? Where's my Mommy'l" she began to cry.
"She's coming later, pet. now hush your crying," Peg took the lamp into the
disordered bedroom.
"Mother!"
The old woman moved slightly, she moaned and she did not know her
daughter. Peg could smell the infection and, when she saw the swollen angry
leg, she knew she must do something quickly.
"Where's Kerry'l" she asked Miranda. "is she asleep?"
Together they went down through the sweet smelling dry grass and stood
at the edge of the ugly dam. The willow trees were dark and motionless at the
edge of the secretive water. Something moved lightly on the water, a shadow
crossing that light which water holds in the night. Peg called,
"Kerry'l" knowing it was stupid. "Kerry'l" she called softly.
"It's the gooses," Miranda, clutching Peg's skirt. explained. The geese slowly
floated from the black shadows of the willows and circled slowly in the shining
unmoving water. They made no noise and they were without blame. The only
sound in the stillness was from the grasshoppers. They kept up their monotonous
sound all night, it was not possible not to notice it.
In the narrow space at the side of her mother's bed Peg crouched and cried
and cried as she had never cried before. It was as if this grief would be there
for the rest of her life. And when at last she stopped crying and set about what
she had to do, she knew it would be some time before she would be able to take
this other child on to her lap.
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STREPHYN MAPPIN

Room With A View

If I get off my bed and go to the window I can look outside. But what's the
point? If I do look outside I'll only see the lawn. I've seen "it a thousand times
already. It's green, they have it reticulated. There are a series of paths through
it. Very straight paths dividing the lawn into squares. That's to avoid any
confusion I think. The paths are lined with small bushes. I'm sure the bushes
could grow a lot larger but they are trimmed down so we can't hide behind
them. Over to the left, about four hundred yards away, is the gate where I
came in. It's set into a high stone wall which completely surrounds the grounds.
The gate is the only entrance.
Our building is set right at the bottom of a hollow, so the lawns and paths
and bushes slope up around us to the wall. Because of this all we can see, apart
from what's inside the wall, is sky. It begins at the top of the wall and goes
quite high. It has a lot of colour, blues, greys; they change depending on its
mood. When it rains the water runs down the slope and collects around the
building like a huge moat. When this happens I imagine I'm in an old castle and
outside there are forests and bandits and wild animals.
I haven't left my bed for two whole days now, not since the man arrived.
I haven't wanted to disturb him, he's unhappy. I woke one night and saw his
back as he was walking away from my bed (I had sensed him watching me).
That was the first time I saw him. Since then he has sat in the corner with his
head in his hands, immobile. And I've stayed here on the bed trying to be as
quiet as possible. The others moye him. They come into the room about twice
a day and try to feed him. They talk to him, quietly urging, but he doesn't
appear to be hungry. I find him quite pathetic. After the first day they had
to take his pyjama pants and replace them with a big plastic nappy. He must
have shitted in his pyjamas.
I've never seen his face, but he has sad shoulders.
Sometimes I feel great waves of pity for him and want to get off my bed
and go to comfort him. To kneel next to him on the floor with my arm around
his shoulders saying, "It's all right, it's all right, don't be sad". But I can't.
In the night I can make him out, a darker shadow against the white of the walls.
The light through the little peephole in the door makes one tiny spot on the
floor between us. It's always there at night, like a sentry, comforting us with its
presence. When I want to read 1 go and sit in the middle of the floor with the
light falling over my shoulder, lighting the page word by word. I have to move
the book depending on how fast I want to read. But since he's come I don't
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read. I just sit here and watch him. I don't sleep much either, just doze now
and then.
I know it's important to leave him alone, though the others don't seem to
understand this. They keep trying to encourage him to move. Sometimes they
hold him firmly by the elbows and try to get him to stand, but he just flops
there and eventually they give up and leave. I think's he's making a decision
but I can't be sure. If I could see his face I could tell, but that would mean
getting off the bed which I'm sure would upset him.
Outside it is afternoon. The light through the window makes thin, dusty
paths into the room. One of them falls onto the man's shoulders. They are very
thin and high. His head hangs forward between them. I notice he has pimples
on the back of his neck, you can see them between the sticky strands of his
hair. He hasn't washed for days. For a second I get an almost uncontrollable
urge to creep up behind him and squeeze those pimples. I've got a real thing
about pimples. I stay on the bed however and attempt to satisfy myself by
twisting my arms around behind my head and trying to get at the blemishes
on the back of my neck, but it's not so easy.
They will be walking the paths now in groups of two, crossing and recrossing.
I have missed my walks over these last two days. A figure eight is my favourite.
With a friendly, guiding hand rested on my arm I trace out this same path
time and again. It is two squares joined together actually-a sort of square
edged eight. There is a great sense of freedom on the paths. As I passed other
couples strolling in the opposite direction I would nod or mumble a greeting.
Occasionally I would get a reply.
Two men come into the room. I haven't seen these two before, they seem
bigger than the others. They take the man and hold him upright between them.
When he's standing his legs look awfully thin and white sticking out of his
nappy. They carry him out of the room and I am alone. I miss him. It seems
so quiet without his stooped figure sitting there in the corner (though I never
heard him make a sound in the whole time he was here). The room feels quite
empty.
Now that he is gone I can get off the bed. I move slowly around the room
caressing surfaces I have been unable to touch since he came: the rough wood
of the old chair, there's a splinter behind the left front leg which I worry with
my toe while I'm sitting; the cold porcelain of the washbasin; the little cross
which has been glued to the wall. Eventually I reach the window. The lawn is
laid out like a great monotone chessboard. The couples drift aimlessly along
the paths. The sun is going down behind the wall. In the distance I hear the soft
"ding" of the dinner bell. The figures stop, turn and diverge into one silently
milling stream moving back into the building; a twofold line of white ghosts.
As the darkness increases the paths stand out in a white grid. There is a
soft glow which seems to come from beyond the wall. Behind me the clang of
doors begins, far away at first, then increasing in volume as it swells past my
room and dies away into the further realms of the building.
When the sun comes up and lights the inside of the wall I am still at the
window, waiting. I have stood here all night without realizing it. Something
nags at me. I feel strangely detached, without purpose. I wish to go back to the
bed and lie down but I seem fixed at the window.
Out of the corner of my eye, down near the base of the building where the
bushes start, I see someone move. It is the man. He is on all fours and crawls
alongside the bushes, almost under them, so that he won't be seen. He's not
doing a very good job because I can see him. I can recognise his sad shoulders,
the nappy shines in the early sunlight. He is crawling towards the gate. At
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exactly seven-thirty each morning (except for Sunday; today is Wednesday) the
superintendent comes and they open the gate to let him in. Everyone knows
this. We all watch the gates.
Excitement begins to mount inside me. He's escaping I think, something I've
longed to do myself (how many years is it now?) but have never been able
to gather the necessary courage. There's a part of me which doesn't want to
leave, almost another person joined to the walls of the building. "I'll help",
I say out aloud to my reflection in the window, and turn back into the room.
The corridor is long and wide, its floors are highly polished. Doors lead off
it to both sides. Everything is lit with the harsh glow of fluorescent lights. At
the very end of the corridor there is a double swinging door. I run through
it, turn left, and follow another identical corridor to its end. There is no door
here, it simply opens out into a wide dining hall filled with long wooden benches
and chairs. Everyone is seated having breakfast. "Can't stop", I call, "Have to
see someone". Some of them see me. I pass through the hall quickly. My place
which is at the far end of the hall near the raised dais is empty. The clock
above the door says seven-twenty-five.
I carefully make my way down a flight of stone steps, it is very dark, far
too ea'rly yet for the lights in this part of the building, and then out through
the front door. After the dark passage the sunlight is blinding. As my eyes
adjust I look around but can't see him so I run for the gate. They are already
opening it. Over the bushes I jump, forgetting the paths, my feet barely touching
the grass. "Coming", I call, "Coming". But he doesn't wait. As soon as the gates
are open wide enough he leaps into view and races between them. The two men
on the gate hesitate for a second, surprised, then bolt after him. From where
I am I can't see what's happening, but I can hear a muffled shouting. Above
it all I can hear my man calling, "No, No, No, No, No", at the top of his
voice. I run faster.
Once through the gates I find four figures bunched in a thrashing tangle of
arms and legs. My man is in the centre, face down. He has one man under
him, one sitting on his back, and the superintendent is rushing around trying
to grab his madly waving legs. I enter the fray with a reckless abandon, swinging
my arms left and right in an attempt to free the struggling man. But to no
avail, my blows seem to go wildly astray. I see the superintendent collect a
kick to the groin and crumple to the ground with a loud groan. All the time
I can hear the man calling "No, No, No", as if his very soul depended on it.
Eventually the man who is underneath worms his way out and grabs an arm.
They have him now, supported between them. He goes limp all of a sudden and
they carry him back through the gate.
Just as they close the doors his head falls back between his shoulders and
I look directly into my own contorted face; teeth clenched, eyes wide with a
horrid, incalculable look of absolute despair. I hear my own voice cry once more
from behind the closed gate ... "No". And I am alone.
A gentle breeze starts. I begin to feel myself fading.
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Ian Templeman for his poem 'Weekend'
and
Bryn Griffiths for 'For Reasons of Remembrance'
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IAN TEMPLEMAN

Weekend
There was no shouting by the sea
no wilderness here, only a small breaking;
a weeping of wave hush and windscuff
across the widegrin of my beach and bay.
I am a hencoop verse builder on holiday
in this beach resort of brick and tile comfort,
muttering small incantations to myself,
endeavouring
to persevere with the honest trade of a maintenance man
and pick the flaking paint from weathered, sea worn words.
The larrikin wind is soft fisted
and sentimental here, lazy and indolent;
mocking the search for violent metaphor
to match the mindstorms of my winter.
I cannot shake the sand dunes with ballads of exultation
or spear this clean scrubbed, domestic smiling sky
with a javelin of images. I am no ghetto ascetic
levitating
obstinately above the desert of unmapped language,
but a suburban nomad; a weekend scribbler in sand.
There is no wind frocked scream to split
open sleep here, no feather sIippered
terror, only a crippled memory of love
that limped wordlessly out of my life.
I am a word bone and rag man, beach combing
dune scalp and saltbush hollow for discarded
seaside souvenirs of love's body and blood.
Hauling
The handcart of remembering behind me I follow
the quiet bay's lip, collecting debris of other days.
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BRYN GRIFFITHS
For Reasons of Remembrance
Because of flowers so many years ago
which stirred and woke in her the green music
of the dingles, the daffodils,
the slow sarabande of lilies, psalms of death,
life brimming in its white vessel of love.
and for reasons of assassination. for war,
which engendered the prize of white feathers
she, blithe in unknowing youth and beauty,
gave one day to the fond love that went away
to die in the shattering steel and slime,
she entered bravely the cold prison of her dark aging,
the shadowed room of her crime,
where his eyes gazed out calm forever
from the pale-framed face above the bric-a-brac,
the family bible, flowers, the dream of love.
Because he never came back through cruel life,
1914 a shrine in the black hood of the years,
she made sacred the still place of her heart,
the dowried board of all her lonely days,
and filled with the dead flame of waxen flowers
the shadows seething thick with silent life,
the velvet darkness of her curtained grief,
where the laser drift of afternoon sunlight
sometimes slashed alive the Whispering voices
into a blurred muttering of passing seasons,
and for reasons of remembrance, for love,
she suffered the loud murder of the locked room,
her tears pitting the dust of the decades,
her days a hymn of pain as each armistice
chimed anew the yearly memory of regret.
Because of the silent accusation of eyes
that hung her screaming soundless every night,
she accepted the malignant grip of petals
about her throat, the waxen smiles of lilies,
the dead flowers in the silent world of glass.
But could she have known of war, love's ending,
so many long years ago'! Her unasked penance
has scrubbed the floors to the wood's bone
and locked her till death in the shrined room
where the shadows cry and clog the slow stream of time.
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AWARDS FOR POEMS BY AUSTRALIAN WRITERS
NOT INCLUDING WESTERN AUSTRALIANS:
to
Robert Adamson for his poem 'Growing Up
Alone'
and
Jennifer Strauss for 'After a Death'
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ROBERT ADAMSON
Growing Up Alone
1.
Walking down our backyard
to the river
scraping my legs
on the blackberries again
at the steps I pull at the ropes
holding up the old twine
gill-net used for
catching the starlings now
they hit it and flap out
until they strangle themselves
the same as mullet do
I tear out the birds at eye-level

ripping the weak mesh
and throw the bodies onto the compost
its heap spreads to the tideline
putrescence curling out
from the warm centre
where blowflies cluster in the thick
of it

2.
The road that went through Mooney
was so hot you couldn't walk
if you had bare feet
there was no footpath
and the dust would get in your eyes
I'd walk down to the point
at midday there'd be nobody around
and every day I'd look at the starlings
the only things that could take it
hard birds that shine
eating anything at all just about
they'd eat a body in a few days
one day I saw them get through a cat
that had been run over
it took them a morning
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3.
At Cheerio Point me and Sandy
knew a place where
we'd go behind the tree sometimes
and stare into the eyes of God
they were in the face
of an old yellow cat who'd gone mad
once we had looked
we wouldn't be able to move
sometimes we'd have to sit there
for hours waiting
before it let us go

4.
Along the river shore in the mud
I'd walk all day by myself
I'd wonder how come nothing
ever happened to me
how come I didn't go mad or something
or die from sunstroke
the mud all caked on me
my face throbbing with sunburn
and never ever seeing anyone
then when it got dark
having to go home without a fish
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5.

I'd been crying under the house
I ran onto the road
towards the point
the same red dust heat
and the awful starlings
the dark sheen on their wings
oily and sickly green
I thought about the way we die
the steps just falling away
from under my feet
the heads of jewfish
nailed out along the wharf
two hundred and seven heads
some iust skulls
and some half flesh
all their eyes eaten out
6.

In town I had this game
that it wasn't there
that the papershop
wasn't so neat
and the pub didn't smell
I'd sit in Dad's truck
and look out
at the town's light
a clear steady kind of light
nothing like the river's
cleaner and softer
with people
walking through it
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7.

Fishing skiff in the light
at Mackeral Flats, mud caked, sun borne
by the old man caulking cracks
Rust scales drop from boat-slip
to fine silt on the shore
as he moves
gnawed hacked heads of black bream
drift through the wash
skeleton trophies, Banjo-Rays
are staked out on a pile
their whip-tails paraJized chalk
Light seeps through the folds
of his turkey neck
his eyes don't blink and flick
out involuntarily to where
mud-gudgers pick at the bream heads
He is alone with his tinkering
work, his finger flesh grown over
his finger nails, his hair freckled white
He holds the scraper like
a little axe and chiP'S away
at the belly of his boat
his pupils
contracted points in eye fat
It is morning and the mangrove air

is sweet as I move toward him
my leather cracking oyster grit
I ask how's the fishing
my alien voice reminding me
he is the grandfather of what I am
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JENNIFER STRAUSS

After A Death
Last night I dreamt of the Pittsburgh tunnels
Piping the traffic under the winter hills:
To grope half-sighted in a narrow passage
Shut by the grinding weight
Of earth's bones and flesh, the thud of its rivers,
In an underground of exhausted air
Walled by a dark and pestilential pallor
Lit spasmodically by sickly glares,
The big trucks swimming up like lanterned leviathans,
Great gouts of mud and snow packed to ice
Slipped from their warmed metal underbellies.
Everything slithery-sweat along the hairline,
At the upper lip, fingers wet on the wheel,
Eyes popping at lids
Screaming for light at the end of the tunnel
Let, let, let me
(Panic of dying, panic of birth)
Out.
That's how it was in sixty-seven: a hard season.
Strange to all comers, we grew foreign
Even to each other; had to learn
A new language, to put out tentacles of trust,
To touch, grasp. Patience.
Wait for the Spring, you said. At winter's end
We started our third child.
Last night I dreamt of the Pittsburgh tunnels.
I was re-making history, entering joyfully, singing,
Certain you waited in light at the tunnel's end
And I Eurydice coming to fetch you home,
Not dreaming in dreams you ever could turn away
Unteachably into the dark.
I woke too soon.
The spring wind rattling the door
Was herald to no-one but itself.
Our cycle's done: you will not come again.
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SUE HAMPTON

Clooneybegge
My father's family's old farm, now deserted.
Sixteen miles from town on our pushbikes
for a week's holiday in August: a week
with kerosene lamps carried through front rooms
smelling of cobwebs and damp, or, with a jolt,
of our grandmother, Lucy Ellen Swinfield, giving birth
hotly in the old iron bed. Or watching her husband die there.
A matriarch who played the piano and had a church built
at one end of the home paddock.
Kero fumes blacken the windows in the draughty
corridor out to the kitchen. Either side of the corridor,
rainwater tanks covered in choko vines
and birdshit on the gauze circle at the top.
Brass taps with lever handles over the porcelain sink,
the hair of my grandmother in its cracks and stains.
Out the window, poddy calves feeding and nudging
at the thin strips of a cold sunset. Kero lamp
on a cake tin, Dad did his homework ·at this table.
I'm writing a geography essay, which the teacher later marks
16/20 Perceptive except for the possum droppings.
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JILL DWYER

Goldtown Cemetery
Back road, backwater,
Tired fence, rusted wire-clamped gate.
Parched, unthought of grass,
grey shreds of bark,
dust.
We came across a ram
(elements of ram,
black leather struts, bleached horns,
a crimp or two of fleece)
who'd wandered, breached unspoken walls,
lay down a while.
Now stilled, shrinking,
sanctified?
They travelled
restless over months of seas
carrying just their names.
(Some without that-black sheep?).
The hoping in their eyes was never this.
(They could only paint in greenfield style,
in hedgerow terms).
Could feel it though,
the dry, destroying wind,
the hammer-blow of sun
and blast of fever.
Welcomed new life,
saw it grow feather-frail
(after a year, a month or so,
a cry).
And cease.
Then wrote it,
simply,
here.
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Some managed.
There, in double-bed size, comfortable earth,
lies Sarah, eighty seven years,
beloved wife of John
(already gone before).
She prospered, hard and heavy
as he, forfeiting time,
was thinned, dried, dimmed
and blown away.
Imagine aimlessly down paths of years.
As time goes wood's more brittle, husked.
Marble only smooths.
Hours lie torpid under weight of sun.
Just now and then
a hot December wind
toys with the pale,
discarded leaves.
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PETER GOLDSWORTHY

Encounter Bay, Winter
1.

The coast is a rim of shacks,
a ghost port in winter,
a narrow city in summer,
when the cars return.
And the gulls,
with crusts and fattening ticks,
with greasy feathers
the sea washes and forgets.
2.

We have the winter to ourselves.
Building houses of sand
in the rain.
Combing the edge for shells,
throwing small ones back.
Fishing
for a family of mouths.
Short days
crammed with muscle,
forgetting how to think,
even forgetting speech,
the empty shacks of words.
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3.
Winter nights
drifting on the surface of sleep,
on a surf of dreams.
Forgetting and remembering.
Outside the shack,
the white noise of waves,
land slowly returning to coldness.
Breathing water in the storms,
my children finding my bed.
Only their breath is warm.

4.
Morning
is the first pot of tea.
Wind sucking the door,
ripping at windows,
stoning rain on the roof.
First pot for the day
poured carefully,
filling
the empty shack of the mind.

5.
Too soon
we drive back to Mondays,
to the exhaustion of speech.
Leaving at the tide
the empty rooms of molluscs,
broken crab shacks, snail domes.
Their fish moved into larger premises,
or into gulls, or fridges.
Their shacks deserted at the edge,
hard memories
the sea washes and forgets.
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ROBERT HILLMAN

Libraries and Readers
Not in this set of books, but another, I have seen
We owe our lives to memory:
Ourselves that we have briefly been
Is scribbled into notebooks-ephemera
From which fancy volumes are later fashioned.
So: The Recollected Edition of Myself,
A handsome, calf-bound library of the past;
The Child' The Boy' 'In Sickness' 'In Health'
'Marriages' 'Obsessions'-the swelling cast
Bearing me along in a gaudy, gothic pageant.
Well, this system is convenient, books do furnish a room
But we ought call this a library of fictions:
We invent a past, chased out of the timeless womb,
And cast these, our hopeful depictions
Over the rearward void, lapping at our heels.
You happened to be reading Berkeley. "This is an Irish trick
Like his. The past, like the world, I suppose, isn't there
If we are not. Doctor Johnson scoffed and had his famous kick
At a rock. A book occupies space, like the tree in the square,
And I refute your novelty when I put my foot to the rock of memory."
Perhaps the past exists in the eye of God. But that's not what
I meant at all. Only that we are beginning,
Only endlessly beginning. There is really no more of a plot
Than this. A life occupies space and I am re-reading
Mine now, vain author. In the present tense, I begin.
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JOHN GRIFFIN

Lament for the Loss of Elms
In Buffalo, the elms all died.
Not only there, but root by root,
beetle to bark across the plains
and over mountains: into Maine,
north into Canada. It was childhood
caught by the fungus and done down
by whatever insidious beetle crept
across parks. Nostalgic streets,
whole cities of elms, backyard giants
generations old, toppled, sawn,
and burnt. Exposed the bones of towns,
caught memory with its pants down,
Dutch elm disease invading campus
and square. Two centuries some
had sheltered aldermen, and clowns.
Adelaide, South Australia, winter's night:
the American poet is reading his
lament for the loss of the elms.
It was Buffalo, or Syracuse, or some
neat, old, prosperous town. It was
being a kid in the forties, as elms
started to die. I was tempted
to call him the latest American
poet; but latest is cliche, and true,
and it hurts. He is a nice man,
but I think I have heard too much
American verse. The fungus has spread;
the hearts of my people have nurtured
the spores. And we, scarcely arrived,
scarcely roots down into this land,
succumb.
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D. VAN ROSS

A Family Triptych:
LEFT
Myoid mother weeps
Warm tears
In her sleep
For she fears
Her sons are damned.
And we brothers sweat
Mean, keen
Salt for the debt
Of being
The sons she manned.

CENTRE
I followed the old lady
Down the short concrete drive,
Opened a wicket gate
And let her through to the road.
The sun was up, and at seven,
In that dry summer, was already beginning
To burn the still air.
For months there had been no rain.
The dams were low
And the town's water restrictions allowed
Only ten minute's garden water
With a hand-held hose.
Turning she pointed out the lawn was dead,
The shrubs spent,
The absence of border flowers
And her shaded roses, where all the water went,
Glowing like lamps.
Then, as we walked to the church
She noted the weed grown pavements.
'Goodness only knows how weeds grow in a drought.'
She pulled up some that grew in her path.
'Every time I see those council fellows
They're sitting under a tree smoking.'
And she laughed at the thought of men in the shade
Chatting, content with life, weeds or no weeds.
That's how things were these days.
No-one cared. Morality had gone.
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Her sons too, I knew, had disappointed all her first hopes.
Other mothers boasted such simple, obvious successes:
Their sons had worked hard,
Married well and achieved something.
She couldn't say this and, in silence,
Because she wouldn't desert them,
She looked for things to keep her hope going.
Small things: one would embrace her like a bear,
Another liked her cooking and visited weekly,
A third was a little deaf
And cocked his head in a peculiar way.
And with this store of small things safe
She daily crossed the wicked, wild roads
To the church to pray for them.
Within the closed doors of the church
Was a large hall of peace.
There she bowed her head and prayed happily.
The priest, when he came, sounded tired,
But somewhere in the monotonous process
Of his short mass was the miracle
She came there for each day.
At the end I asked,
'Does that priest believe what he says?'
'After thirty-five years saying mass daily
It may come to that,' she explained.
She talked of one thing and another, then,
'Things are only safe when they've broken.'
We'd come home, and, nearly without my knowing
She said, 'How sweetly the roses are growing.'

RIGHT
My mother is still a gentle woman.
How the years of poverty, migration and bereavement
And a generation of independent sons
All broke down and became part of her gentleness
I do not know.
She believed she should
So she taught me not to raise my voice
To respect my elders and to consider others
Especially women, who, she said, were all like her.
And, like a good child, I obeyed.
My father, too, spoke softly
And showed others kindness
Especially his elders and women.
He was an agreeable man
And liked to keep the peace;
Yet he had no luck in the world
And when he died his heart had broken.
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NICHOLAS HASLUCK

Cornwall

III

Winter

i.
Beneath my window, daily,
upon the cat's paw
of the cobbled streets,
sleds effect the soft
transition of nourishmentmilk and eggs, brought
unbroken to the sea's edge,
such things whispering to me
of smooth stones, the hush
of the shingle; first light.
Boots become echoes, incidents,
thick rattlings, displacements
of muttering stones, shellsa waterfall coldly dampens
the gull's cry, released from
these high battlements, upwards,
rising on ambitious wings;
and headland after headland,
compacted shoulders, outdistance
each other, merging into mist.
Behind me, roofs, white houses,
walls, the freezing streets
s.et there in pieces, splintered
on the cliff's lip, icy chips,
a frozen cascade spilt
to the disposal of a beacon
mounted on the pier below;
a granite fist for James Jewell,
the fury of December 1883,
and his death that day.
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ii.
Here, in a side chapel,
with a comb and glass
in her hand, this mermaid,
this voluptuous being,
reclines against the dark
elbow of a bench end,
unreal, but enticing.
Her face disfigured
by time's imperfections,
but her slim body
as the chisel saw it
(breasts, fingers raised
to glass and comb)
illuminates her legend.
Lured by the voice
of Mathew Trewhella,
a chorister, she came
from Pendour Cove
to listen, touchand to claim him
with her own song.
Cold Sunday. The Rector
speaks of the church's
open heart, its mystery.
My eyes turn slowly to
'The Squint'; a peephole
chiselled inwards
to reveal the altar.
From the side chapel,
but for 'The Squint',
choir and altar would be
invisible. 0, the poor,
the poor mermaid,
defenceless in a
mist of voices.
I overlook the altar.
Will she join me?
My mind occupied by glass
and comb-concentrating
on chiselwork, this angle
into the heart's truth,
the distant song.
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iii.
Cornwall in winter. These mines
won't last. Children underground,
the men burrowing by lamplight,
it all speaks for itself.
Complaints are keys to old pits.
Some say there's a black wind
opening trapdoors at the workings.
The Rector lifts arms to God.
But the church bell beats its
warning into sombre skies.
I walk these salt-blown cliffs,
the sea tossing up its driftwood
and its legends, the white foam
restless (sometimes, by moonlight,
I leave my bed, the great waves
sailing shorewards ... )
Will she join me?
Cobbled streets. The nattering of
tradesmen's sleds and chimney pots,
wives at windows, bargaining
for bread, for credit, time to pay,
making do with what they cannot
do without, listening for the bell.
My brother has touched gold.
Dust and stones piled on a counter.
Not his. He watched it being weighed.
Then, touched it.
His words tumble out of the page
like fragments of rock-blast.
No pattern to his thinking.
A kind of freedom in it.
His letters always write themselves.
Australia! That's his song.
He sings it to his own half ·crazy
tunes, yet promises nothing.
Canvas townships. A ragged land.
Will she join me?
Be my wife on a brother's word?
That's the mermaid thought which
brings me to these cliffs, at dawn,
at nightfall, elusive fingers of
the wind tugging my sleeve.
I stand on land's end.
The horizon moves towards me.
Surely she will listen.
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JENNIFER STRAUSS

Bluebeard Re-scripted
Old, rich, and much-divorced.
He takes (thinking to be princely still)
A new bride: alien princess
From the distant territory of youth.
In his split-level kingdom
Everything is to be hers,
The bluer-than-Mediterranean swimming-pool,
Jaguar and Ferrari champing in the garage,
And jewels, sparkling appreciation in the safe
Behind the Nolan.
"There's just one thing," he rules
"My past is closed: you are not to pry there."
Her smiled assent is cool as a white moon
Rising in winter in a cleared sky;
It will pass for obedience.
"Refreshing," he boasts to friends
"To find at last
A woman who doesn't want
To own you, body and soul."
Friends may have scores to settle:
"And fortunate not to find
A granted wish
Is one to be regretted?"
Baulked by this new and terrible timepiece
That counts no hours but present ones,
He cries in sex, provocative, a name not hers.
She questions nothing, turns aside to sleep
Curved remote as a foetus
Or a strange goddess hiding her sculpted face
With a white incurious arm.
Monstrous indifference. It sends him more and more
To that private room
Where the severed heads of his shelved wives
Preserve grimaces of archaic passions,
Each racked heart dangling on its wire hanger,
Bleeding-but almost dry.
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KINGSLEY PALMER

The Week, A Poem
One.
Successfully I have cheated life
For seven fat years
And now the lean
Again.
It was a part of belated

Adolescence
(God, how we used to write in those/sorry interrupted
Interrupted
lines of that great abyss and said with Dylan
Thomas (of course) isn't life a terrible thing
Thank god)
Yet tonight it came to me once more
But this time
Not over empty coffee cups
On bed-sit floors
But over washing-up,
That great abyss
The dark perpetual progress
Towards the end
And we snatched
What ever we could
Of the dream.
Dreams remembered
Remind me in the fat years
Of the lean
In an earnest of
Times to come.

Two.
Across the sleeping pillow
Lies that perpetuation
Between two sleeping minds
That rehearse reciprocation.
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I felt as the wind rippled my
T-shirt today
Stealthily cycling behind two embracing lovers walking
That love, like bones
Grows old
And like the body it becomes less subtle
Less willing to entwine.
But I felt as the hot wind troubled my
Sweat soaked face
In the torrid zones
That it was I, not love
That had grown cold.
For I felt
That across the sleeping covers
There was, perhaps the promise
Between two sleeping minds
Of the selfishness of lovers.

Three.
Today the blood coursed through my veins
I bit my nails

Jogged twice round the park
The calculated answer of physical feats
Which counter the gloomy depths.
Out there on the ocean
There's only dappled green fathoms
And lightly crested whispering foam
Chased by the warm wind
Creaming home
And the flap of sail
The sing of stays
Brought boundless life
Beyond adventure
Contemplation
so
Hammocked gently swaying
Rolling sheer shining
Without plod.
But the sheets grew tight
And the winch stubborn
The tiller hard and kicking to the hand
Across the pillow waves
Green
I bit my nails
I wanted it so
Glaring at the gloomy depths.
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Four.

Long years scorch you with their heat
And so it becomes better to nod
And say
Yes my dear of course.
How did they manage,
Those ageless men?
Who hear nothing but survival
Quiet seductress
Like sea roar in conch shell
Miles away
Drowning all else.
Across the beach you lay
Marvell green
And inconsequential in your small talk
But the years scorched
You and I
Independently
And that has made all the difference
Yes my dear, of course.

Five.
Tonight the hot wind blew
In fitful gusts
Scattering the old leaves
In chaos across the lawn
A sudden barrage of warm rain drops
No more than twenty perhaps in number
The roof resounding briefly
Water drops on tin
Towards dawn the clouds cleared
To the west
And the pale moon cast shadows
Where the leaves had been strewn
Divorced from such things
I gasped a little
At the sharp shapes in the
Blue light
In the city we know only other things
Where walls close in upon us.
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Six.
The Generals, perhaps all over eighty years of age
Moved their rooks and knights
Marshalled their pawns
Until we were in untenable positions.
We capitulated
Thinking at least
We'd made something of a show
The game however
Was not over
It continued
Beyond
The coming dusk

Seven.
No resting today
For look we have come
Through
A whole week one more but
Looking back is for car trips
To far places
Or for old men wincing at sunsets
With cold wind biting rheum
From the eye.
We would encapsulate
All the images moments experiences and thought
Looking at those small waves
The gown tight across the breast
The pillow
In a single flash of sun on water
Porta·Flood on tear drop.
Searching the looking back
As one without cold wind
Or rheumed eye
Might do
Considering the steps taken
And the imponderables
So future falls to past
To car picnic spots on
Blue bell carpets with oak-winds
Or men wincing old at shadow less day
Look, we have come through.
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BRYN GRIFFITHS

Hawk
Head on the hawk stares
eyeball to eyeball
through the mind's glass
He stays staring
a miracle of feathers
drifting level
while the mind sees him
stagger up the sky
to feast on air
Down he comes to Bench
talons hammer and crunch
a little life out of life
in the cliff top turf.
There is nothing there.
A clear space echoes
only to screams and wingbeat.
I drive home in silence
through a long dusk.
The summer is already dying.
Matching stare for stare
through window and mirror
the hunter follows me home.
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SUE HAMPTON

The Spider and the Lace
Half-inch spider,
hang-glider!
sac of spit
in thin yellow light.
Domestic peace hides
a bitchy aristocrat,
neat steps on fine threads
a predator.
The spool inside unwinds
its lovely death-drag.
Hour-glass body
is pure gothic romance. She wears
her art very well, she is not prim
accomplishment. Feet stick slightly,
each time she climbs across the guests;
the web lifts and twangs back:
web-quiver: baroque lute-string
after the note, in silence.
She makes her circle deft.
Bobbin-body!
Spangle-spool! Diamond-lover!
Little dewdrop! Spider, well-wrought!
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ANDREW McDONALD
Walls and Neighbours
Certain walls seem unwilling to keep stillfurling back earth and grass like stone
blades that cut across familiar territory,
then redivide it while our minds are turned ...
I swung in through Bill and Anne's back window,
as usual, but they'd had a visitation before meDoris Stokes on the telly, talking to the dead.
Bullshit, seeing's believing, I said:
so for two hours they raved on at me about
the Immanent Truth of the Spirit World!
Jesus! We shouted across their cramped room,
Berkeley & Hume'd, making an idiot's hash
of the stale old quandaries. They held up
the round earth, all I took on trust.
The fire spat; Bill swore this was Plato's cave,
howled down Newton, battered me with Blake,
dared me to deny Love simply for the feel
of my prurient fingers in its flimsy ribs.
My fleshy heart kept pumping-and anyway,
just which of us wouldn't believe our eyes?
To set pinched sight against their dreamy visions,
I announced a hippo in the next room.
Giggling, they would not look, thought I lied.
But the visible does outstrip the invisible:
in two weeks The Hippo materialises, squeezing
her astonishing bulk round the half-empty cottage,
displacing us as palpably as water from a tub.
Every sailor who's ridden her waving flesh
has tattooed it for his mates' glory;
three kids scrap and howl through a barrage
of death-threats; her friend, small and wiry
but tame enough, answers to 'Dad',
pops tinnies in the lane. We're smothered
to silence by the gross burden of all
that suffering meat, that scrawny anger; by visions
of what's been done to them and what they'll do,
paths the tedious generations keep on treading.
Haunted by what I'm losing, sympathy's crushed
to a dull ache in my material body.
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Finally, Bill and Anne have gone,
packing all their intangibles with them.
I make a last exit through the back window,
slam it, and climb the hill to my half
of the single lot we'd shared
and something's cut off,
familiar as a limb, something to believe in
when you can't see it-even when it's
no longer there: a dream no pinching
can wake me from.
The Welfare comes by,
talks, listens, treats me to The Frank Look:
tells me a whole other World lives like that,
you know; we can't all have the same Values.
Harried by too many heavy neighbours,
I duck and parry with the Correct Line ...
The running wedge of wall sinks into a trench,
a ha-ha mocking my plain view of allegiances.
I turn up the fire, pour out more Earl Grey
for the absent and the friendly ghosts.
Each crack in this collapsing timber house
seems stoppered, for my warmth, with doomed flesh.
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ANDREW McDONALD

Sculthorpe's "Port Essington"
"Because my life is centred upon the idea of a culture that
is appropriate to Australia, the story has for me a special
importance."
(programme notes, Sydney Opera House)

This is a game of them and us:
the string trio swooning ersatz Schubert
for doomed and sweltering Settlers;
the orchestra plucking and scraping The Bush,
dragging across faint scratched tracks
of a score like scarred earth.
There's an old score being settled here,
a picture, however 'appropriate' and in tune,
still as hopelessly upside-down as ever:
for in this programme, we become The Bush,
claiming its ancient stillness with our chatter.
The beaten people, twice settling and twice forced
to abandon Leichardt's furthest reach,
are 'they'-the stupid, inept Europeans,
distanced and mocked by the mewing of gull-notes
and the spooky throb of filched black sounds,
our sneer of inheritance, snug in the chamber
of a concrete shell. But the music's length, at least,
is native: long past the point, its variations
stretch unforgiving and repetitive as the parched land,
relenting only as we do, clutching our coast,
with a closing pulse of waves.
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T. A. HENRY

I am not Welsh
I am not Welsh;
Though Gower's rocks boil
In the gales of memory,
Though Dylan spreads the sleeping town
Across my garden in the sun
And daffodils bloom in alien earth,
I am not Welsh.
Land of my stepfathers, monolithic,
Lives on here in old allegiances,
A restless vision ...
Here it is, a tattered tapestry
Of sad wing-collared respectability,
Earnest cameos and folded hands,
Prelude to an intrusion
And the birth of a half-truth.
Dylan had it good;
He revelled in the true wine of the hills
And said it, Welsh, in every line,
Every breath a tortured taste of freedom.
And I, tortured in my fashion,
Desert-dweller, poetic pole·squatter,
Spread the Dylan-dusted fingers
And say, in truth and irony,
I am not Welsh.
A lichen-scraped old rock in passing shadows,
Moored for good against the tide that never comes
Beyond the flotsam line of dying years ...
I've seen it all before,
The scratch of winter branches,
Joy and pain,
The voice that calls, lost, behind the tears
Of might-have-been, the black erasures
Of unsustained ambitionWell, there it is and there I am,
Second-hand, third from the left on the tattered tapestry
And, save in mind and hand and bondage
Not, no, not in any way,
Welsh.
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AUDREY LONGBOTTOM

Seasons
1. PIGGERY
There were a lot of windfalls that autumn
fermenting
redolent
nose distance from the sty
encouraging a regular snuffle of invaders.
We enjoyed the resultant chase
took points for the number of squealers
returned to the pen.
Once we miscounted
the escaper stayed in its own idea of paradise
until scattered by the gases of greedexplosion
and a horrible smell.
at a family occasion
Later
I sat with juvenile expectation
among
crystal
silver
adult conversation
until the main course when I was removed
screaming
from the table.
I was too young for such formality

the guests agreed
returning
their attention to roast sucking pig
shrivelled to crackling
fullstopped by an apple
in its grinning
useless
jaws.
2.

FANTALES

The way she dressed
in morning black and covered as a nun
labelled her as more than old.
Topic for discussion on weathershed days
she was cast in many roles
noblewoman grieving for a lover
slain in a duel
exiled princess
mata hari selling secrets
penned in the blood of dupes.
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On Saturday afternoons
fired by heroism on celluloid
we'd approach her brambled cottage
squint through slatted windows.
Vision backed surmise
crowns and diamonds
feather fans and pearls
furs and silver goblets
blurred in a dance of dustmotes
in the slanting light.
Adults marvelled when she died
described existence rare this side of Sparta
furniture of packing cases
fare as meagre as her pauper's coffin.
But we knew. We'd seen it all
feathered fans and jewels
crowns and ruby ink
winking in the afterglow
of Saturday matinees.
3.

DUTY

From the office you could see all the shop
both counters
one with cakes
and fancy
plain
the other filled with bread
different shapes
mainly
except for Friday's currant loaves.
Customers were an interruption
locals not bothering with delivery
or those with dole tickets
when you had to be cheerful
to cover the deal
mostly
as there were some who couldn't take
any of it.
You preferred the assurance of spiked accounts
receipts memos
the must of docket books
ledgers that balanced
regularly.
You could study
tidy the mess of pens and pencils
or just sit
sort out curling stamps
with a view of the shop
and looking important
chiefly.
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4. SEA TONGUE
That summer
we were watched by mothers
ankling the water's edge
while fathers
sleek in Speedos
dolphined around us.
Some of us were decent in swimsuits
others
in underwear
were plastered
transparent
by the first wave.
The sea showed no preference
licking us up at random
spitting
us back on the sand in a froth of rejection.
I wondered at the mystery of fish
which could survive such pounding
and yet
each day
be rendered helpless
to us for breakfast
by the fishboy.
One morning I revived the agonised gape
in a pan of water.
Delighted by its thrashing
I attributed to myself a certain godliness.
But the fish
undying
floated through my dreams.
Scaling back centuries
it showed me
an inchoate world filled with my own image
slanting to infinity.
That summer
of tears.
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PERTH INTERNATIONAL POETRY FESTIVAL 1979
We are pleased to be able to publish the following interviews with leading British
and American poets who attended the Perth International Poetry Festival earlier
this year. The English writer George MacBeth is interviewed by Queensland poet
T om Shapcott and the American poet Denise Levertov is interviewed by Perth
writer Fay Zwicky.
The poetry festival, which may become an annual event, included readings of
poetry and lectures and discussions by Australian and overseas writers. It was
held in the Supreme Court Gardens, Perth, between 28 February and 2 March,
1979.
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George MacBeth

Tom Shapcott

TOM SHAPCOTT

George MacBeth Interviewed

TS:

If you were asked today to prepare an anthology of current English poetry,
what would be the main guidelines you would wish to operate on?

GM:

I would think it important to show achievement by people of varying ages.
There is a consensus, and there has been for some time, in England, that
in the mainstream and middle generation, Philip Larkin and Ted Hughes
are the outstanding figures, and I would want to represent both of those
strongly. I would also want to represent the work of older writers who
continue to be significant-John Betjeman, Roy Fuller, and R. S. Thomas.
I pause there because R. S. Thomas is, in fact, a Welsh poet and your
question is slightly ambiguous, because by 'English' you might mean
'poetry written in England', or you might mean 'throughout the whole of
the United Kingdom'.

TS:
G M:

You see this as an important distinction?
I think it is important. But also there is something that one thinks of as
"the scene", in London (in fact, one non·English writer very much of
"the scene" is Peter Porter, who is Australian; most people writing about
poetry in England and thinking about anthologies would automatically
think about putting him in because he has lived in England for twenty
years, and his best work has been written in England). To come back to
your question, I would include R. S. Thomas as an outstanding Welsh
poet; I would also want to include a Scottish poet like W. S. Graham.
Amongst younger writers I would want to find some new people. It's hard
to find poets in their 20s universally regarded as already outstandingJames Fenton might be one. But I could easily put in the work of fifty
poets of considerable quality, almost anyone of whom might suddenly
have a spurt forward. That's already happened in the 70s to one or two
older poets like Peter Redgrove and Geoffrey Hill.

TS:

You mention the London "scene"-you see London as still being the
centre? What about the possibility of any other areas developing regional
cultural distinctiveness?
Regions are very important. It's wise to distinguish between London as a
place where editing and criticism gets done, and London as a place where
poetry gets written. I don't think London is a particularly important place
for poetry to be written. Even poets who actually live in London, I

GM:
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GM:

TS:

GM:

TS:

GM:

TS:
GM:
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suspect, tend to do a lot of their best work on holiday or living in the
country. London is simply THE Capital where a lot of meeting and
talking and critical editing goes on. In recent times a good deal of the
best poetry has come out of a more regional situation. One has only to
consider in the late 60s the emergence of the Liverpool poets who were
very dependant on the Liverpool environment and Liverpool attitudes for
the success of their work. Brian Patten I have already mentioned. Roger
McGough and Adrian Henri would be two more. They talk with Liverpool accents, they make Liverpool jokes, their work is more comprehensible locally, in Liverpool to the man in the street, than it might be to
the critic in London.
If we go to the nations-Wales, Scotland and the North of Ireland: even
more so. Tremendous efflorescence of new work there. The Ulster crisis,
for instance, has produced a whole school of poets in and around Belfast.
Seamus Heaney is the most famous and probably the best, but there are
others like Derek Mahon and Michael Longley doing very good work.
One thinks of poets like Geoffrey Hill or Peter Redgrove as being distinctly regional. Does this seem to you a quality that should be, as it were,
drawn upon, or is that just incidental to the process of creating?
It's curious, England is a very small country-the United Kingdom is. a
very small group of countries-but because they are very old, and they
have a long history, they are very important. History is perhaps the word
to pause on here. Most English and British poets have a powerful sense of
the past. This would be true even of the youngest ones I think. And they
are able to use aspects of local and regional history sometimes to give
depth to their work. You mentioned Geoffrey Hill here, and he has very
effectively done this in an unusual way by seeing the Midlands as a region
and the early King Offa as a figure he can relate to his own wartime
childhood.
That question looms very large in contemporary Australian writing;
modern Australian poets I think are much concerned with the whole
aspect of their regionalism. But, getting back to this mythical Anthology;
what other strands, or groups, would you find it essential to include?
I would want to indicate certain poets receptive to influences from
America: Tom Raworth, Lee Harwood, others. Then I'd want to include
people preoccupied with tight forms still: Larkin is an obvious one, but
there are others-poets like Anthony Thwaite, Alan Brownjohn, who are
very preoccupied with the sense of a formal tradition. There are some
experimental people in what I DON'T think of as an American tradition
-some sound poets like Bob Cobbing, poets like Michael Horovitz who
is very much involved with public performance. I would probably want
to include a good deal about the influence of public performance on
writing.
Would you consider using the work, say, of The Beatles? some of their
lyrics?
Exactly; it is a very interesting issue. I mean, The Beatles were a great
liberating force, not only as musicians but as talkers, because they were
the first working-class millionaires in England who hadn't got a chip on
their shoulders. They made their money so quickly they didn't need to
have, and so they retained their Liverpool accents rather than opting for
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compromise Southern ones; this was a positive help to people like Roger
McGough. John Lennon would be the one I would include-most people
recognize him as the best writer in the group. There are probably other
people writing for bands that one could put in.
TS:

GM:

TS:

GM:

TS:

GM:

Has there been much activity in that way? Both in America and Australia
there has been, among young writers-often they start from the basis of
writing song lyrics and then move off into poetry as a discovery of themselves.
This sometimes happens. There is a very good folk singer called Bob
Pegg, who has increasingly refined his lyrics to the point where they are
interesting as words, almost a separation from the music-a folk singer
moving very much towards poetry. But more often it's a case of the poets
going to the musicians and working with them. Adrian Henri had a band
of his own called 'The Liverpool Scene' in the late 60s, Roger McGough
has spent a lot of his time with bands and is, in fact, known to many
people more as a rock-and-roll personality than as a poet.
Moving to your own poetry: you have done work also for performance.
Would you like to talk a little about that? How you came to do it, what
challenges you found in it?
I've done a lot of performance things, not just readings of my own poetry,
but moving into other areas-in cabaret, which has usually been late night
work for a specialised audience; and I've worked with folk singers, and
with bands-sometimes working when they were also playing; sometimes
(much more interesting) collaborating with bands. I found both these
lines of development full of interest; I'd like to do more than I have. It
often breaks down simply through lack of money and time. It does involve
a lot of bother-putting together a show with other people. One of the
assets a poet has is that he can operate on his own, with his pencil and a
bit of paper. When you see musicians needing to plug in equipment and
make sure their guitars are tuned, you realize just how lucky you are not
to need to do all that. Though it does offer great rewards if you can have
adequate time for rehearsal.
You've also been to America on a number of occasions and for extended
periods. Would you perhaps like to comment on that as an experience?
Has it had any impact on how you considered your role as a poet and
the sort of poetry you wrote?
It has always had an influence on me. I went to America first when I was
eighteen. I got an English Speaking Union Travelling Scholarship and
spent nearly two months in America travelling everywhere, and from then
on (even before that) reading American as much as British poetry-and
it's probably been as influential. I think particularly, as a Scotsman, it's a
lot easier to see yourself in an international context than if you are an
Englishman, because the English tradition has been so very powerful
through Shakespeare, Milton, Pope, Wordsworth, Keats .... If you see
yourself as a Scottish poet, once you have said BURNS there seem to be
a lot of empty spaces, so it is easy (as it is for American poets and probably for Australian poets) to feel that there are still opportunities to make
the grand gesture and to fill the position in literature which is not yet
occupied. In that sense I think America was very stimulating to me; I felt
American poets, like Americans in general, were able to be ambitious,
they were able to make big risk-taking thrusts forward more than many
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contemporary English poets. I don't think I am alone in this; there are
other English poets-I think of Ted Hughes in his power to make the
grand gesture; in certain respects this has been much helped by the
American example.
TS:

GM:

TS:

GM:

TS:

GM:
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Yes, one thinks of Crow as having been stimulated by American innovations in the dynamic use of language. In Australia there is a great deal of
concern being expressed, a great deal of fear that the American model is
going to swamp the local product-that we wiII all end up with phoney
American accents. This may well be a fragment of colonial insecurity. Do
you think in England that sort of threat seems dangerous?
I do think it is a danger, particularly the actual noise Americans make;
I mean the accent is in itself a danger-it is very easy for people, particularly young people, to go to America and come back with an American
accent. And this can leak into the poetry, in a slightly dangerous way.
What I would wish to see is, not so much imitation of what Americans
have done, but a willingness to learn from the example of American
writers without imitating them. The willingness to take risks, to work on
a big scale, to do something new-these are things which, I suspect, can
be learned from America.
Yes, I think that's something I've personally found exciting, and curiously
enough I think it's a way Australians can learn to become more Australian
almost, if they make use of that experience for their own development.
Moving back to your own writing: would you like to comment on what
you feel are the major processes or developments-do you feel there are
any particular turning points, for instance, in your own work?
I don't know really. I think that I had a very productive decade indeed in
the 1960s and it was very easy for me to write the kind of poems I wanted
to write. I kept getting a whole string of new ideas, and I saw myself in a
very explosive experimental situation. I didn't bother too much whether
stuff was good or bad or about principles, I wanted the poetry to be ahead
of the principles. And I still very much like that idea, that the poet is
writing poems-he is the spearhead of some kind of linguistic advance.
The critics come afterwards and then consolidate the ground. I am always
suspicious of poets who are too sure of what they are doing. I can tell
you what I was doing yesterday, much more clearly than I can tell you
what I'm doing today or will do tomorrow. Whenever I find I'm doing
something I like to stop it, so the process of constant development is
crucial to me. A sort of grandiose dream I used to have was to become a
poet like Picasso-totally creative and not spurning the most trivial kind
of product as a work of art, but at the same time producing massive,
timeless pieces, like Guernica and living a long time and keeping at it. All
his works to some extent have that quality albeit in a much more limited
way than Guernica (and someone once said he'd lost it as he got older),
but his example in the 30s was one I've always cherished ... productive
and prolific ....
That quality of an all-encompassing range is notable in your workwhich has always given it great vivacity. Does this become a trap, do
you think?
It doesn't become a trap for me but I can well see that a critic could make
a case against the poetry on these grounds. It has been done. I would say,
obviously, one's aware of what people say about one's poetry, people do
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tend to say things about my poetry, like "playing games", or "over
ambitious", or "doesn't know what direction he is going in" ... and I can
understand all these criticisms. Obviously I don't agree with them, but I
can see what people are getting at. They think it would be better if I
defined objectives more clearly and set more specific targets. But it isn't,
emphatically isn't, what I want to do-or intend to do. I periodically
attempt to deal with some of the criticisms of my writing one kind of
poetry, and then I get seduced by another ... and I do think that poets
ought to listen to critics but be resilient enough not to become subordinate
to them. I know a lot of poets who tend to listen too carefully to what the
critics say, and they begin to get better and better notices-and this is
terribly dangerous because they may stop doing what is really important.
TS:
GM:

TS:

GM:

TS:

G M:
TS:
GM:

The capacity to be seduced by one's feeling of spontaneity is a marvellous
quality to maintain. I wonder how one can keep on being open like that?
Well I don't know. I mean, there are difficulties here. Clearly, to come
back to the example I gave, Picasso did manage this, and I don't think
it was because Picasso was a great genius and obviously most of us are
not. So I think it is because by trying to do that, people with less of that
total genius could nevertheless operate more in that kind of way. I do
believe in the 'model' theory. I think that the kind of model of the artist,
or poet (of the kind of poet that you want to be) can have a big effect
on the way you operate. Poets like Byron have had an important model
effect on me, and Shakespeare has had an important model effect-I see
both of them as quantitative figures. The quality is crucial, but the
quantity is also crucial. And both of them produced a fair amount of not
first class stuff, in the whole process of churning things out. In England,
particularly, a writer like Larkin (who's technically marvellous and precise) can be a bit dangerous in discouraging people to produce anything
other than the most finished work.
The quality of creative fecundity is one that I have found immensely
appealing-Bach I guess has always been my model. Did you find work in
the BBC, where you were for a long time, did that help or inhibit this
creative fecundity that you feel is important?
Well, oddly enough, it helped. In certain respects it hindered me because
I was busy in the BBC. So, that limited time. On the other hand it did
encourage variety, because I was aware of what else was being done. I
met a lot of poets, I was concerned to reflect the scene in general, and as
long as I could keep going I felt I was constantly fertilized by what other
people were doing.
What would you recommend-say to an Australian-who wished to keep
in touch with what was happening ('the scene' as you call it)? Where
would you direct such a person to seek it out?
In England?
In England.
It's difficult but one can select one or two magazines, for instance, worth
keeping an eye on-one would be Ambit, which is now 15 or 20 years
old and in its 75th issue or so. It is a magazine edited by Martin Bax in
London, and it not only prints poetry but also stories, reproduces drawings and has reviews. It's a very knock-about, various ... avant-garde . ..
magazine. Stand, which John Silkin (excellent poet) edits, has been going
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for about the same length of time; it's more political, and also more
concerned with translations. Also publishes short stories and reviews.
The Poetry Review, which is the journal of the Poetry Society, is edited
by different people at different times; at the moment it is Roger Garfitt,
a good younger poet and also a very good critic. These three magazines
would give a fairly good conspectus of what is going on, though 1 am
bound to say that the very best poetry does tend to appear in the weeklies
(New Statesman, The Listener) or in monthlies like Encounter and
London Magazine. 1 personally would turn to either Encounter (which
Anthony Thwaite edits) or to the New Statesman (which the prose writer
Martin Amis edits) for the very best new poems by the best poets we've
got.
TS:

And what about the BBC itself?

GM:

The tradition of doing a lot of poetry in radio is, 1 think, being continued,
with some difficulties. The BBC is under a lot of financal stress. Poetry
programmes are not cheap (we pay copyright plus performance fees) and
this builds up to a lot of money for what can be quite a short programme
without a large audience.

TS:

That is something many people don't really recognize, they think it would
be fairly cheap just to get someone to come in to read poems ...

GM:

It is very cheap if you don't pay royalties. 1 found it was very cheap to

put on non-copyright poetry programmes. But it's better to pay poets well
and do fewer programmes rather than do more and not pay poets.
Because poets badly need money plus the prestige that being paid gives.
If you are paid a lot of money by the BBC for a twenty-minute pro·
gramme you really feel it is worth while being on it. It produces keen
competition and a sense of real achievement by getting into it.
TS:

In one of the sessions at the Perth Festival you mentioned the creative
possibilities of using poetry in television. Have you tried this yoursdf?

GM:

1 haven't tried it myself, because I have never worked in television. 1
think I would have gone into television years ago if 1 thought the moment
was right in England for doing poetry in it. When 1 worked in radio it
was not because 1 thought it was an ideal medium for poetry (I would
much rather have worked on a magazine from that point of view) but
because 1 thought it was a mass medium, and I've always been interested
in getting poetry across to as many people as possible. That, basically, is
why I think television is interesting. Enormous numbers of people do
watch and will continue to watch television, and the possibilities of interesting a completely new audience in it, 1 think, are very great if someone
would begin to do regular programmes on television. I mean, we have
done occasional series but we have never done a week-in, week-out halfhour peak-time programme. Once we get that (and it could still be ten
years before we get it) I think that the man-in-the-street's attitude to
poetry in England will completely change. There's Close Down, BBC Two,
which finishes each night with a poem. There is also a programme Poets
Of The Past ...

TS:

"Poets of the past"-in England, the consciousness of poetry from the
past comes through in your various talks and discussions as being a big
shadow over any contemporary poet.

1 16
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GM:

It is rather a shadow-and an aid. It's a shadow in the sense that you
could think: "Well, what else can I add to what's been done already?",
which makes things difficult; but at the same time it is an aid in the sense
that it offers a whole arsenal of techniques. You see, I don't believe that
the past is a static thing. I think it is redeveloped by every new poet who
makes a contribution to literature. Eliot was the man who had this great
insight, that the new poet can re-create the past, as it were, and thus create
the present and the future. It may be that happens less than it used to.
Nowadays, I suspect, American poets particularly tend to look sideways
rather than back. They look into another language (using a translation)
for the kind of influences which before would be sought in earlier periods.
That may be very good in certain respects; the disadvantage is that if
you rely on translations for your knowledge of other literatures you may
be missing a good deal. And alas, I see an awful lot of what has been
called by Peter Porter "Minnesota Peruvian". Which is not all that
different from what comes from the Black Mountains.

TS:

Yes, anonymous Translatorese. Australia is perhaps just heading into that
era. I think we will finish at that point. Thank you very much indeed.
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Denise Levertov (with Bruce Dawe)

Fay Zwicky

FAY ZWICKY

An Interview with Denise Levertov

FZ:
DL:

What first induced you to write poetry?
I started very young, too long ago to remember actually. I know that I
used to have a manuscript of a poem dictated to my sister. A long
ramble about a fairy ball. And the reason I was dictating to my sister
was that I had not yet learned to write. I know I had learned to write by
the time I was six so presumably I was five ... I was read aloud to a
lot. I lived in a pretty literary household and it sort of came naturally.

FZ:
DL:

Did you hear much music as well as the spoken word?
Well, my sister, who was nine years older, was a very fine pianist ... my
mother, who was Welsh, had a fine singing voice. Then there was the
BBC although I don't think we had a radio till I was about seven.

FZ:
DL:

Did you play an instrument yourself?
I had piano lessons and I still have a piano. But I seem to be playing
the same things that I was playing when I was about twelve. Clementi
Sonatinas and so on ... I never got beyond a certain point: my technique
never improved sufficiently to allow me to venture further.

FZ:
DL:

Were you still writing poetry as an adolescent?
Yes, I was also studying ballet very seriously at that time.

FZ:

I notice you have a strong rhythmical sense-this came out when you
gave your readings. Did your earlier affiliation with Robert Duncan and
Robert Creeley have any bearing on the development of movement and
rhythm in your work?
They were the first American poets that I came to know. I had corresponded with Kenneth Rexroth because he was editing an anthology called
New British Poets in the two years preceding my coming to America so
he was the first American poet I met-not, actually, in the flesh, only by
letter. Then when I came to America the first poet I met was Creeley,
and a few years later I met Robert Duncan. They became very close
friends. I'm still very close friends with Robert Creeley but ... Duncan
and I had a sort of "falling out" some years ago. Our friendship, of
almost 20 years, was conducted mostly by letter because he was on the
West Coast and I was on the East. Finally, not too long ago, he wrote
and apologized for something he'd said and had allowed to be printed

DL:
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which had upset me very much. He offered a sort of apology but I don't
think that, alas, our friendship will ever be quite restored to what it was.
Too much time went by between the offence and the apology.
FZ:
DL:

FZ:

DL:

Were you influenced particularly by his work on metrics, his rhythmical
experiments?
No. I don't know that I was particularly affected by that. We shared a
lot ... I learned things from him but I don't know that I can put my
finger on what they were. I have written a long essay for a collection
of pieces on Duncan which is "in the works". It's being edited by two
people, one of them Australian-Ian Reid and Robert Bertholf. My piece
on Duncan was written about four years ago and is really an account of
his letters to me. Wonderful letters about poetry ... I was reflecting on
the kind of thing that I'd learnt from him and found it hard to sum up.
He certainly introduced me to some ideas and writers, and we shared a
love of fairy tales and certain children's books.
Did you feel he was putting you in touch with your own unconscious
sources? He showed the way to a number of poets who were perhaps
overly-intellectual-would you consider yourself to have been of this
kind?
No, I never would. You see, I have never been through the academic
experience. I didn't go to school. Ever.

FZ:
DL:

You were privately taught?
Yes. I didn't do lessons even after I was about twelve because I began to
study ballet ... I did lessons at home (my mother, who had been a
teacher, teaching me), and I listened to some of the BBC Schools' programmes. But those were not very heavy learning experiences-rather,
delightful dramatizations of episodes in history and things like that ...
My sister sort of nudged me into ballet although I was put on my honour
to continue reading some serious books, which I used to do in the train
every day ... 1 used to go to the Victoria and Albert Museum for
pleasure. My formal education essentially stopped when I was between
twelve and thirteen... I'm consequently a mathematical moron and I
had virtually no scientific education except the little bit that I got when
I was a student nurse later on.

FZ:

Did you feel the lack of socialization when you were at that age? Did
that colour your future relationships in any way?
I've been asked that before. No, I don't think so. Next door was a girl
three years older than I who was a friend and there was another in the
next street. I used to go to a beautiful big park in the London suburb
I lived in. It was huge and had a little stream in it-a wonderful place
to play. I just used to pick up kids '" mostly kind of slum kids from
the other end of the town. And we'd fish for sticklebacks and things ...
I never felt lonely.
You turned to literature after you gave up the ballet at 17?
Well, I'd never turned away from it. I had sufficient hubris to imagine
I was going to be able to do everything. I painted too.

DL:

FZ:
DL:
FZ:
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In a poem you read the other night you referred to a meeting in you
of the "Celt and the Semite". Are these your mother's and father's sides
of the family?
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DL:

FZ:

DL:

FZ:
DL:

FZ:

Yes. My mother was Welsh, and my father was a Russian Jew. When he
was a student at the University of Konigsberg in Prussia (to which he was
sent because a Jew couldn't go to the University in Tzarist Russia), he
read the New Testament and became convinced that Jesus had indeed
been the Messiah. He then rushed home to give the people at home the
Gospel. They thought he was crazy, locked him up in his room, but he
climbed out of the window and escaped. He eventually became an
Anglican Clergyman not long before I was born... So I am a mix,
racial and religious. I was brought up as an Anglican clergyman's daughter
but with a strong sense of pride in being Jewish too. My father always
referred to himself as a Jewish Christian.
Well, it's an attractive bonus, for you seem to have a strong bardic strain
as well as the moral intensity. You and Robert Creeley are both committed to a sense of personal and political liberty. Have you any comment
to make on the paradox, as I see it, of wanting freedom in principle, yet
proposing its constraints in poetry? You reject unrestrained anarchy yet
you demand the right to speak in your own voice-how do you reconcile
these opposing currents?
Because of my peculiar upbringing and various kinds of professional good
fortune, I've always had a lot of liberty and therefore I don't tend to
think of freedom as being the great priority . . . I've tended to take it for
granted ... During the 60's and earlier 70's when I was involved in the
anti-war movement, I went to Hanoi and read some of Ho Chi Min's
statements. One that is always quoted by the Vietnamese people is:
"Nothing is more precious than freedom", and I have often thought that
too ... But I've come to believe that peace and mercy are more important.
A lot of people would query this: "What kind of freedom would that be?
What kind of peace?" When freedom becomes the primary goal, so much
justice and mercy goes out the window. As for peace, it becomes only
something you attain later, if you're lucky ... Freedom can mean pretty
instant death and bloody-mindedness. By the time you emerge with the
supposed freedom you've been fighting for, you've become so much like
your enemy that you have, in fact, lost everything. When one talks about
freedom as a top priority, one also tends to feel that the end justifies the
means, and that's fatal to the quality of freedom attained.
Are you, then, a pacifist?
There was a period when I defined myself as a pacifist. Then I began to
feel, in the face of the heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people against
vicious attack by the United States, that it was priggish to maintain this
position. I still feel this with regard to Vietnam and all guerrilla movements and movements of national liberation. At the same time, I have
come back to a more pacifist position because I feel that it's almost
impossible to avoid acting like those whom you're struggling against.
I don't know what the answer to this dilemma is ... I think the spirit of
the non-violent movement that I am now involved in is a very beautiful
one, and that people grow in it to kinds of personal strength that I didn't
see among my comrades in the anti-war struggle... I don't condemn
people defending their lives and ideologies with arms although I'm completely against terrorism ... a bugger of a paradox!
Perhaps this is what Yeats had in mind when he had Parnell say: "Ireland
shall get her freedom and you still break stone." The poor peasant would
become a hard master to the next generation of peasants ...
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DL:

I thought you were going to quote the other line-"The best lack all
conviction, while the worst are full of passionate intensity" ... people trot
that out as if it were a political formula that fits all times and places.
The best people are surely full of passionate intensity?

FZ:

Yeats was talking about the abuse of language and the debasement of
feeling, wasn't he? "Bellows full of angry wind" etc.
But do you feel that the best people you know lack all conviction?

DL:
FZ:

DL:
FZ:
DL:

FZ:

DL:

I'm not prepared to speak in terms of "worst" and "best" unless with
irony. Yeats was surely being ironic in implying that the "best" refuse
to act because they are sceptical of action based on too-passionately held
conviction in case it should lead them into dangerous, supra-rational
waters.
Well, then, they are not the best because they don't have any guts.
Guts in that sense may amount to little more than blind impulse from
which good may come but also evil. Surely some scepticism is appropriate?
But he used the term "the best". I suppose I'm thinking of people I come
into contact with teaching in the University ... those bland academics,
the old-time Liberal without any convictions .... They've had some of
the best opportunities but they are not the best people. They are pleasant
enough but when it really comes down to brass tacks, the fact that they
do lack all conviction makes them, to me, sadly lacking. You know the
typical academic fence-sitter ...
But lots of people sit on fences, academic or otherwise. Most people are
scared, politically, morally and spiritually. Isn't it unfair to single out
academics as the offending tribe?
They are in a position to commit themselves at no great cost to themselves '" they're an elite, they've had a lot of privileges. They have the
opportunity to influence the course of history in minor ways ... Over and
over this opportunity comes to them and they don't use it. Someone
who works in a factory all day is exhausted by evening and spends that
free time he has watching t.v. or going to the disco or falling asleep over
the newspaper ... you can't blame that person in the same way you can
blame someone with the advantages of an easier work schedule. We are
a privileged group, and we are supposed to be leading "the examined
life" and developing some convictions ...

FZ:
DL:

You feel a sense of moral obligation both as a teacher and a poet?
Yes. Every privilege brings with it some obligation, doesn't it?

FZ:

To change direction for a moment (or maybe not): you were involved
in a controversy in 1973 over the poet, Joseph Brodsky who defected from
the Soviet Union to come and live in America. What, precisely, was the
nature of your objection? Was it connected with his employment at
Michigan State, or what was it?
No. There were several things I felt about Brodsky. One was that, although
I didn't feel critical of people, especially Jewish people, leaving Russia,
I did feel critical of such people coming to America at a time when
America was engaged in a particularly heinous war. Their doing so, aside
from the war, was always used by professional anti-communists, even
anti-socialists, as an opportunity for sounding off. I felt that if people

DL:
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wanted to leave Russia (which is sometimes quite understandable) they
should try to go to some neutral kind of country. Especially educated
people. Some people don't understand that coming to America at that
time was a political act. I felt that a sophisticated literary person like
Brodsky couldn't be excused from knowing that it was a political act.
Then, on top of that, Brodsky made more statements admiring Richard
Nixon. Then he made some sort of broad generalizations about American
poetry in which he totally ignored a poet like William Carlos Williams
and claimed, I think, Robert Frost as the Great American poet. And I
felt that he was being darned ignorant in doing that.
FZ:

Did you feel that he took too much upon himself as a foreigner to
pontificate on the state of American poetry?

DL:

Definitely. And, taken together with his attitude towards Vietnam, his
praise of Nixon-these things all revolted me. They all seemed to be
interconnected.

FZ:

I notice in your essay on William Carlos Williams written in 1972 you
said: "How different Williams, re-explored, is from the stereotype in
which he has been cursorily presented to many minds, assuming him to
be essentially prosaic, a putter-together of scraps of reportage merely,
the best of his potential ongoing audience-the young poets in their early
twenties, the fervent and intense readers who, consciously or not, are
looking for magic, illumination, the Dionysian, the incantatory word, the
numinous song-turn aside from him to look elsewhere." Would you like
to comment on this? Clearly, William Carlos Williams means a great deal
to you.

DL:

Yes, he did. I meant that many of those things that I say people consciously or unconsciously were looking for can, in fact, be found in
Williams. But that fact seems to have gone unnoticed and the other aspect
of Williams has been made into a stereotype. I stand by what I said there
but I'm not sure what else to say about it .. .

FZ:

Yet another guru undone by his followers ... which reminds me of something I want to ask you about Pound. In an essay you wrote in 1972 you
said: "Racist and rightist views are abhorrrent to me-but I look on these
when they occur in Pound as an aberration; and who among us does not
have some kind of aberration? And all the evidence points to Ezra
Pound's personal dealings with whoever came into contact with him as
being marked by kindness and probity." In view of your belief in the
moral responsibility of the articulate, do you still defend Pound's political
views as an "aberration"? What would you say had Pound supported the
U.S. government against the North Vietnamese?

DL:

I do believe that Pound was mentally deranged and became increasingly
so ... if you read his letters you see his funny spellings and his obsessions
increasing steadily over the years. What in very early letters and essays is
a kind of conscious generosity (he was always trying to educate and
promote friends and acquaintances), that cheerful sort of Tiggerish aspect
of him, becomes later incredibly overblown arrogance. I think that is one
of the first signs of something really pathological in his psychology. The
anti-Semitism begins as just the attitude common to virtually all nonJewish people of his epoch. I mean, you find it everywhere! It was something "received" in his social world, and it was the rare person that
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recognized that there was something wrong about that, and escaped from
it. You know how people used to use expressions like "To Jew him down"
or something like that?
FZ:

DL:

But Pound was surely, by your definition, just such a "rare person" with
all the concomitant privilege and responsibility that this entails. Do you
still feel he can be exonerated for having expressed views identical with
those of any concentration camp attendant?
As I said, I think his anti-Semitism started as the common, unintense sort
of received anti-Semitism of his time and place. But then it grew as he
begins to get interested in economics. And he begins to attach all his anger
-perfectly reasonable anger-about banks, usury and so forth, in an
absolutely mediaeval style, to Jews. I have been told by those who knew
him well that he was certainly encouraged in this kind of intensification
of prejudice by both his wife, Dorothy, and by his other wife, Olga
Rudge. So he did not develop these prejudices all alone, but they were
reinforced by people around him. He gets more and more obsessive and
ignores the fact that there are bankers and arms dealers and all kinds
of international racketeers whose actions he deplores who are not Jewish
at all. He attaches all kinds of wrong-doing to Jewishness to a point
where it becomes absolutely wacky ... a kind of personal "I-know-best"
wackiness. He ignores his own unconscious, something you see in other
aspects of his writing. Even his valuable criticism (and it is valuable)
is always on the side of the intellectual, the rational. It suppresses the
intuitive. It ignores it, in fact, and I think that he did this in his own
life. He ignored his own dark side and it ultimately overwhelmed him,
because what you ignore in yourself comes up and bites you. . I't would
be quite impossible to defend him if one didn't feel he was, in certain
respects, crazy ... you can't hold him to the same kind of responsibility.
I mean, it's as simple as that ...
Someone told me an interesting thing, someone who had gone to meet
e. e. Cummings who was coming as a guest to some University. Cummings
had just been visiting Ezra Pound at St. Elizabeth's at the time. Now
Cummings's own politics were not really very Kosher ... he was pretty
nasty, politically speaking. I mean, he talks a lot about freedom, but I
think he was pretty fascistic and anti-Semitic, especially as he grew older.
And, having just visited Pound, he was preoccupied with him, and was
talkng as much to himself as to this man who I think was a stranger
to him ... The man who told me the story asked him: "Well, what did
you think of his mental condition?" He (Cummings) said: "What struck
me was that we conversed about all sorts of matters, and there was
absolutely nothing to indicate that he was not as sane or saner than
anybody else. And I began to feel more keenly what an outrage it was
that this great man should be shut up in this mental asylum with all these
crazy people. Until suddenly he began to talk about economics-and then
it seemed to me that he was completely insane. He was completely
bonkers when he began talking about that", or some words to that effect.
And this, coming from Cummings whose own politics were not so
different from Pound's, seems to me rather important additional evidence
to support the idea that Pound really was in a pathological condition ...
[Further discussion took place about Pound and the poet's
responsibility which, for reasons of space, had to be cut.]
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FZ:

How would you define the areas of a writer's responsibility?

DL:

The basic responsibility is that the writer should recognize he is a social
being, that he really lives in a world with other people, and that his words
and deeds may have some weight with others... The person who is
actually irresponsible is the one who has no convictions, who is purely
self-serving or is a-political in a callous way. That is irresponsible. But
the person who is responsible, and who attaches his or her high ideals
to what I or you may consider grossly wrong is not being irresponsible.
He or she is just being ... perhaps mistaken. I don't think there have
been any great writers with Fascist convictions. Let's put Pound out of
this for the moment because, in the first place, when he was relatively
sane, he mistook the nature of Fascism. That was lack of political astuteness, and clear analysis, but it wasn't actually a lack of responsibility ..•
Take Yeats who I think was always pretty sane. I think his support of a
Fascist group didn't really mean that he was a Fascist (even if his ideas
about the obligations and style of the aristocracy led him to write those
not-very-good examples of his poetry, those marching-songs for Duffy, the
blue-shirt Irish Fascist). I think he was doing something more like what
Pound did in the 20's before Mussolini actually came to power when he
supposed that Mussolini represented a Confucian attitude. The paternalistic but noble ideal (noblesse oblige) that Yeats attached to Duffy for a
while was not represented by the Blueshirts at all-it was another gross
mistake. My God, if we were all to be condemned for every mistake that
we made, we would all be very much in the soup, wouldn't we? There is
a difference between making mistakes and being irresponsible.

FZ;

I'd like to go briefly to the subject of the woman writer. Since the
Women's Movement is politically powerful in America, have you yourself
had any connection with it?

DL:

I haven't really had an active connection with the Women's Movement.
Of course, my life has been affected by it. Everyone's has. And I have
supported some Women's Movement things at different times. As far as
the poetry goes that has emerged from the Movement, some of this is
very bad poetry. I think it's written by people who are feminists first,
and possibly not poets even second. They are feminists who decide to
write poetry because they think of poetry as a vehicle for their feminism.
So some of the anthologies of feminist poetry are filled with extraordinarily bad poems. And I object to the term and the concept, "Women's
Poetry". I think there is poetry by women, but "Women's Poetry" is used
by some of the feminist groups to mean poetry by women for women.
It limits the readership. I feel that the Arts always have transcended and
must transcend gender. If it's a good work of art, then it's for anyone
that wants it.

FZ;

What would your criteria be for bad poetry as such?

DL:

Well, I think at the moment it's often free form doggerel. And it's not
written with any concern for language or music, it utilizes an art, and one
should not utilize an art. One should serve an art. The art is greater than
oneself, something sacred-not something to be just manipulated. A poem
is not a vehicle for ideas. A poem should be an autonomous thing-it
should have a life of its own. I think the attitude of the people I'm
thinking of towards poetry is essentially disrespectful... It is the people
who latch on to poetry as a form of journalism that I object to ...
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FZ:

I think our Women's Movement
yours in the States.

DL:

No, I wondered about that. I was going to ask you, actually.

FZ:

It has its spurts and surges but only a few brave souls around. On the
other hand, I observed in America (and this can only be a superficial
observation) that, although women seemed much more dedicated and
committed to the pursuit of their rights, they were also much angrier
than I had anticipated.

DL:

Yes, well one of the things that rather alienated me from the Women's
Movement in the beginning was that, while the anti-War movement was
still in full force, a lot of women, justly antagonized by the machismo of
some of the male leadership in the movement, not only separated themselves from anti-War organizations (which I could well have understood
if they had gone on working against the war), but they gave up on the
anti-War movement and began proclaiming that the first priority was
Women's Liberation ... It was at a time when Vietnamese chlidren were
being Napalmed, and defoliants were being dumped over a huge section
of that country. It seems to be extraordinarily white-middle-class-privilegetype thinking to suddenly drop your attempts to stop that, and say that
the immediate prioriy is Women's Liberation, I felt those women should
have gone on doing anti-War work, ignoring those macho males who were
bugging them, instead of dropping out of it altogether. This weakened the
movement and slowed up the eventual end of the war. The other thing is
that, in a lot of places in America (it tends to vary from city to city)
the radical Lesbians have tended to dominate. I find that offensive because
a Women's Movement has to be for all women, and there shouldn't be
some attitude that says you are not a feminist if you are not a Lesbian.
I mean, if you are a Lesbian, you are a Lesbian. O.K. But don't make
heterosexual women feel they ought to be Lesbians. Don't make them feel
they aren't feminists unless they are Lesbians ... I mean, I really like
men (and they are half the human race after all). That doesn't mean I
believe in their continued dominance of society.

FZ:

Your own poetry is often about love, and has forceful and passionate life
which is intensified when one hears you read. I notice, in your essays,
you are very attached to Lorca's concept of duende which you defined
somewhere as "soul". Would you make some comment about its importance to you?

DL:

Well, I was casting around for some English term that would be an
equivalent of duende. Really, the American black use of the word "soul"
seemed to be about the closest thing. Once, at a demonstration in
Berkeley, I had just said something at this rally into the mike in Sproule
Plaza, and a black man (whom I'd never seen before or since) came up
to me, hugged me and said: "You've got soul, baby." And it was one of
the most wonderful things anyone could ever have said to me. I shall
always remember it ...

FZ:

Well, I'm sure that people who have been fortunate enough to hear you
read in Perth, and who have been moved by your poems will agree that
you do indeed have "soul". I thank you very much for sharing it with us.

DL:

Thank you, Fay.
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Fremantle Arts Centre Press
SOME RECENT TITLES
HAT ON THE LETTER 0 and other stories
Nicholas Hasluck
with drawings by Peter Walker
"The Hat On The Letter 0 and other stories" by Nicholas Hasluck shows him as an author
sensitively alive to moods and atmosphere.
The ten stories in this collection are expertly told, displaying a command of language to be
expected from a writer who is also a poet of quiet but vivid performance.
A wide range of subjects is covered by stories which reveal sympathy and discernment, but
their action is generally circumscribed.-J. H. Laurence, The West Australian.
West Coast Writing 7. 160 pages.
ISBN 0 909144 11 7, paper $4.25, 1978.

WESTERLY 21
ed. Bruce Bennett and Peter Cowan
Over the twenty years of its often precarious existence Westerly has published the work of
many writers, known and unknown, in the short story, poetry, and articles of literary and
social significance. Always interested in finding new talent, and in the development of prose
and poetry in particular, Westerly has seen many of those it first published go on to a wider
recognition. Now, looking back over twenty one interesting and varied years the present
editors have brought together a representative collection of articles, stories, and poetry which
reflect not only the magazine during that time, but something of the changes in attitudes and
in writing that have taken place in Australia over that period.
This selection should attract a wider readership ... it reflects that literature in this State
(W.A.) is healthy and dynamic.-John Laurence, The West Australian.
272 pages, ISBN 0 909 144 10 9, large format paper. $8.95, 1978.
MEMORIES OF CIULDHOOD a collection of reminiscences
ed. Lee White
with drawings by children of White Gum Valley Primary School
Childhood has been described as the writer's credit balance-an area so rich that to tap It
is to release a string of vivid mental images and remembered emotions that reach across
the years with startling clarity.
Fifteen new and established Western Australian writers contribute to this book. They range
from fledgling poets such as secondary school student Catherine Lazaroo to well-known poets
and prose writers such as T. A. G. Hungerford, Elizabeth Jolley, Mary Durack, Alan Alexander, Alec Choate, and Donald Stuart.
128 pages, ISBN0909144 14 1, paper $6.95,1978.
Blackboys & Black Gins
GRASS TREES OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Hal Missingham
With their flower spikes, like the spears of warriors thrusting above the grey-green bush,
Western Australia's blackboys must have presented a strange and ominous welcome to our
early settlers. Since then these remarkable Grass Trees, known for their longevity and slow
rate of growth, have become surrounded by myths and mysteries. Even today little literature
is available on them.
Hal Missingham, who has lived in Perth since he retired as Director of the Art Gallery of
New South Wales, has produced several other impressive photographic books. Living in the
Darling Ranges-where blackboys are a spectacular but familiar sight among the ancient
granite outcrops-he has been able to capture the intriguing variety of form and character
that make these Grass Trees so remarkable. In the ten pages of text and the many captions
throughout the book Mr Missingham goes a long way towards unravelling some of the
facts from the myths associated with these unique plants.
It is hoped that publication of this book will heighten public awareness of Western Australia's
Grass Trees.
72 pages, ISBN 0909144 13 3, large format paper, $5.50, 1978.
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RECENT AND FORTHCOMING TITLES
OUT OF WATER INTO LIGHT
Wendy Jenkins
The first volume in a new series called the Shoreline Poetry Series. Ms. Jenkins is a new poet
whose work has appeared in journals and anthologies but who has not yet had a collection
published.
Publication date: February/March 1979.
ON AIR with Catherine King
Julie Lewis
A biography of Catherine King, well known throughout Western Australia for her long
association with ABC Radio. For twenty two years between 1O.45am and 11.30am Catherine
King entered homes throughout Western Australia with the ABC Women's Session.
Publication date: March 1979.
WHITE RIVER and other stories
Justina Williams
A new volume in the West Coast Writing series. Justina is a well known Western Australian
Poet, Short Story writer, and Journalist. She has previously published two poetry volumes
and a local history. Her short stories have been published in various Australian journals and
broadcast on ABC radio.
Publication date: April 1979.
DIARY AND LETTERS OF ADMIRAL SIR C. H. FREMANTLE, G.C.B.
Relating to the Founding of the Colony of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1829.
With the passing of one hundred and fifty years since the arrival of the first fleet, under the
command of the then Captain Fremantle, and the foundation of Western Australia by Lieut.
Governor Stirling, the Fremantle Arts Centre Press is to publish the Diary and Letters of
Captain Fremantle relating to that historic event. The Diary and Letters were previously
published in 1928 as a Private Edition to commemorate Western Australia's one hundredth
anniversary. This will be the first public edition.
104 page paperback facsimile edition.
Publication date: April 1979.
FREMANTLE Landscapes and People
T. A. G. Hungerford and Roger Garwood
The City of Fremantle is fifty years old in 1979. To help mark the occasion, and to
give Fremantle a pictorial place in Western Australia's 150th anniversary celebrations,
FREMANTLE LANDSCAPES AND PEOPLE is being published.
The text is by well known local writer T. A. G. Hungerford, and the photographs are by
Roger Garwood, who lives and works in Fremantle.
Publication date: June 1979.
CONTEMPORARY WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PAINTERS AND PRINTMAKERS
Ed. Murray Mason
Fifty to fifty five contemporary Western Australian Painters and Printmakers will be represented in the book. Each artist will be represented by a double page spread devoted to his
or her work. Copy will include a photograph of the artist in black and white, a brief
biographical note, a reproduction of drawing, print or painting in black and white, and on
the facing page, a full colour reproduction of another of the artist's works.
The book will also contain a five thousand word introduction written by Murray Mason.
It is hoped that this book will promote and publicise many Western Australian painters and
printmakers whose work is unknown or unsung outside Western Australia.
Publication date: November 1979.
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1956-1977
A handsomely bound, hard-back edition of the first Index that Westerly
has produced can be yours for $8.95 (including postage). It is an essential item for libraries, collectors, and students of Australian literature.
The Index contains a Foreword by the current editors and a Preface
by the compiler, Linda Goldstiver. It contains reference to all material
published in WesterAy from the magazine's inception in 1956 until the
end of 1977. Entries are arranged alphabetically according to author
under the following headings: Articles, Poetry, Short Fiction, Drama,
Reviews, Illustrations.
Orders, accompanied by a cheque for $8.95 (made out to Westerly
Index) should be sent to:
The Editors,
Westerly,
English Department,
University of Western Australia,
Nedlands, Western Australia, 6009.
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